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ABSTRACT 
The primary objective for this work is to create a method to rapidly optimize interior 
permanent magnet (IPM) machines.  For this research, a method was created called 
dimensionless optimization (DO).  Eight dimensionless parameters determine nineteen 
dimensions of the machine based on design rules, stresses in the rotor and back EMF.  
Given a maximum torque specification and a local design space, a hypercube design of 
64 machines is created using an 8 factor I-optimal design.  Analysis is performed using a 
commercial program which incorporates electromagnetic FEA, and provides the current 
and phase angle requirements, and efficiency of the machines at the defined test points.  
Response surfaces are created for efficiency and current at each test point.  The method 
determines the variance of the response surfaces, the optimum predicted design in the 
local design space, and the location of design spaces which may yield better designs.  The 
method was validated by comparing 20 kW and 50 kW machines designed by an electric 
machines manufacturer, to machines designed using dimensionless optimization.  The 
efficiencies of both machines were improved using dimensionless optimization. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter introduces the motivation and objectives of the current research, covers 
the fundamental subjects utilized in the research, describes the organization of the 
dissertation, and includes a literature review.  
A. Motivation 
A rapid method of machine design is desirable. 
Increasing the efficiencies of vehicles is a crucial need today, due to the increasing 
environmental and economic costs of energy. Hybrid vehicles are highly efficient, and 
help meet this need. All major automotive manufacturers have hybrid cars and/or pickup 
trucks in production. There are also hybrid buses, postal vehicles, delivery and garbage 
trucks, and construction vehicles in production, with even larger hybrid vehicles which 
have been announced. Automobiles which are battery powered (pure electric) have also 
been announced for production. 
Nearly all of these vehicles are designed around motors and generators (electric 
machines) that use interior permanent magnet (IPM) topology. These machines can be 
extremely efficient and compact. However, much of the knowledge of efficient IPM 
machine design is proprietary to the developers of these machines or vehicles.  
The companies owning this technology benefit from keeping this information 
proprietary, as the design of these electric machines is complex, and publicly available 
knowledge is scarce. Yet there is a larger benefit to society if methods of designing 
efficient IPM machines are shared. 
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Machine design is complex and time consuming. 
Electric machines incorporate magnetic materials which saturate (the electric steels), 
are non-linear in nature (the magnets and the electrical steels), and have complex 
interactions (the magnetic fields of the magnets and electrical current; power losses in the 
stator steel vs. power losses in the copper windings, etc).  Because of the complexity and 
non-linearities in electric machines, the design of IPM machines requires software which 
incorporates electromagnetic FEA and other sophisticated features. 
Starting with good initial values for parameters significantly speeds up optimizations. 
However, there are no general guidelines or widespread knowledge for the values of 
these dimensions. In surface permanent magnet (PM) machines, for example, it is 
believed that the rotor length should be nearly the same as the rotor diameter. This is not 
always true in IPM machines, in fact the optimal value to start with, if it exists, is not 
known. 
The dimensions of the electric machine interact with each other in ways that are not 
understood, and this lack of knowledge about these interactions slows down the design 
process.  Some dimensions tend to become fixed (e.g. the rotor and stator diameters), and 
it is impossible to alter those dimensions significantly without changing many other 
dimensions.  A method which allows dimensions to be independent of each other would 
allow more rapid optimization; and would also lead to an increased understanding of the 
interactions in electric machines. 
Mathematical models are approximations 
Mathematical models, including response surface models, are approximations to the 
performance of real systems.  At the initiation of this research, it was not known whether 
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response surface models could be used effectively to predict the response of IPM 
machines.  If accurate models of regions of the design space could be created, 
optimization solutions could be created more rapidly. 
B. Objectives 
The goals of this research are to: 
 Provide a method to rapidly design efficient IPM machines 
 Provide a method which allows independent changes in machine dimensions 
 Provide a method which allows better comparison between machines of differing 
power or speed requirements 
 Determine if response surface methods are feasible for creating these models 
The method developed is not dependent on a specific program language, or on a 
specific electric machine analysis tool. The intent is to provide a method, not a tool. 
C. Organization of Dissertation 
This dissertation is organized as follows: 
Method, describing the steps of implementing the design method 
Results, showing the method‟s application to specific machine requirements, and its 
ability to allow changes to parameters independently of other parameters 
Discussion, describing how the method was created, discussing the results and 
benefits, and describing anomalies found in executing the method 
Conclusions, summarizing the contributions of this dissertation, and the limitations 
of this method 
Future work, describing areas where more research is needed
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D. Literature Review 
The literature review is divided into the following sections:  
 Optimization methods, describing some of the methods used to optimize electric 
machines in general, and IPM machines specifically 
 Methods for optimizing current or phase angle 
 Use of the response surface method, and I-optimal designs 
 Dimensionless optimization (DO), showing the use of dimensionless parameters with 
electric machines 
1. Optimization methods used for electric machine design 
Optimization methods for electric machines are the focus of a large body of research. 
Kim et al. in [1] applied response surface methodology and full factorial design 
(FFD) to the shape of the rotor of IPM machines, to minimize torque ripple.  This paper 
included the V-type configuration focused on in this research, as well as IPM machines 
where the magnet is normal to the d-axis.  This would correspond to the machines of this 
research, with a magnet depth ratio (RMDp) of 0.0. 
Three parameters were varied; the included magnet angle, the magnet thickness, and 
the distance from the shaft.  A 2
3
 FFD was initially set up that varied the included angle 
of the magnets from 100-120°, the magnet thickness from 3.5-4.5 mm, and the distance 
of the magnet to the shaft from 1.0-3.5 mm.  This was followed with a 15 point central 
composite design (CCD). 
Muetze in [2] studied global optimization of PM machines, and convex structures 
within the optimization. It noted that the design process of DC brushless motors is 
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becoming increasingly complex.  Modeling and problem formulation; and selection of the 
optimization method must be integrated.  Design optimization is often achieved using 
“trial and error” techniques and subjective judgment.  This is slow, costly, and contains 
elements of uncertainty. 
Methods were divided between stochastic methods and deterministic methods.  For 
deterministic methods, convex optimization is widely applied, as these methods can be 
coded efficiently.  Stochastic, evolutionary algorithms are often applied because they 
treat large-scale problems as a black box.  Often a single cost function is used, which is a 
weighted combination of the “component objective function.” 
Where convex characteristics can be identified, solution methods for convex 
problems can be exploited.  For the example problem from the paper, an equivalent 
circuit of the machine was created, based on geometric dimensions.  The B-H 
characteristics of the iron and magnets were assumed to be linear, simplifying the 
problem.  Optimizations were performed for maximum flux density, maximization of 
magnetic energy vs. magnet cost, and maximization of torque. 
The author recognized that mapping techniques and derivation of equations from 
finite element analysis might be useful. 
Preis et al. in [3] studied the use of genetic algorithms (GA) in the design of 
electromagnetic devices (not specifically electric machines).  These are considered 
especially useful for strongly nonlinear optimization problems, of which electric machine 
design qualifies. 
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Finite element modeling (FEM) is an analytic tool while optimal design is a synthetic 
problem.  If FEM is to be used for a number of designs, a strategy must be found to keep 
the number of trials low.   
Three evolutionary methods were compared.  The problem was to optimize the pole 
shape of a magnet.  2D and 3D FEM was used for each of these problems.  Non-linearity 
of the pole was neglected.  The use of GA was compared with the Gauss-Seidel method.  
For the 2D problem the evolutionary scheme yielded slightly better results.  
Gottvald et al. in [4] proposed the question “what optimization methods are adequate 
for solving specific types of optimization problems?”  Convexity, differentiability, and 
the accuracy of the function are not considered guaranteed. It presented a method called 
Global Evolution Strategy (GES), which combined evolutionary algorithms, simulated 
annealing, and Monte Carlo iteration. 
The authors recognized that the non-linearity of electromagnetic problems requires 
the use of global optimization methods. 
Arpino et al. in [5] studied the design of a DC torque motor using 2D and 3D FEM, 
and accounted for the magnetization curves of the iron and magnets.  It mentioned that 
there are two fundamental functional bodies in the design optimization problem, the 
analysis tool and the search algorithm.   
The motor was used to control the angular position of a carburetor throttle.  A 
stochastic optimizer was applied to identify the optimal shape exhibiting the lowest cost, 
within constraints. 
Nine parameters, shown in Figure 1 were varied: 
 the external diameter (DEE) 
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 the thickness of the stator yoke (SPST) 
 the air gap width (TRAF) 
 the angular dimension of the magnets (ALFR) 
 the iron core width (HF) 
 the difference between the axial length of the rotor and stator (HDRO) 
 the axial length of the stator (HSTA) 
 the angular dimension of the winding (ANVV) 
 the radial dimension of the iron core (DLF) 
 
Figure 1, Solid model (one fourth) of the motor optimized 
Bilateral bounds were introduced.  The objective function was the total cost of copper 
and magnets.  The algorithm used repetition of generation, mutation and annealing, until 
convergence.  When 3D FEA was used, a 2D FEA was run first.  If the torque had the 
potential to be acceptable, a 3D FEA was then run.  Total runtime was 225 hours on a 
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Sun Sparc-Station 2.  The savings in cost was approximately 16%.  The solution was not 
guaranteed to be global. 
Uler et al. in [6] applied GA to the design of a pole face in a motor, and incorporated 
2D electromagnetic FEA. GA were considered to be a unique method of optimization 
because they: 1) work on a population of points in the search space „simultaneously‟, 
rather than on one point at a time, 2) work with a coded string representing the 
parameters, 3) use the objective function, but not its derivatives or other information, and 
4) use rules for transition that are probabilistic. 
This paper states it was the first use of GA in electromagnetic devices (1994). As 
used in [6], as in most other contexts, GA included reproduction, crossover and mutation. 
The parents are comprised of finite length chromosomes (string members). Binary and 
gray codings are commonly used. The fitness value was calculated based on the objective 
function, along with an average fitness value for the population. Convergence was 
determined by the average fitness value. 
Constant permeability for the electrical steel was assumed.  The goal was to achieve a 
sinusoidal magnetic flux density.  In Figure 2, points P1 through P4 were allowed to 
move in the y direction between y = 22.5 and y = 28.0 mm, but not in the x direction.  
The initial population had 30 members.  The y directions were encoded as four 16 bit 
string segments, to form a 64 bit chromosome.  The crossover probability was 0.95, the 
mutation probability 0.005.  The error criteria was 0.5% for the average fitness.  The 
search converged in 24 iterations (720 function evaluations). 
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Figure 2, Geometry of the pole to be optimized 
Mohammed et al. in [7], written two years later, by the same authors as [6], 
approached the same problem, but added a direct search method.  It was recognized that a 
GA can be effective in the “explore and exploit” portion of an optimization algorithm, as 
it does not “lock in” to local minima.  These are helpful characteristics with non-convex 
objective functions, which can be encountered in magneto-static problems.  Therefore, a 
GA was used to locate the “zone” of the global optimum.  The gradient technique took 
over inside this zone, as it was assumed that the objective function is differentiable inside 
this zone.  Use of the gradient technique helped the problem converge rapidly.  The 
problem was similar to the problem in [6], but six points were used, and the points moved 
radially. 
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Oh et al. in [8] applied an algorithm to minimize the ripple torque of the DC motor.  
The variables were the height of rotor teeth (Htr), the width of the rotor teeth Wtr), and 
the width of the magnet edge (Wm).  This algorithm included both GA and the direct 
search method, as well as FEA.  The authors recognized that stochastic methods require a 
higher number of objective function calculations than deterministic methods. 
Genetic algorithms are known to have sub-optimal convergence characteristics.  The 
direct search method is deterministic, but does not require the derivative.  This is 
advantageous when the objective function is not expressed explicitly.  The efficiency of 
the search depends on the initial point, which must be chosen carefully.  The solution 
may point to a local optimum, which may not be global if the problem is not unimodal. 
The coupled approach of this paper used GA until the current point was in the global 
convex hull.  The direct search method then converged more rapidly and accurately than 
GA.  The algorithm switched from GA to direct search when 
 | |avg bestFitness Fitness    (1.1) 
where  
 0.05 bestFitness   (1.2) 
Using only GA, solving the problem required an average of 1294 calls to the cost 
function, while using the mixed approach required an average of 639.4 calls to the cost 
function.  The direct search yielded an exact answer.  The problem converged 10 steps 
after the direct search method was begun. 
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Figure 3, Cross section of DC motor 
Tusar et al. in [9] surveyed methods used for optimizing universal (not IPM) electric 
motors. The traditional approach of machine design is for experts to begin with candidate 
designs, and then improve them through multiple iterations. This improvement is 
dependent on the experience of the designer, and is done manually.  
 
Figure 4, Universal motor laminations 
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The presence of reliable simulation tools allowed the design process to be automated. 
This study looked at the ability of six stochastic methods to perform this automation. 
Both the rotor and stator geometries are varied with these approaches. Three evolutionary 
methods, two particle based methods, and an ant stigmergy algorithm were evaluated. 
The objective function was to minimize power losses. This paper included non-
linearity and saturation in the calculations.  
Equations were written for power loss in terms of current, flux density, frequency 
(related to speed), etc. Iron and copper losses were modeled. Eddy current and 
hysteresis equations assumed that properties obtained at 50 Hz could be used to calculate 
losses at higher frequencies. Brush, ventilation and friction losses were not modeled, as 
they were assumed to be equal regardless of rotor and stator geometry. 
Dimensions varied 
Ten dimensions were varied. These are the rotor yoke thickness (ryt), rotor external 
radius (rer), rotor pole width (rpw), stator width (sw), stator yoke horizontal thickness 
(svh), stator yoke vertical thickness (syv), stator middle part length (sml), stator internal 
edge radius (sie), stator teeth radius (str), and stator slot radius (ssr). 
Some dimensions were fixed, including the rotor air gap.  
Methods for that paper 
The authors employed ANSYS electromagnetic FEA for analysis. Three evolutionary 
algorithms were used, with an initial population of random individuals. The first method 
was a 'standard' application of GA. The second was called Steady-State Evolutionary 
Algorithm, and continuously replaced the worst pair in the population with the new 
offspring. 
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The third evolutionary method is called differential evolution and calculated new 
candidate's genetic material from a parent and two other individuals. For that method, 
each parent was selected sequentially, and a single offspring was generated. The 
candidate replaced the parent if it was better than the parent. 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) and a similar approach called Electromagnetism-
like algorithm (EM) were also used. EM uses information from every particle, rather than 
only the global best and the particle's previous best. In EM, particles exert attractive or 
repulsive forces on other particles.  
A multilevel ant stigmergy algorithm was also used. The 'ants' follow predetermined 
paths through the design space. All paths start at the same point (A), and end at another 
specific point (B). Points along the paths are weighed, and 'pheremones' (values) are left 
at points, depending on the objective functions.  The parameters for all methods were 
discretized using 0.1mm steps. There are approximately 1.92 X 10
20
 points.  The stopping 
criterion was 1400 function evaluations. Each evaluation took about 2 minutes, the 
evaluation time for each method being about two days.  GA and PSO used populations of 
20. MASA operated at seven levels, with 200 evaluations at each level to obtain the 1400 
evaluations. To determine how well each algorithm performed, the optimizations were 
run 20 times.  The initial engineering solution (before optimization) had a loss of 178 W. 
After optimization, this decreased to 135 W on average. 
Manufacturability of solutions 
The solutions were evaluated, to determine if they were feasible from a 
manufacturing standpoint. The design with minimum losses was not manufacturable. 
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Cupertino et al. in [10] examined two methods for optimizing an induction machine 
using Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Analysis (SPSA) and a Compact Genetic 
Algorithm (CGA). 
The optimization was done within the closed loop control system.  In the 
experiments, with five parameters to be optimized, the SPSA was three times less 
demanding, but the CGA produced better answers.  The SPSA was sensitive to the initial 
choices. 
SPSA is based on a highly efficient approximation to the gradient, and required only 
two loss measurements to estimate the gradient, regardless of the number of dimensions. 
CGAs are similar to conventional GAs, but use a probability vector which evolved 
during the search, using processes similar to GAs.  CGAs require less memory than GAs.  
The primary contribution of the authors was the application of “light” and effective 
algorithms. 
[10] briefly described the implementation of SPSAs and CGAs.  They referred to 
[11], which described SPSA in greater detail, and [12] which explained CGA more 
thoroughly.  [10] included pseudocode of the CGA. 
2. Methods for optimizing current or phase angle 
Many papers describe methods of optimization of the geometry of electric machines.  
In the optimization of permanent magnet synchronous machines, to find the peak 
efficiency of a machine, it is necessary to determine the optimal current and phase angle.  
The papers which describe optimization of machine design rarely describe how the 
current and phase angle were determined. 
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Bandler et al. in [13] describes optimization methods for computer aided design. A 
number of search methods, including Fibonacci and golden section search were 
discussed.  These are direct elimination methods, and require that the functions be 
unimodal.  The golden section search eliminates 38.2% of the search region each 






  (1.3) 









The Fibonacci search method does not eliminate a fixed percentage of the search 
region of each iteration, but rather uses the Fibonacci sequence (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21…) 
to decrease the search region.   
As each region is eliminated, the width of the remaining region follows the Fibonacci 
sequence in reverse.  As an example, if the region was initially divided into 21 equal 
segments, after the first elimination, 13/21 of the region would be left, after the second 
the limitation, 8/21 of the region would be left, etc. 
The Golden Section search method results in an interval of uncertainty that is 17% 
larger than the Fibonacci method, for the same number of steps.  However, for the 
Fibonacci method, the number of function evaluations must be known in advance. If 
higher resolution is desired, a larger initial Fibonacci number would be used, such as 34, 
55, etc. 
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Interpolation methods were also mentioned.  Some of these involve fitting a low order 
polynomial through a number of points until a minimum is obtained to the desired 
accuracy. 
Cao et al. in [14] describes the use of the gradient search technique and the golden 
section technique to find the optimum current vector, for a real time automotive control 
system, with a PM synchronous motor.  Iron and copper losses were included.  Iron loss 
was shown to be a concave function of id (for a given torque), as shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5, Electrical losses vs  id for a given motor at constant torque output, from [14] 
The optimum id at various operating conditions of torque and speed were stored in 
lookup tables.  For this method, an initial value of id was taken from this table.  Values 
about 30% above and below id are used as data points.  The losses for these three data 
points are calculated.  The gradients are used to indicate whether an additional point is 
required, or whether the algorithm should precede to the next step (golden section).  The 
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golden section method was used until ε (the step size) was less than 0.5% of the rated 
current. 
3. Use of Response Surface Method and I-Optimal Designs 
Mays et al. in [15] described the use of CCDs to provide estimations of second order 
regression models.  CCDs involve factorial design, axial points, and replicated runs in the 
design center.  The paper noted that standard CCDs are sometimes not optimal. D-
optimal and I-optimal designs were also presented, with two, three and four variables. 
For second-order models, the fractional three-level (or 3
k
) factorial design is often 
used.  CCDs (Box and Wilson) are an alternative, which reduces the size of the design 
when k is large. 
D-optimality attempts to minimize the generalized variance of the model coefficients. 
I-optimality, (integrated variance optimality) attempts to minimize the variance of 
prediction averaged over the design region. 
For CCDs, design levels are often coded -1, 0 and +1.  The design center is coded (0, 
0,…  0), and the axial points coded  ,0,0,...0 ,  0, ,0,...0 , etc.  CCDs were 
created using both I-optimal and D-optimal designs. 
The SAS Institute in [16] states that I-optimality: 
 “Minimizes the average variance of prediction over the region of the 
data.” 
 “Is more appropriate than D- Optimality if your goal is to predict the 
response rather than the coefficients, such as in response surface design 
problems. Using the I-Optimality criterion is more appropriate because 
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you can predict the response anywhere inside the region of data and 
therefore find the factor settings that produce the most desirable response 
value. It is more appropriate when your objective is to determine 
optimum operating conditions, and also is appropriate to determine 
regions in the design space where the response falls within an acceptable 
range; or to develop feedback-control models. Precise estimation of the 
response therefore takes precedence over precise estimation of the 
parameters.” 
4. Optimization using dimensionless parameters 
Electrical engineers use dimensionless variables in electric machine analysis. These 
include the „per unit‟ numbers used in machine design.  Even more common is the use of 
dimensionless parameters as output parameters; efficiency being the most common, as 
well as saliency ratio.  Other common uses are slots per pole, skew, and the magnet 
thickness / air gap ratio.  Another common ratio in IPM or switched reluctance (SR) 
machines would be the ratio of the direct to the quadrature inductance. 
Extensive use of geometric ratios in electric machine optimization is not widely 
practiced. Of the dimensions used this way, the most common dimensionless parameter is 
the split ratio, mentioned by name in some electric machine design and optimization 
papers. Of the papers that make use of dimensionless parameters, few use them 
extensively.  
Zhu et al. in [17] studied the influence of various design parameters on the torque of 
flux-switching PM machines, and used the split ratio, as well as normalizing the stator 
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and rotor tooth widths, rotor tooth height, magnet thickness, bridge thickness and back-
iron thickness. This paper recognized the split ratio as being one of the most important 
design parameters. They were seeking to find general trends in optimal design, and stated 
that the optimal split ratio was between 0.55-0.6 for their specific machine requirements.  
The ratios used were normalized. 
Faiz et al. in [18] discussed design optimization of SR motors, and utilized four 
dimensionless parameters, all of them ratios.  These included the tooth width /tooth pitch 
ratio (t/ λ), for which the optimum was shown to be between 0.33 and 0.40; the split ratio, 
for which the optimum was estimated to be between 0.57 and 0.63; the ratio between the 
back iron width and ½ the stator tooth width, for which the optimum was found to be 
between 1.1 and 1.3; and the tooth pitch/air gap length ratio (λ/g).  For this paper, the 
stator OD was fixed. 
This paper included studies of ratios compared to each other, as well as their effects 
on various figures of merit (see Fig. 3-8 in their paper).  This paper referred to earlier 
papers on SR machines, which it stated made significant errors.  This paper emphasized 
the importance of the ratios t/λ and λ/g, recognizing their significance to SR machines.  
Yu et al. in [19] focused on the split ratio in the design of PM brushless DC motors, 
using NdFeB and SmCo magnets.  FEA and analytical calculations were used.  This 
motor was designed for short duty operation, approximately 300 seconds, and this paper 
looked at the split ratio‟s effect on the thermal behavior of the motor.  They showed a 
unimodal curve for power vs. the split ratio, with the maximum from 0.47-0.55. 
As the split ratio changed, the slot area also changed.  Copper loss was fairly 
unimodal with the split ratio, but iron loss was not.  The iron loss was significantly lower 
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at a split ratio of 51.5%.  The eddy current loss in the magnets was also calculated.  The 
optimal split ratio for the specific sized machine with NdFeB magnets was 52.5%, while 
for the SmCo magnets it was 55%.  They noted that the split ratio impacts the length of 
the thermal path, assuming the heat will be transferred radially through the stator 
lamination to the case. 
Pang et al. in [20] compared 100W flux switching permanent magnet (FSPM) and 
IPM machines, specifically their torque capability and flux-weakening. It included 
evaluating the effect of the split ratio. They referred to the „V‟ shaped magnet 
configuration, and noted that buried magnets are protected from demagnetization in IPM 
machines.  The effect of saturation was included.  Due to the concentrated windings on 
their machine, they were not able to use the reluctance torque.  For the most part, this 
paper used analytical equations, which were then verified through FEA.  A single stator 
outer diameter, stack length and air gap length were used.  Standard engineering units 
(mm) were used. 
Chaaban in [21] derived a formula for the optimum split ratio. It also evaluated the 
impact of the split ratio on the magnet volume and machine cost.   
Wu et al. in [22] optimized the split ratio for fractional slot IPM machines with 
concentrated windings. This paper used a „V‟ shaped configuration of the magnets, 
similar to the configuration of this studied in this research. This paper used the flux 
focusing effect of the V configuration to increase the air gap flux density.  The specific 
machine had 10-poles and 12-slots.  The optimal split ratio for a specified air gap flux 
density, the optimal flux density for a given split ratio, and a global optimum flux density 
and split ratio were derived.  Uniform air gap flux density distribution was assumed, and 
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iron losses were ignored.  Copper losses in the slots were included.  Curves showed the 
relationship between torque density, split ratio, and the ratio of flux in the air gap to flux 
in the magnet.  Formulas were also given to determine the optimal air gap flux density for 
a given split ratio. 
Pang et al. in [23] study brushless DC motors with surface permanent magnets. The 
split ratio was considered to be extremely crucial. The paper found an optimal split ratio 
analytically.  A plot of the optimal split ratio vs. flux density in the gap for a machine 
with a fixed stator diameter was shown.  Iron losses were neglected in order to make the 
analysis more tractable. 
Soong et al. in [24] described the design of an axial laminated IPM motor, and 
mentioned the rotor insulation ratio (the ratio of insulation thickness/[lamination + 
insulation thickness]).  They typically used a ratio of 0.5, but Boldea recommended 0.33-
0.40, and Little suggested a value of about 1/3.  They (as well as many others) also refer 
to the saliency ratio (Ld/Lq), and the constant-power speed range (CPSR). 
Bianchi et al. in [25] described the design of a high-speed PM motor, and utilized the 
diameter ratio, (split ratio in other papers).  Curves of torque vs. diameter ratio were 
shown, for various magnetic materials.  The interaction of the diameter ratio with 
frequency was also studied, as well as the interaction of the diameter ratio with the flux 
density.  The study also included slotted and slotless stators.  The copper fill factor (the 
ratio between the copper and available surface), a commonly used dimensionless factor, 
was also defined. 
Bianchi et al. in [26] optimized the design of a surface permanent magnet (SPM) 
machine.  It used the dimensionless variable L/D of the stator; the ratio between 
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inner/outer stator diameters (related to the split ratio); and the tooth length ratio (the 
radial length of the tooth/the radial length of the back iron).  This last variable is for a 
composite (non-laminated) component.  Figures in the paper show losses vs. these ratios. 
Feng et al. in [27] analyzed the torque of a double-stator permanent magnet 
synchronous motor, using the split ratio.  In this case, there were two stators, an inner and 
outer stator, and the split ratios had a different meaning than the typical one.  For that 
paper, no other ratios were used. 
Paul et al. in [28] studied the design of induction AC traction motors, and used the 
ratio of the rotor slot width at the root/slot pitch at the root, and determined that the 
optimum ratios were between 0.4995 and 0.5004. For that paper, no other ratios were 
used. 
Liu et al. in [29] analyzed the performance of PM stepping motors with a trapezoidal 
stator tooth (a claw poled PM machine), and utilized the ratio of the upper and lower 
bases of the trapezoidal teeth; and the ratio of the heights of individual teeth/the 
separation between the yokes.  What this paper referred to as „the upper and lower bases‟ 
are often called the claw tooth tip and base.  The optimal ratio for the tip/base ratio was 
between 1/3 and 1/5 for the specifications.  To lower the detent torque, the tooth height / 
yoke separation ratio was optimal at between 11/15 and 13/15. For that paper, no other 
ratios were used. 
Bremner [30] described a method used to render 10 of the dimensions of an IPM 
machine dimensionless. GA was used for this research.  A method was created which 
makes comparisons between machines having different power levels simpler. This paper 
was followed a few months later by [31], using a similar approach. [31] referenced [32]. 
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Jahns et al. in [33] studied the optimal design of a 50 kW IPM machine.  It included 
the use of the slot height/slot width ratio; the tooth width/slot pitch ratio; and a stator 
diameter to length aspect ratio between 2/3 and 3/2.  This study is of interest as it falls 
inside of the scope (25 kW to 200 kW) of this research, and used some of the same 
variables. 
Rajagopal et al. in [34] studied the optimal tooth-geometry for hybrid motors.  This 
included the use of tooth width/tooth pitch ratios; slot depth/tooth pitch ratios; as well as 
tooth slot shapes.  The optimum slot depth/tooth pitch ratio was observed to be 0.5, which 
agreed with previous studies by others. 
Boughrara et al. in [35] studied PM synchronous machine design.  It used only one 
dimensionless parameter, the magnet arc / pole pitch ratio.  The effect of this ratio on the 
peak value of cogging torque was analyzed. 
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CHAPTER II. METHOD 
 The primary goal of this research is to create a rapid method for optimizing IPM 
machines.  This required selecting and applying an analysis tool and search algorithms, 
and setting up the problem so that it can be efficiently solved. The focus of this research 
is on how the problem was set up, and how the search algorithms were applied. Details 
which may be common to the use of various analysis tools are included. 
This chapter describes the method developed to speed up machine design and 
optimization. The primary ways electric machine design was sped up were by using 
dimensionless parameters to simplify the dimensional scheme; automating many of the 
repetitive steps of machine design; selecting experimental designs which are compact, 
and are designed for prediction; adopting or creating methods to speed up convergence; 
and using the response surface method to find the optimum design.  
This chapter describes the following: 
 Overview of the design method  
 Defining the dimensionless parameters used 
 Entering specifications 
 Defining the searchable design space 
 Setting the local design space 
 Defining the designs 
 Using a graphical user interface to select design spaces 
 Determining physical dimensions 
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 Analyzing the designs 
 Modifying the golden section search method to determine the phase angle 
 Modifying the Newton-Raphson method to determine current levels 
 Defining the objective function 
 Defining the response surfaces 
 Finding the optimum 
 Validating the method 
A. Overview of the design method 
The following are the basic steps of the design method: 
1. Specifications are entered for an electric machine (motor or generator), including 
power, speed, torque, voltage, etc.  
2. A global design space is created based on dimensionless parameters.   
3. A portion of the global design space is selected, and an algorithm creates 641 
dimensionless designs, based on an I-optimal design.   
4. The algorithm translates the dimensionless designs into the physical dimensions of 
the stator and rotor.   
5. The designs are analyzed with structural FEA, and the bridge and post widths are 
modified so that the rotor has a structurally sound design. 




                                               
1 The I-optimal design employed had 64 data points.  I-optimal designs with fewer points are possible. 
2 If the analysis program can be guaranteed to mesh without operator intervention, this step is not required  
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7.  The algorithm analyzes the 64 machine designs at each specified design point, using 
electric machine analysis software which incorporates electromagnetic FEA
3
.  If 
necessary, the number of turns is reduced. 
8. During the analysis, the current and phase angle are adjusted to maximize the 
machine or system efficiency.  If necessary, the number of turns is reduced. 
9. Separate response surfaces are created for each speed and torque level combination.  
10. The response surfaces and the objective function are used to determine the optimum 
design.  
11. If the optimum design is in the interior of the design hypercube, or on a constraint 
boundary, the optimization is complete.  
12. If the optimum point is on an edge or surface of the hypercube, the algorithm 
recommends settings for a new portion of the design space. In this case, a new set of 
designs can be created, and the process repeated from step 3. 
B. Defining the dimensionless parameters 
The method uses eight dimensionless parameters as variables: 
 Stator aspect ratio (stator diameter/length), RSDL 
 Stator diameter ratio/rotor diameter ratio (commonly called the split ratio), RSpl 
 Slot depth ratio, RSDp 
 Top and bottom slot width ratios (2 ratios), RSW2 , RSW3 
 Magnet thickness ratio, RMTh 
 Magnet depth ratio, RMDp 
                                               
3 For the validation algorithms, an electric machines analysis program called SPEED, a product of the 
University of Glasgow, Scotland, was used 
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 Web width ratio, RWeb 
Stator aspect ratio 






  (2.1) 
where the stator diameter (Dsta) and stator length (Lsta) are shown in Figure 6.  
 
Figure 6, Stator aspect ratio (RSDL) and split ratio (RSPL) 
For electric machine design, performance points must be specified. One of these will 
determine the maximum torque of the electric machine, unless it is specified separately.  
A torque density
4
 is also specified, and therefore the volume of the stator envelope can be 
determined.   
                                               
4 Torque density is defined as the maximum torque divided by the volume of the stator envelope  
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The stator aspect ratio, in combination with the stator‟s envelope volume (Lsta  π D
2
/4) 
determines the diameter and length of the stator. 
 
The split ratio 






  (2.2) 
where the stator diameter (Dsta), and rotor diameter (Drot) are shown in Figure 6 
For some electric machines, the stators and rotors have differing lengths. For the 
validation examples, the stator and rotor lengths were the same. If there is a need for 
them to be different, the algorithms could be written to accept these. 
Slot depth ratio, RSDp 
The stator slots contain the copper coils, which conduct electrical current.  The slot 







  (2.3) 
 3max SOR SIRH r r   (2.4) 
where the slot depth (H3), is the slot depth at which the slot would become tangent 
with the outer surface of the stator (H3max), the stator outside radius (rSOR) and the stator 
inside radius (rSIR) are shown in Figure 7.  An RSDp of 0.65 is shown in the figure. 
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Figure 7, Slot depth ratio (RSDp) 
In the validation software, a slot with a round end was used.  Other shapes could be 
optimized in a similar manner; however a slot shape with a rounded end is typical of 
electric machines used in hybrid vehicles. 
Slot width ratios RSW2, RSW3 









  (2.5) 
where AW2 is the angle from the center of the slot to the upper corner of the slot, and 
AWmax is the angle from the center of the slot to the center of the adjacent tooth, as shown 
in Figure 8.  A value of 1.0 would result in wide slots, with adjacent slots touching each 
other.  A value of 0.0 would result in the slots having no width at this point. An RSW2 of 
0.33 is shown in the figure. 
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Figure 8, Upper slot width ratio (RSW2) 









  (2.6) 
where AW3 is the angle from the center of the slot to the tangent point of the bottom of 
the slot, as shown in Figure 9.  A value of 1.0 would result in wide slots, with adjacent 
slots touching each other, and cutting through the teeth at the lower radius.  A value of 
0.0 would result in the slots forming a „V‟ at the bottom, with no radius.  An RSW3 of 0.5 
is shown in the figure. 
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Figure 9, Lower slot width ratio (RSW3) 
Magnet depth ratio, RMDp 






  (2.7) 
where Ammd is the maximum magnet depth angle, the angle between lines P and Q, 
which is a line from the center of the rotor between two adjacent poles, and Amd is the 
angle between line P and the outer face of a magnet as shown in Figure 10.  Line Q is a 
line which lies directly between the poles.  Line P is a line perpendicular to a pole.  An 
RMDp of 0.2 is shown in the figure. 
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Figure 10, Magnet depth ratio (RMDp) 
In Figure 11 (right), a portion of the rotor is grayed out.  The portion which is not 
grayed out represents one pole of the rotor.  The shallowest magnet depth occurs when 
the angle Amd 
is 0.0, as shown in the left view.  The deepest magnet depth which this 
method allows is if the magnet lies parallel to line Q, and the corresponding ratio is 1.0, 
as shown in the right view.   
 
Figure 11, Magnet depth ratios of 0.0 (left), and 1.0 (right) 
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Web width ratio, RWeb 






  (2.8) 
where Aweb is the angle formed between the magnets of opposite poles, and Apol is the 
angle formed between the centerlines of the two poles, as shown in Figure 12.  An RWeb 
of 0.17 is shown in the figure. 
 
Figure 12, Web width ratio (RWeb) 
The formula for Apol is 
 360 /polA P  (2.9) 
where Apol is the angle between pole centers (degrees), and is shown in Figure 12. P is 
the number of poles, and is not shown. 
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 If this ratio is 0.0, the magnet slots touch each other, and there would be no web 
between them.  If this ratio were 1.0, there would be no magnet slots.  Because of the 
thickness of the magnets, at some value less than 1.0, the magnets would have zero 
length.  
Magnet thickness ratio, RMTh 








  (2.10) 
where Tmag is the magnet thickness and Tgap is the air gap thickness, the distance 
between the rotor and the stator, as shown in Figure 13.  Typical values range from 6-10. 
 
Figure 13, Magnet thickness ratio (RMTh) 
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C. Entering specifications  
Electric machine design requires a large number of specifications.  For the user, the 
first step of the method is to define the specifications. Specifications can be classified in 
six areas: performance, material, machine, geometry, environment and controller.  The 
specifications (with the default variables used for validation) required include: 
Table 1, Electric machine specifications  
Performance Specifications Material specifications 




Overspeed condition 140% of max 
operating speed 
Magnet material L35UHT 
NdFeB 
Torque density 50 Nm/liter
5
 Maximum material 
stress allowed 
250 kPa 
Machine specifications Geometry Specifications 
3 phases  Stator specifications  
Number of poles 8 Slot shape round bottom
6
 
Slots per pole 6 Maximum diameter NA 
Throw 5 Rotor specifications  
Skew None Magnet slot shape V, with center 
spoke 
Parallel paths in the 
winding 
4 Magnet slot lip 1.0 mm 
DC link voltage 700 V Corner radius 0.4mm 







 50 kW   
                                               
5 Liters of stator volume envelope 
6 „HW‟ option in SPEED 
7 As a percentage of the rotor radius 
8 This program has been used to optimize electric machine were two speeds were specified at differing 
power levels. 





Winding temperature for 
analysis 
140 °C Drive type sine 
Magnet temperature for 
analysis 
140 °C Max. phase angle 
10
 55 º 
Minimum magnet 
temperature for back 
EMF 
-10 °C Forward voltage drop 
in transistors, Vq 
 
 Resistance in 
transistors,  Rq, ohms 
 
Switching time, tq  
Voltage drop in diodes, 
Vd 
 







Other parameters could be specified, including constraints such as maximum total or 
magnet weight, maximum inertia, current, etc.  These parameters were not specified in 
the validation algorithm, though they were recorded. 
D. Defining the searchable design space  
The searchable design space is a portion of the design space where optimal values of 
electric machines are found.  The parameters were restricted by the algorithms to the 
values shown in Table 2.  This eliminated some regions of the design space which yield 
highly inefficient designs, or designs which cannot produce rated power. 
                                               
9 Controllers input variables depend on the type of controller, all are not listed here. 
10 specified by inverter engineers to make controllability of the inverter better 
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RSpl 0.40-0. 70 0.10 RSDL 
0.5 – 4.0  
(logarithmic) 
         
RSDp 0.40-0.80 0.10 RWeb 0.05-0.35 0.10 
RSW2 0.25-0.65 0.10 RMDp 0.05-0.55 0.10 
RSW3 0.35-0.65 0.10 RMTh  6.0-10.0 2.0 
 
xu above is the upper bound of the design hypercube‟s range, and xl  is the lower bound of 
the design hypercube‟s range.  
 
Figure 14, Restricting the design space, to eliminate infeasible or inefficient designs 
Figure 14 graphically shows the searchable design space for three of the parameters. 
The larger cube, shown with dashed lines, is the global design space for RSpl, RSDp and 
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RSW2 (which is not labeled, but is represented as the depth into the paper). The global 
design space for these parameters ranges from 0.0-1.0. The searchable design space is the 
smaller cuboid inside of the global design space. The figure represents restrictions of 
three parameters, all other parameters are restricted in a similar manner. 
A mistake-proofing part of the method was to implement restrictions like these into 
the algorithms, so that these boundaries could not be over-ridden without modifying the 
software. This eliminated errors of selecting parameters outside of the bounds of the 
searchable design space. 
E. Defining the local design space 
For this research, the local design space is the region in which all designs within a 
range of parameter values can reside. As an example, if the local design space can be 
described as RSpl (0.55-0.65), RSDp (0.70-0.80), RSW2 (0.35-0.45), RSW3 (0.55-0.65), RSDL 
(2.00 – 2.83), RWeb (0.15-0.25), RMDp(0.15-0.25), RMTh (8.0-10.0) then the local design 
space consists of the infinite set of designs which have values that fall within those 
ranges. 
For this research, a design hypercube is a set of 64 designs, created using the I-
optimal design shown in Table 4. Each local design space has a unique design hypercube. 
Each design hypercube has one central point, which is unique to that hypercube. All other 
machine designs are on the boundaries of the hypercube, and may be shared with other 
design hypercubes. 
Seven of the parameters have fixed interval sizes, listed as the „Design Range‟ in 
Table 2. The stator aspect ratio, RSDL (stator diameter/length) varies in a manner that is 
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logarithmic, with ranges which are: (0.5-0.707), (0.707-1.0), (1.0-1.414), (1.414-2.0), 
(2.0-2.828) and (2.828-4.0). RMTh (magnet thickness ratio) has a fixed interval size, but 
the ranges are 2.0, compared to the other fixed ranges which are 0.1. 
The extents of the design space were limited by the dimensions shown in Table 2.  
The method searches one design hypercube at a time. An initial design space was 
selected based on previous research with larger machines. The ranges for each parameter 
of this design space are shown in Table 3.  
Table 3, Initial design space for optimization 
Parameter Design space  Design range Parameter Design space Design Range 
RSpl 0.40-0. 50 0.10 RSDL 1.414 – 2.0           
RSDp 0.70-0.80 0.10 RWeb 0.15-0.25 0.10 
RSW2 0.35-0.45 0.10 RMDp 0.15-0.25 0.10 
RSW3 0.55-0.65 0.10 RMTh  8.0-10.0 2.0 
 
where xu  is the upper bound of the design space, and xl  is the lower bound of the 
design space.  The numbers shown in the column labeled „Design range‟ were used for 
the validation analyses.  Future research will refine these numbers, to increase the 
accuracy of the response surface models, and to decrease the time required for 
convergence. 
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Figure 15, Initial design space 
Figure 15 shows the location of the initial design space given in Table 3.  While the 
local design space represents only a fraction of the designs which are geometrically 
possible, experience with this method allows narrowing down the design space to regions 
which are likely to contain optimal designs. 
F. Using a graphical user interface to select design spaces 
For mistake-proofing, a graphical user interface (GUI) was created, which as a default 
selected the design space with the lowest bound for all parameters. The initial design was 
created by incrementing or decrementing any parameter, in any sequence. The GUI 
forced the bounds of the design spaces to fall on the boundaries shown in Table 6 and 
Table 7.  
If a design hypercube had previously been evaluated, the algorithm notified the user, 
and did not re-analyze those designs. As a learning tool, the range of the design space 
was sometimes extended (creating multiple design spaces) before launching the 




  If the range was to be extended, the GUI could copy the values from a 
previous hypercube, and allowed modification by incrementing or decrementing any set 
of parameters. 
In cases where the initial design space did not contain an optimal design, the GUI was 
used to add additional design spaces. 
G. Defining the designs 
The design hypercube is created by mapping the range values of the design space to 
an eight factor I-optimal design. 
The points of the design hypercube were coded using output from a statistical 
program called JMP, by SAS [36]. This design has 64 points, with one center point (run 
number one) and no replications. The coded design for the 8 factor I-optimal design of 
experiments used for validation is shown in Table 4. 
Table 4, Coded I-optimal 8 factor design 
 Run no. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
4 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 
5 -1 -1 0 -1 1 1 1 1 
6 -1 -1 0 1 -1 1 0 0 
7 -1 -1 1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 
8 -1 -1 1 1 0 0 1 -1 
9 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 
                                               
11 Extending the design space added more data points, so that more than one hypercube could be evaluated 
at one time. 
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 Run no. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
10 -1 0 -1 0 0 1 1 1 
11 -1 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 
12 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
13 -1 0 1 1 -1 -1 0 1 
14 -1 0 1 1 1 1 -1 1 
15 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 
16 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 
17 -1 1 -1 1 1 0 1 1 
18 -1 1 1 -1 -1 0 1 1 
19 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 
20 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
21 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 0 -1 
22 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
23 0 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
24 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 -1 1 
25 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
26 0 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1 1 
27 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 -1 
28 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
29 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 -1 1 
30 0 -1 1 0 1 -1 1 1 
31 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 1 
32 0 0 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 
33 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
34 0 0 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
35 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
36 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
37 0 1 -1 0 -1 -1 1 0 
38 0 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 0 
39 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 -1 0 
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 Run no. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
40 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
41 0 1 1 1 0 -1 1 0 
42 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 0 
43 1 -1 -1 0 -1 1 1 -1 
44 1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 
45 1 -1 0 1 0 1 -1 -1 
46 1 -1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
47 1 -1 1 -1 1 0 1 0 
48 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
49 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 0 
50 1 0 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
51 1 0 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
52 1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 1 
53 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 -1 
54 1 0 1 1 -1 0 -1 0 
55 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
56 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
57 1 1 -1 0 1 1 1 0 
58 1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 -1 
59 1 1 0 -1 0 1 1 -1 
60 1 1 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 
61 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
62 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
63 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 
64 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
 
Mapping of points 
Using the I-optimal design from Table 4, and the initial design space limits from 
Table 3, the algorithm created the designs to be analyzed. The designs were mapped 
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using Table 5.  As can be seen in the table, points coded with -1 were not necessarily 
mapped to the smallest value, nor were points coded with +1 necessarily mapped to the 
largest value.  Coding the points in this manner allowed adding subsequent design spaces 
to be created using some points from previous design spaces. 
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Table 5, Mapping of points from I-optimal design to dimensionless parameters 
Parameter I-Optimal Table Value 
 -1 0 1 
 x1 – RSpl (0.4-0.5) 0.5 0.45 0.4 
x2 – RSDp (0.7-0.8) 0.7 0.75 0.8 
x3 – RSW2 (0.35-0.45) 0.45 0.4 0.35 
x4 – RSW3 (0.55-0.65) 0.65 0.6 0.55 
x5 – RSDL (1.414 – 2.0) 2.0 1.6818 1.414 
x6 – RWeb (0.15-0.25) 0.25 0.2 0.15 
x7 – RMDp (0.15-0.25) 0.25 0.2 0.15 
x8 – RMth (8.0-10.0) 10.0 9.0 8.0 
 
Table 6 was used as the basis for Table 5.  x1 corresponded to RSpl, and x2 
corresponded to RSDp. The coded values were determined for RSpl and for RSDp.  For 
these, the range of the global design space extended from 0.10-0.90, and the width of a 
range was 0.10. Therefore, the lowest range was from 0.10-0.20 for that factor.  The 
lowest range was always mapped in an ascending order, as shown in Table 6. For the next 
range (0.20-0.30), the values were mapped in descending order. 












0.10-0.20 1 -1 0.10  













2  0 0.15  
3  1 0.20 0.20-0.30 
 4  0 0.25 
0.30-0.40 5 -1 0.30 
6  0 0.35  
7  1 0.40 0.40-0.50 
 8 0 0.45 
0.50-0.60 9 -1 0.50 
10 0 0.55  
11 1 0.60 0.60-0.70 
 12 0 0.65 
0.70-0.80 13 -1 0.70 
14 0 0.75  
15 1 0.80  
 
The shaded rows in Table 6 indicate the range of RSpl for the initial design space, and 
therefore, the mapping.  A (-1) in column x1 of Table 4 would be replaced with 0.50, a (0) 
in column x1 would be replaced with 0.45, and a (1) in column x1 would be replaced with 
0.40. Similarly, for RSDp, a (-1) in column x2 would be replaced with 0.70, a (0) would be 
replaced with 0.75 and a (1) would be replaced with 0.80. 
The index value (column 2) is used to determine whether the mapping will be in 
ascending or descending order.  If the lowest index value for the design parameter is 1, 5, 
9, etc. the points are mapped in ascending order.  If the lowest index value for the design 
parameter is 3, 7, 11, etc. the points are mapped in descending order. 
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Table 7 shows how the coded values are determined for RSW2, RSW3s, RWeb and RMDp. 
For these, the range of the global design space extends from 0.05-0.95, the width of a 
range being 0.10. Therefore, the lowest range is from 0.05-0.15 for those factors, and is 
mapped in an ascending order, as shown in Table 7. For the next range (0.15-0.25), the 
values are mapped in descending order.  
Table 7, Factor, code and index values for RW2s, RW3s  RWeb and RMDp  
Ascending 
Ranges 






0.05-0.15 1 -1 0.05  
2  0 0.10  
3  1 0.15 0.15-0.25 
 4  0 0.20 
0.25-0.35 5 -1 0.25 
6  0 0.30  
7  1 0.35 0.35-0.45 
 8 0 0.40 
0.45-0.55 9 -1 0.45 
10 0 0.50  
11 1 0.55 0.55-0.65 
 12 0 0.60 
 13 -1 0.65 
 
The mapping of RSW2, RSW3, RWeb and RMDp is determined using Table 7. The shaded 
rows in Table 7 indicate the range of RSW2 for the initial local design space, and therefore 
the mapping.  A (-1) in column x3 of Table 4 would be replaced with 0.45, a (0) in 
column x3 would be replaced with 0.40, and a (1) would be replaced with 0.35. 
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The reversal in order reduces the number of designs which must be analyzed, if the 
design space is to be extended. Because of the reversal in order, when two adjacent 
hypercubes (hypercubes which shared all common values, except for one factor) are 
mapped, either the value coded as (1) is common to both hypercubes, or the value coded 
as (-1) is common to both hypercubes. For adjacent hypercubes, this eliminates analysis 
of approximately one third of the designs in the adjacent design hypercube. 
H. Determining physical dimensions 
The eight parameters, along with the specifications, determine most of the geometry. 
This section explains how geometry is determined by these parameters, as well as by the 
speed of the electrical machine, and by manufacturing practice.  Dependencies for 
dimensions are shown in Table 8.  The calculations for most dimensions are based on the 
definitions of dimensionless parameters given previously.  
Table 8, Dependencies of dimensions 
Dimension Determined by: 
Stator volume Rated torque, torque density 
Stator outer diameter (OD) and 
length 
Stator volume, RSDL 
Rotor diameter Stator diameter, RSpl 
Air gap Rotor diameter, see  (2.11) 
Stator inner diameter (ID) Rotor diameter, air gap 
Slot depth Stator OD, ID, RSDp 
Slot width ratios (top and bottom) Stator ID, OD, poles, RSW2, RSW3, slot depth 
Slot opening width Stator ID, RSW2 
Tooth tip thickness (2) Slot opening width, slot overhang angle (a 
specification) 
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Dimension Determined by: 
Tooth fillet radius Specification (0.35mm) 
Magnet thickness Air gap, RMTh 
Magnet angle Poles, RMDp 
Magnet length RWeb , Magnet angle, post width 
Magnet slot radius Magnet thickness, lip (specification, 0.5) 
Bridge width Structural FEA 
Post width Structural FEA 
 
Air gap and slot opening width 
The air gap is determined by the following equations: 
 
1.0; 355rGap D mm   (2.11) 
  0.6777*ln 2.9771; 203 355r rGap D D mm     (2.12) 
  0.1832*log ; 203r rGap D D   (2.13) 
where Dr is the diameter of the rotor. The above are based on manufacturing 
considerations, and input from an industry consultant. 
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Figure 16, Upper slot width ratio (RSW2) 
The slot opening width is not one of the parameters used to describe the response 
surface. The slot opening width is calculated as ½ the distance between the shoulders 
where the W2 dimension applies, as shown in Figure 16, and is twice the dimension AW1 
shown in Figure 17.  RSW2 is 0.33 in Figure 16. 
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Tooth tip thickness 
 
Figure 17, Tooth tip overhang angle and thicknesses 
The tooth tip thicknesses (TT1 and TT2) are shown in Figure 17, and are determined 
by the overhang angle, and a requirement for this method that the bottom of the tooth tips 
intersect as shown above. Extensions of the lines which form the bottom of the tooth tip 
intersect on the bore of the stator at Point I.  The geometry is defined so that TT1 and 
TT2 are equal. 
Bridge and post width 
The bridge and post width are determined by structural FEA. The bridge and post 
width determine the final rotor geometry of the part. Stresses are analyzed using 
structural 2D FEA.  The geometry is created, and the body forces in the rotor are set to 
 
2
rF r  (2.14) 
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Where Fr 
is the body force in the radial direction (N/m³), ρ is the density of electrical 
steel (7650 kg/m³), ω is the overspeed condition in the specifications (rad/sec), and r is 
the distance of each point from the center of the rotor (m).  
The 2D model was created in MATLAB, and some details specific to MATLAB are 
in the appendix.  As seen in Figure 18 only one half of a pole was modeled, which sped 
up the structural FEA.  Because of symmetry, the inner surfaces of the rotor (shown in 
red) are constrained to remain on their original planes.  As the rotor stretches, those 
surfaces remain coplanar with the original material. 
 
Figure 18, Boundary conditions of structural FEA model 
For electrical steel, Young‟s modulus is equal to 200E9 Pa, Poisson‟s ratio, nu, is 
0.29. The centrifugal forces are based on the radial acceleration: 
 
2a r  (2.15) 















is the radial acceleration at 11,200 rpm. The body force is then: 
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k kg m E r E r N m
A
E r N mm Pa
















where kr11200  is the force at 11200 rpm (N/mm²), A is the area (m
2
), rmm is the radius 
(mm), and rm is the radius (m). The units of N/mm
2
 were used, as the dimensions are 
modeled in terms of mm. Forces for other speeds or units can be scaled from the above. 
The initial bridge thickness was initialized to 1% of the rotor radius. If this was less 
than the minimum bridge thickness allowed in the specifications, the minimum bridge 
thickness was used. The minimum bridge thickness is specified based on punching 
considerations, and is material and manufacturer specific.  The width of the post is a 
multiple of the width of the bridge, and this ratio is included as a specification. 
 
Figure 19, Dimensions for bridge and post thickness calculation, at RPost = 0.5 
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The dimensions which are modified for the bridge and post calculation are shown in 
Figure 19. The corner of the magnet, or the arc at the end of the magnet slot 
(dimensioned as REnd in Figure 20), lie along the line dimensioned RWeb.  The equation 
for the width of the post is  
 Post Post LeakageW R W  (2.19) 
where RPost is the post ratio, WLeakage is the leakage width (mm), and WPost is the post 
width (mm) shown in Figure 19. 
For the validation algorithms, RPost  was set to 0.5, so that  
 0.5Post LeakageW W  (2.20) 
  0.5 1 0.25Bridge Post Leakage LeakageW R W W    (2.21) 
where WBridge is the bridge width (mm). 
Magnet slot post radius and end radius 
Prior to structural FEA, a radius is put into the corner of the magnet slot near the post, 
indicated by RMSl (see Figure 20). The radius is made tangent to the point where the 
magnet would touch the radius, if the magnet were not chamfered. 
A radius is also put into the other end of the slot, near the bridge (dimensioned as 
REnd). The radius of this slot is determined by the width of the magnet, and the „Lip‟ 
dimension, which is part of the specifications, based on manufacturing considerations. 
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Figure 20, Detail of magnet slot radius 
Structural FEA is run, and adjustments to the bridge and post are made, until the 
stresses are below the yield strength of the material.  A plot of convergence is shown in 
Figure 21.   
 
Figure 21, Convergence of bridge and post stresses with increase in post width 
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Qualifying the mesh, and determining the number of turns per coil 
For the validation algorithms, the number of turns per coil was initialized at 7.  For 
the turns per coil calculations, the speed of the machine is set to the maximum overspeed 
condition and the magnet temperature is set to the minimum magnet temperature 
specified (for NdFeB magnets, which have a negative temperature coefficient). The 
machine is analyzed with electromagnetic FEA at this speed, to determine the maximum 
back EMF. The number of turns is maximized below the amount which would produce 
the peak voltage allowed in the specification.  
Finite element meshing for the structural and electromagnetic FEA is done without 
operator intervention. Because electromagnetic meshing sometimes failed, which 
required operator intervention, each of the designs was run once
12
 with the operator 
present in case meshing failed. This was called „qualifying the FEA mesh‟. The actions 
below are specific to the commercial program used, but similar actions may be required 
by other analysis programs. 
Initially, the maximum meshing angle was set to 120 degrees, and the FEA model 
was meshed. After this, the following could occur: 
 Meshing of the model could succeed, and the algorithm qualifies each model once, 
successively. 
 If the model fails to mesh, the commercial software returns an error message, which 
must be acknowledged by the operator pressing the enter key. When the operator 
                                               
12 Approx 4.5 seconds per design, using SPEED PC-BDC® and Windows® PC with AMD® 6000 dual 
core processor (available in 2008). 
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presses the key, the optimization algorithm increments the maximum mesh angle by 5 
degrees (to 125 degrees), and attempts to mesh again. 
 If this fails, the maximum mesh angle is increased to 130 degrees, and meshes again. 
 If this fails, the algorithm reduces the maximum mesh angle to 115 degrees, and 
attempts to mesh again. 
 If this fails, the algorithm reduces the maximum mesh angle to 110 degrees, and 
attempts to mesh again. 
 When a maximum mesh angle is entered which is acceptable, this is stored 
automatically, and the program continues to qualify the other machine designs. 
I. Analyzing machine performance 
After all designs in the design hypercubes are qualified, the algorithm sets the magnet 
and winding temperatures to the temperatures in the specification file, and begins final 
analysis. The algorithm returns to the first design, and analyzes the performance of each 
design in order, without operator intervention. The machines are set to the low speed 
condition (2000 or 5000 rpm for most validation cases) and analyzed, then set to the high 
speed condition (6500 or 8000 rpm for most validation cases) and analyzed at rated 
power.  Efficiencies, power levels,
13
 phase angles, currents, resistive and iron losses are 
recorded at both speeds, along with magnet, steel and copper masses. 
1. Determining the phase angle using a modified golden section search 
When the machines are being analyzed, it is necessary to determine the correct 
current and phase angle to optimize the efficiency of the machine.  A modified golden 
                                               
13 Power levels were stored to verify that the specification requirements had been met for each design. 
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section search is done to optimize the phase angle setting. The method was modified by 
eliminating analysis of the first and fourth points of the golden section. The efficiencies 
of those points is recorded as 0%, guaranteeing they will be thrown out. Following this, a 
standard golden section search is performed. 
The range of phase angles was set from 15-55 degrees for motors. These limits are 
adjustable. The upper limit was determined by the designers of the inverter to be the 
stability limit of the controller for the specific machine being designed.   
The phase angle is set to 38.1966% of the range, corresponding to the 2nd point of 4, 
shown as (b) in Figure 22, of a golden ratio. The current required at that point to achieve 
rated power is determined and the efficiency recorded. The phase angle is then set to 
61.8034% of the range, corresponding to the 3
rd
 point of a golden section, with current 
and efficiency recorded again.  
A standard golden section search is applied as follows: if the second point (b) has 
higher losses than the third point (c), the 1
st
 point (a, which has not been analyzed) is 
thrown away. A new point is analyzed, which is 38.1966% of the new range from point d, 
on the orange phantom line. 
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Figure 22, Illustration of golden section method, applying the golden section search to a curve 
If the third point is less efficient (higher) than the second point, the inverse occurs. 
The 4
th
  point (never having been analyzed) is thrown away, and a new point is created. 
This process continues for seven iterations, unless the efficiency converges prior to that. 
Convergence is defined as less than 0.01% change in the last 3 data points, or seven 
iterations. For a 40 degree range, 7 iterations result in a maximum 1.38 electrical degree 
difference between data points (0.34 mechanical degrees for an 8 pole machine). 
Modifying the golden section search for insufficient power 
If a machine configuration cannot develop the required power at the phase angle 
setting, the algorithm determines the current required to develop maximum power.  For 
this case, the golden section search algorithm eliminates regions which produce the 
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lowest power.  This causes the algorithm to converge to the highest power achievable, up 
to the rated power.  Phase angles which are able to achieve rated power are kept in favor 
of points which cannot achieve rated power.  This creates a more accurate response 
surface than keeping efficiencies of currents which do not achieve rated power. 
2. Determining the required current using a modified Newton’s method 
For each phase angle analysis, the correct current to achieve rated power is 
determined as follows: 
For the first design of a new hypercube (the center point), the initial current for the 
first two phase angles
14
 corresponding to (b) and (c) in Figure 22 is set at 
 1 /R DCLinkI P V  (2.22) 
where I1 is the current (Amps rms), PR is the rated power (Watts), VDCLink  is the DC 






  (2.23) 
where I2 is the current at high speed (Amps, rms), CPSR  is the constant power speed 
range, which was 8,000/2,000 = 4.0 for some of the validation examples. 
For all successive designs of the hypercube, the initial guess for the first two phase 
angles is taken as the electrical current values from the previous design, for the 
corresponding phase angles.  In other words, the initial current setting for the first point 
                                               
14 At the low speed, 2000 rpm 
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of the golden section search will be the value from the previous machine‟s analysis of the 
same point. 
The algorithm uses the current and phase angle, and determines the efficiency, the 
actual current used, and the power developed at those settings.  If the motor is not capable 
of attaining the current within a specified percentage (2% for most validation analyses), 
this indicates that the waveform is distorted.  When this occurs, the number of turns is 
reduced. 
Determining subsequent current settings  
When the initial setting does not result in rated power, the subsequent current setting 
is based on a straight line approximation from (0, 0) through the first point, and 






  (2.24) 
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   
 
   
 (2.27) 
 2 1 2I I I    (2.28) 
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where m1 is the slope of line at the first point (W/Amp), P1 is the power at the first 
point (W), I1 is the current at the first point (A), I’2 is a straight line approximation for 
current at the rated power (A),  PR is the rated power (W), and kd is a correction factor. 
 The analysis is run with this second current setting (I2).  The solution is considered 
converged if the error is 0.5% or less. If convergence is not achieved on the second trial, 



























   (2.31) 
 
Where the subscript k is the iteration number (e.g. 2 for 2
nd
 point, 3 for 3
rd
, etc), mk is 
the slope of power/current line between k and k-1 point (W/A), Pk and Pk-1 are the power 
at the k and k-1 points (W), Ik, and Ik-1 are the currents at k and k-1 points (A). For design 
hypercubes with optimal machines, convergence is typically made on the second through 
fourth point. 
The plots in Figure 23 show the convergence of current for one machine, at a single 
phase angle. The blue lines connect the current settings. The red dashed line is a straight 
line which passes through (0, 0). The horizontal red line is set at 50 kW (the specified 
power for that machine). The dashed green lines show the limits of convergence. Point 3 
is shown by a small + sign on the left hand plot, at slightly below 50 kW. 




Figure 23, Plots showing convergence by modified Newton's method 
The left hand plot shows current and power level. The right hand plot shows the 
convergence and power level, in chronological order. The first current setting (labeled 1) 
was at 104 Amps, and produced 47.2 kW. The second point was an estimate using the 
standard Newton‟s method, and was too high. The third point used Newton‟s method, and 
converged.  As can be seen by examining the left hand plot, the curve is fairly straight in 
this region, which is why Newton‟s method is an appropriate method for this problem. 
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3. Determining current using a region elimination method 
For some cases, it is not possible to achieve the rated power with the geometry which 
is created. This situation is shown in the three plots of Figure 24.  These three plots are 
for the same data.  All points labeled 1 are the same point. 
 
Figure 24, Non-convergence for generator, using Newton-Raphson method 
The left and right-hand plots show the current vs. power values.  The center plot 
shows the power achieved at each iteration, and is therefore a chronological plot.  The 
first point evaluated (1) was at about 110 A, and 48 kW, the highest point shown in all 
plots.  The Newton-Raphson method would predict that increasing the current slightly 
will increase the power slightly.  However, the machine is operating in a condition where 
additional current does not result in additional power.  On the left hand plot, the first 
point is connected by a line to a point at approximately 115 A, but at a lower power level.   
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Convergence was not achieved, because the geometry was not capable of achieving 
the rated power. The Newton-Raphson method does not converge to the highest value, 
but instead oscillates around the maximum value, become lower over time. 
The center plot shows the values of the power achieved, for each point, in the order 
they were evaluated in. The right hand plot shows that the points are actually distributed 
in a unimodal shape. This performance is typical when rated power cannot be achieved. 
For this condition, as mentioned previously, a method to achieve the maximum power 
possible was adopted.  Region elimination methods are appropriate for this situation, such 
as the golden section or Fibonacci search methods. 
4. Modifications to determine the current 
Some objective functions may be based on minimizing current, or a combination of 
current and efficiency. For these cases, where the optimization function shown above was 
based on efficiency, these would be based on current, or a combined function. Two other 
possibilities exist; that current will only be part of the objective function at the highest 
torque requirement, or that current will be a part of this function only for the highest 
current requirement, which would typically be the highest torque. The method can be 
modified for these options. 
5. Mechanical losses 
If the program used for analyzing the electric machine does not analyze (or estimate) 
the mechanical losses, these may be added as part of the method. The bearing losses will 
be similar for machines of the same rating (torques and speeds), as there is no reason 
from the machine specification that the bearing losses would be different.  Bearing losses 
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could be estimated and included in the method, but were not included in the validation 
work, as they do not affect the relative efficiency of the machines. The bearing losses can 
be calculated before (or after) the electromagnetic calculations, but do not need to be part 
of the calculations performed on each run of the machine.  They will have a slight impact 
on the current requirement. 
Mechanical loss calculations below come from [37].  
Bearing loss 
The bearing loss equation used is: 
 
 , 0.5bearing f bearingP FD    (2.32) 
where Ω is the mechanical angular frequency of the shaft supporting the bearing 
(rad/sec), μf is the friction coefficient (typically 0.001-0.0050), F is the bearing load (N), 
and Dbearing is the inner diameter of the bearing (m). 
Air gap windage losses 






w M r rP kC D l    (2.33) 
where k is the roughness coefficient (for a smooth surface k = 1, usually 1-1.4), CM is 
the torque coefficient, ρ is the density of the coolant (kg/m3), Dr is the diameter of the 
rotor (m), and lr is the rotor length (m). 







  (2.34) 
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   (2.38) 
Rotor end windage losses 
Losses at the end of the rotor (assuming no fan blades) can be calculated from the 
following equations: 
  3 5 5, 2
1
64
w M r riP C D D     (2.39) 
where Dri is the shaft diameter (m). 











  (2.40) 


















CM for this equation of rotor end windage losses is defined as: 



















    (2.43) 
Total windage losses are calculated as: 
 1 2w w wP P P     (2.44) 
Other windage losses may be present, for example if fins are on the end of the rotor, 
or oil spray is directed at the rotor. The effects of oil mist in the air, or in the air gap are 
not included in the above calculations. 
J. Defining the objective function 
Objective functions were defined and coded as algorithms. They can include 
efficiency of the electric machine, or of the system including controller; masses of steel, 
copper and magnet; or cost, rotor inertia, electrical current, etc. 
For validation, two objective functions were used, both of the form 
     min ,F X N P   (2.45) 
where F(X) is the objective function, X is the parameter array, η is the efficiency of 
the electric machine or the system, N is the  speed (rpm), and P is the mechanical or 
electrical power out (W). For the motor design validation done for this research, the 
objective function was based on the above equation for 2000 and 8000 rpm, maximizing 
the efficiency of the machine at two speeds. For generator design, validation was done at 
approximately 5000 and 7000 rpm.  This objective function was used for a number of 
power levels, from 20 kW up to 200 kW.  
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For validation, two other objective functions were also used. The first maximized 
system efficiency at both speeds (the machine and power electronics), the second 
maximized the efficiency of the machine at two speeds, and at two power levels (N1, P1) 
and (N2, P2). 
Objective functions can be written before or after machine performance analysis 
occurs.  Analyses must be redone if the required data (power, current, masses, efficiency, 
etc) was not collected, so a significant amount of data was recorded which was not 
necessarily required, in case the objective functions were redefined. 
K. Creating the response surfaces 
After the 64 machines of the design hypercube are analyzed, response surfaces are 






n i i ii i ij i j
i i i j
x x x x     
  
        (2.46) 
or 
 n X     (2.47) 
 
where ηn is the power at speed n (W), βi are the coefficients for main effects, βij are 
the coefficients for interactions, βii are the coefficients for quadratic effects, β is the array 
of coefficients, and X is the array of dimensionless parameters. The model has 45 
coefficients, and formed the 8 dimensional response „surface‟.  
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L. Optimizing the response surfaces 
The optimal design of the response surface was determined using the MATLAB 
function fmincon, which finds the minimum of a constrained non-linear multivariable 
function. The bounds of the function were set as the bounds of the local design space. 
Contour plots were created, so that the response could be visualized. 
 
Figure 25, Response surface of one hypercube 
For the plot shown in Figure 25, the optimal design is to the right of the hypercube. 
This plot was made while creating a „map‟ of a large portion of the design space, for 
reference. 
When the optimal point is interior to the defined design space, or is on a constraint 
boundary, convergence has been achieved. The optimal design is then modeled and 
analyzed, yielding the final design.  When convergence is not achieved, the method 
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determines which direction the optimal design may be found in. A design space is created 
for this region, and the new design space is analyzed and modeled.  
M. Validating the method – comparison to contracted designs 
Two generators (20 kW and 50 kW) had previously been designed and built by an 
electric machine manufacturer. The materials, specifications and test data were available 
for those machines. The SPEED models which had been used for their design were also 
available, giving analytical predictions for the performance of the machines. 
The specifications were entered into the data sheets. Previous design work on a 60 
kW motor with different operating speeds indicated ranges of parameters which were 
optimal for the machines. These ranges were used as the initial ranges, with the revised 
specifications entered.  
The same control algorithm was used for the optimized design as had been used for 
the contracted design, in order to maintain a fair basis for comparison.  These results 
were compared to the results from the SPEED model of the generators, designed earlier 
using traditional design methods. 
N. Validating the method – comparison to the fmincon MATLAB function 
The fmincon MATLAB function finds the minimum of a constrained nonlinear 
function.  In the application of the method developed by this research, the fmincon 
function is used with DO after response surface models have been created.  An alternate 
method of optimization would be to use the dimensioning scheme created for this 
research (dimensionless parameters), but not create an RSM.  Instead, the optimization 
could be driven directly by a GA or another optimization method.  In order to compare 
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dimensionless optimization (DO) with other optimization methods, DO was contrasted to 
the use of the fmincon function. 
The method developed for this research was applied to 5 design spaces, for a 25 kW 
machine.  The same dimensionless parameter definitions (RSpl, RSDp, etc) and ranges were 
used for both optimization methods.  The dimensionless parameters for the design spaces 
are given in Table 9.  These design spaces were assumed to be near the expected 
optimum design.  The number of machines evaluated, and the efficiencies of those 
machines were determined.  Parameter ranges which are different from the ranges of 
design space 1 are shaded. 
Table 9, Design spaces used for comparing dimensionless optimization (DO) with fmincon function 
Design  
Space 
RSpl RSDp RSW2 RSW3 RSDL RWeb RMDp RMTh 
1 0.55-0.65 0.55-0.65 0.4-0.5 0.45-0.55 2.0-2.82 0.2-0.3 0.1-0.2 6-8 
2 0.55-0.65 0.65-0.75 0.4-0.5 0.45-0.55 2.0-2.82 0.2-0.3 0.1-0.2 6-8 
3 0.65-0.75 0.55-0.65 0.4-0.5 0.45-0.55 2.0-2.82 0.2-0.3 0.1-0.2 6-8 
4 0.65-0.75 0.65-0.75 0.4-0.5 0.45-0.55 2.0-2.82 0.2-0.3 0.1-0.2 6-8 
5 0.65-0.75 0.65-0.75 0.4-0.5 0.45-0.55 2.0-2.82 0.2-0.3 0.2-0.3 6-8 
 
O. Validating the method – machine sizes optimized 
To validate the method, this method was implemented using MATLAB algorithms, 
and a commercially available program (SPEED).  Motors and generators were designed 
using this method from 25kW to 200 kW in power.  This method can probably be 
extended beyond this range, up to the limitations of the analysis program.  At certain 
levels of power and speed, the constraints given in Table 10 are no longer reasonable, so 
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that voltage and current levels would need to change.  At certain levels of speed and rotor 
diameter, the bridge thicknesses required may become so large that excessive flux 
leakage makes the machines extremely inefficient.  
For most of the validation work, the specifications shown in Table 10 were used, 
unless otherwise noted. 
Table 10, Electric machine specifications for validation  
Performance Specifications Material specifications 
Speed and Power 2000 & 8000 rpm 









140% of max operating 
speed 
Magnet material L35UHT 
NdFeB 
Torque density 50 Nm/liter
15
 Maximum material 
stress allowed 
250 kPa 
Machine specifications Geometry Specifications 
3 phases  Stator 
specifications 
 
Number of poles 8 Slot shape round bottom
16
 
Slots per pole 6 Maximum diameter NA 
Throw 5 Rotor specifications  
Skew None Magnet slot shape V, with center 
spoke 
Parallel paths in the 
winding 
4 Magnet slot lip 1.0 mm 
DC link voltage 700 V Corner radius 0.4mm 
Maximum back-
EMF 





                                               
15 Liters of stator volume envelope. The validation work related to the contracted generator design was 
done at 30 Nm/liter, identical to the specification for the contracted design. 
16 „HW‟ option in SPEED 
17 as percentage of rotor radius 
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Performance Specifications Material specifications 







140 °C Drive type sine 
Magnet temperature 
for analysis 
140 °C Max phase angle 
19




-10 °C  
 
For validation, a portion of the design space was selected using the GUI.  For the 
initial design space, the program generated and analyzed 64 machine designs.  Response 
surfaces were created, and the optimal design was predicted.  The response surfaces were 
displayed, as well as the deviation of the data points from the response surface model. 
The variances of the models at both high and low speeds were reported, as well as a 
display of the actual vs. calculated efficiencies. 
                                               
18 The input variables for controllers depend on the type of controller, all are not listed here 
19 For motors, specified to the author to make controllability of the inverter better 
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CHAPTER III. RESULTS 
The primary goal of this research is to create a rapid method for optimizing IPM 
machines. This was achieved by creating a method which uses dimensionless parameters; 
and which allowed rapid setup of the design space; selecting an optimal design which 
required only 64 machine designs to form a response surface; creating methods to speed 
up the analysis of those designs; and the use of multiple response surfaces to create the 
objective functions. 
The effectiveness of this method can be measured in two ways; the quality of the 
designs the method generated, and the number of function evaluations it took to achieve 
those solutions. 
Quantifiable results include the performance of the machine (efficiency, current 
requirements, etc), the number of function evaluations necessary to analyze each 
machine, and the number of machines which must be analyzed to achieve an optimal 
design.  Non-quantifiable results include creating a method which considers the structural 
stresses in the rotor, creating a method which makes it simpler to visualize the designs, 
creating a method which allows for better initial guesses, and eliminating data entry 
mistakes. 
A. Efficiency comparison with contracted designs 
A specification for 20 kW and 50 kW electric generators had been developed.  The 
specification included performance points, as well as overspeed and transient conditions.  
These were released to a manufacturer that designed and produced electric machines.  
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The machines were built and tested.  SPEED [38] software models of the electric 
machines, created by the manufacturer were available. 
To validate the method developed by this research, the same specifications and 
materials were entered into the algorithm written to validate this method.  
1. The 50 kW machine comparison 
The 50 kW machine had a specified maximum stator diameter, which yielded a stator 
aspect ratio of 1.5656. As the stator aspect ratio was defined from the specification, this 
became an upper bound of the stator aspect ratio, RSDL.  Boundaries of 1.41 to 2.0 were 
used, as these boundaries were already available in the validation software. The initial 
bounds entered into the program are shown in Table 11.  These bounds were chosen 
based on earlier design work of a 60 kW machine with a larger aspect ratio. 








RSpl 0.55-0. 65 0.10 RSDL 
1.41 – 2.0  
(specification) 
         
RSDp 0.70-0.80 0.10 RWeb 00.15-0.25 0.10 
RSW2 0.40-0.50 0.10 RMDp 0.20-0.30 0.10 
RSW3 0.55-0.65 0.10 RMTh  8.0-10.0 2.0 
 
The 50 kW machine design created by the manufacturer had computed efficiencies of 
94.96% at 4913 RPM, and 94.55% at 6937 RPM.  After 65 machines had been analyzed, 
(the 64 machines required to create the response surfaces, and the final optimized design) 
the machine designed using the method of this research had computed efficiencies of 
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96.30% and 96.23% at the same speeds. In terms of heat rejection (waste), the change is 
from 5.04% at 4913 RPM and 5.45% at 6937 RPM to 3.70% and 3.77% at the same 
speeds. This is a reduction of 26.6% of heat reduction at the lower speed, and 30.8% at 
the higher speed. 
Both machines used the same materials and electronic control parameters (switching 
frequencies, controller modes, etc.). 
The analyses of these 64 machines took 6 hours and 45 minutes
20
. A second design 
space was not analyzed (the initial guess being good enough). The number of function 
evaluations for the 64 designs was 3386. The amount of time (in man-hours or computer 
hours) used by the supplier, or the number of function evaluations executed was not 
available. Therefore, a comparison in terms of time cannot be made. 
Analysis of the optimized machine took 6 minutes, and 59 function evaluations. This 
specific machine (as well as others in the design space) had phase angles which could not 
achieve rated power, and therefore took more objective function calls than was typical 
when designing a motor. 
Other comparisons are shown in Table 12.  A slightly larger magnet mass was used in 
the optimized design.  While the length and stator diameter were the same, the rotor 
diameter of the optimized machine was smaller, and the coil slots were slightly larger in 
every dimension.  Therefore, the teeth were slightly narrower. 
                                               
20 A longer computation time, and a higher number of objective function evaluations was required in 
analyzing these generators compared to previous work on motor designs. 
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Table 12, Comparison of the optimized and contracted 50 kW designs 











Efficiency 94.96% 96.30% 1.34% 
Heat rejection, % 5.04% 3.70% -26.6% 
21
 
Losses, Copper, % 2.90% 2.41%  
Losses, Iron, % 1.89% 1.04% 









Efficiency 94.55% 96.23% 1.68% 
Heat rejection,% 5.45% 3.77% -30.8% 
21
 
Losses, Copper, % 1.49% 1.23%  
Losses, Iron, % 3.63% 2.21% 














Stator OD, mm 191  
Stack Length, mm 122 
Rotor OD, mm 124 113.76 -10.24 
Gap, mm 0.5 0.6235  
Slot opening width, mm 2.5 1.9119 
Magnet Thickness, mm 4.7 6.2352 
Magnet mass, kg 1.1015 1.3816 0.28 
Copper mass, kg 4.3296 5.6527 1.32 
Steel mass, kg 18.8808 16.2098 -2.67 
Rotor mass, kg 9.51 7.95 -1.56 
 
Figure 26 shows the lamination designs for the two machines.  An overlay, as well as 
FEA figures of the laminations for these two machines is located in the appendices. 
                                               
21 The change is shown as compared to the total heat rejection 
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Figure 26, 50 kW optimized design resulting from this research (left) and contracted design (right) 
The dimensionless parameters for this design are shown in Table 13.  







RSpl 0.5957 RSDL 
1.5656  
(specification) 
RSDp 0.7731 RWeb 0.15 
RSW2 0.50 RMDp 0.2550 
RSW3 0.65 RMTh  10.0 
2. The 20 kW machine comparison 
The 20 kW machine had a maximum stator diameter which yielded a stator aspect 
ratio of 3.9139. As the stator aspect ratio was defined from the specification, this became 
an upper bound of the stator aspect ratio, RSDL.  Boundaries of 2.83 to 4.0 were used, as 
these boundaries were available in the validation software. The initial bounds entered into 
the program are shown in Table 11.   
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RSpl 0.55-0. 65 0.10 RSDL 
2.83 – 4.0  
(specification) 
         
RSDp 0.70-0.80 0.10 RWeb 0.10-0.20 0.10 
RSW2 0.40-0.50 0.10 RMDp 0.10-0.20 0.10 
RSW3 0.45-0.55 0.10 RMTh  6.0-8.0 2.0 
 
The 20 kW machine design created by the manufacturer had computed efficiencies of 
93.47% at 4913 RPM (at 75°C), and 93.23% at 6937 RPM.  After 65 machines had been 
analyzed, (the 64 machines required to create the response surfaces, and the final 
optimized design) the machine designed using the method of this research had computed 
efficiencies of 95.25% and 95.87% at the same speeds. In terms of heat rejection (waste), 
the change is from 6.52% at 4913 RPM and 6.77% at 6937 RPM to 4.75% and 4.13% at 
the same speeds. This is a reduction of 27.4% of heat reduction at the lower speed, and 
40.9% at the higher speed. 
Both machines used the same materials and electronic control parameters (switching 
frequencies, controller modes, etc.). 
Analysis of the optimized machine took 7.4 minutes, and 86 function evaluations. 
Other comparisons are shown in Table 12.  While the length and stator diameter were the 
same, the rotor diameter of the optimized machine was smaller, and the coil slots were 
slightly larger in every dimension.  Therefore, the teeth were slightly narrower. 
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Table 15, Comparison of the optimized and contracted designs 











Efficiency 93.47% 95.25% -2.59% 
Heat rejection, % 6.52% 4.75% -27.4%
22
 
Losses, Copper, % 3.88% 3.65%  
Losses, Iron, % 2.64% 1.10% 









Efficiency 93.23% 95.87% -2.64% 
Heat rejection, % 6.77% 4.13% -40.9% 
Losses, Copper, % 2.01% 1.96%  
Losses, Iron, % 4.76% 2.15% 














Stator OD, mm 191  
Stack Length, mm 48.8 
Rotor OD, mm 124 107.02 
Gap, mm 0.50 0.6235  
Slot opening width, mm 2.70 1.66 
Magnet Thickness, mm 4.70 4.99 
Magnet mass, kg 0.49 0.40 -18.4% 
Copper mass, kg 2.86 3.26 +14.0% 
Steel mass, kg 7.51 7.51  –  
Rotor mass, kg 6.33 3.54 -44.1% 
 
For both machines, the efficiencies of the optimized designs were higher than the 
efficiencies of the contracted designs. Efficiencies were improved at both high and low 
speeds, and in the copper and iron.  Table 16 gives the dimensionless parameters for the 
optimized 20 kW machine. 
                                               
22 The change is shown as compared to the total heat rejection 
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RSpl 0.5603 RSDL 
3.9139 
(specification) 
RSDp 0.75 RWeb 0.1965 
RSW2 0.4622 RMDp 0.1818 
RSW3 0.55 RMTh  8.0 
 
B. Comparison of DO to the fmincon MATLAB function 
Table 17 shows the number of machines evaluated by each method, and the 
efficiencies each method attained.  Table 9 (p. 72) shows the design spaces used for this 
comparison.  The number of machines to evaluate each hypercube design using the 
dimensionless optimization method is shown as 64 for each design.  The cumulative 
number of machines evaluated using the DO method, however, is not 64 X 5, due to the 
sharing of data points with adjacent design spaces.  The cumulative number of machines 
evaluated using the fmincon function is additive, as none of the designs are shared with 
adjacent design spaces. 













1 88.997 88.681 64 113 
2 87.247 88.691 64 65 
3 89.767 88.810 64 160 














4 89.710 88.971 64 250 
5 89.722 87.431 64 274 
Total   213 862 
 
A plot showing the evaluation of each machine for design space 3 (see Table 17) is 
shown in Figure 27.  The plus signs are the efficiencies of the machines at low speed 
(2000 rpm), which for this design space were always lower than the efficiencies at high 
speed (8000 rpm). 
 
Figure 27, Plot of convergence using fmincon MATLAB function 
C. Variance obtained from a range of designs 
Table 18 shows the variance for a number of design hypercubes which were run, for 
both motors and generators, from 25 kW to 100 kW.  The dimensionless parameter value 
listed in the table is the lowest value in that range.  As an example, if the value of RSpl is 
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shown as 0.55, the value for the range used for that machine would be 0.55 to 0.65.  The 
hypercube index indicates which design hypercubes were identical, e.g. 25 kW generator 
(A) and 100 kW generator (A) used the same hypercube design. 
Table 18, Variance of machines designed using this method 
Machine description 
 (Hypercube index) 
Design Hypercube 
Dimensionless parameters 
RSpl     RSDp     RW2S     RW3S 
RSDL   RWeb    RMDp     RMTh 
Variance 





  0.55     0.70       0.40         0.55  
  1.41     0.15       0.20         8.0 
1.2423 / 0.6346 
25 kW generator 
(B) 
  0.55     0.70       0.40         0.55  
  2.00     0.15       0.20         8.0 
0.5426 / 0.1667 
25 kW generator 
(C) 
  0.55     0.70       0.40         0.55  
  2.83     0.15       0.20         8.0 
0.0871 / 0.0347 
100 kW generator 
(A) 
  0.55     0.70       0.40         0.55  
  1.41     0.15       0.20         8.0 
0.0034 / 0.0101 
100 kW generator 
(B) 
  0.55     0.70       0.40         0.55  
  2.00     0.15       0.20         8.0 
0.0020 / 0.0056 
100 kW generator 
(C) 
  0.55     0.70       0.40         0.55  
  2.83     0.15       0.20         8.0 
0.0031 / 0.0114 
25 kW motor 
(D) 
0.55       0.55       0.40        0.45 
   2.0      0.20        0.10       6.0 
0.5892 / 0.0006 
100 kW motor 
(E) 
  0.55     0.55       0.40        0.45 
   2.0      0.20        0.10       8.0 
0.2640 / 0.0255 
100 kW motor 
(D) 
  0.55     0.55       0.40        0.45 
   2.0      0.20        0.10       6.0 
0.0885 / 0.0319 
 
                                               
23 13 of the 64 machines in this design space could not achieve the rated power, regardless of phase angle 
and current. 
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The first 25 kW generator design space (A) had excessive variance, however. 13 of 
the 64 machines in that design space could not achieve rated power. The design spaces 
for each machine family (e.g. 25 kW generator) are listed in the order in which they were 
run. 
D. The rapidity of the method 
The rapidity of the method can be measured in terms of time, or in terms of the 
number of function evaluations.  Measurement in terms of time is dependent on the 
computer and software used to run the algorithms.  For this reason, rapidity was 
measured in terms of the number of function evaluations required.  References in this text 
to physical measurements of time are given to create some understanding for the general 
amount of time required. 
Definition of ‘function evaluation’ 
The term „function evaluation‟ can have any of the following meanings: 
 Measuring performance of a single design at all performance points 
 Measuring the performance of a single design at one performance point 
 The evaluation of a machine‟s performance at one specific current level, phase 
angle, and speed setting 
The last definition leads to a comparison which most directly correlates with the 
amount of computational time required for the method, and was therefore used for this 
research.  Reducing the number of times each machine must be analyzed at each setting 
of current, phase angle and speed reduces the total design time.  Reducing the number of 
machines which must be analyzed also reduces the total design time. 
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1. Reducing the number of designs which require analysis to 193 
The initial methods used for this research employed genetic algorithms (GAs), 
varying 10 dimensions. These 10 dimensions used standard units (millimeters and 
degrees). The computer program analyzed 2400 designs, and ran for approximately 7 
days. These analyses were run at only one phase angle, rather than having the algorithm 
determine the optimum phase angles and currents as is done using the method developed 
by this research. 
A significant amount of optimization work on electric machines has been done using 
GAs, but researchers report that a large number of machine designs must be analyzed to 
find the optimum. This is true even when the design space is significantly restricted.  A 
majority of this research is performed using analytic equations.  For an accurate analysis 
of IPM machines, FEA is required.  Because of the need to use electromagnetic FEA as 
part of the analysis process, it was necessary to choose a method which required fewer 
machines to be analyzed in the search for the optimum.   
The method developed in this research forms a set of response surfaces based on 64 
designs.  The output of these response surfaces indicates the location of the next set of 
designs, which at most would be an additional 64 designs.  If only one variable must be 
modified, 43 additional designs will typically be required.  The output of the second 
response surface indicates the location of the third set of designs, if necessary, which 
could be an additional 64 designs.  At the end of this analysis, the range of the design 
space covered could be 50% of the range of any given parameter, assuming one 
parameter increased or decreased both times.  Therefore, with 192 machine designs, plus 
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an additional analysis of the proposed design, a good electromagnetic design of an 
electric machine can be obtained. 
A set of 64 machine designs can be analyzed in approximately 3 to 6 hours. This is 
based on an objective function which is evaluated at two speeds or power levels.
24
 If it 
was necessary to analyze three hypercubes at these two speeds, this analysis could be 
done in approximately 9 to 18 hours. 
The reduction from thousands of machine designs required to use GA compared to 
193 is a significant reduction.  The 64 machine design space for the 50 kW machine 
referenced in A. Efficiency comparison with contracted design (p. 75) required 3386 
function evaluations, and determined the physical dimensions as well as the current and 
phase angle requirements at both speeds for optimum performance.  
2. Reducing the number of function evaluations  
The work above reduced the number of machines to be analyzed. Research was also 
done on methods to reduce the number of function evaluations required to determine the 
performance of a given motor design.  During the validation portion of the research, a 
record was kept of the number of function evaluations made on over 900 motor designs at 
two performance points.  There were a total of 26,488 function evaluations made for 
1800 performance points, or 14.72 function evaluations per performance point. 
Table 19 shows the number of function evaluations during the latter stages of the 
research. In order to compare the speed of the method, a design space of 64 specific 
                                               
24 Computer had AMD 6000+ dual core processor, running Windows Vista, and using SPEED PC-BDC 
with FEA. PC-BDC used only one core of the processor. The settings used have a significant impact on 
solution speed. 
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designs was selected. As the method was modified, the number of function evaluations to 
analyze these 64 designs was counted. This allowed for a means of comparison.   
Table 19, Object function evaluations to analyze 64 machine designs 
Method Object Function 
Evaluations 





If the current waveform was distorted, reduced the number of 
turns, and increased the current to achieve equivalent amp turns 
2100 
Used the reactances and back EMF to estimate the next current 
value 
2425 
If phase angle evaluations for three points existed, curve fit the 
three closest points (γ, I) to estimate the required current at the 
next phase angle. 
2047 
Used the current from the previous phase angle evaluated to 
estimate the first two phase angle points of new designs 
2029 
If the power was not achieved with the initial current setting (for 
a given phase angle), for second current setting, use 0.75 of the 
increase calculated by Newton‟s method. 26 
1737 
If the power was too high on the initial current setting (for a 






The same methods have been applied to generator design, and additional work is 
continuing in this area. 
                                               
25 The number of function evaluations prior to this modification was not recorded. 
26 This adjustment was used due to the fact that the torque equation has current in the first term, and current 
squared in the second term Also tried other numbers, such as 0.8, but 0.75 was optimal. This number might 
be varied, depending on how much reluctance and magnetic torque are in the machine. 
27 Had also tried 1.2 and 1.4, with 1.3 being optimal. 
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3. Eliminating data entry errors 
Part of the method focused on eliminating data entry errors.  The boundaries of the 
design spaces to be searched are not typed into the computer. A graphical user interface 
(GUI) allows design spaces to be selected by incrementing or decrement variables.  These 
increments were based on the range size, so that the boundaries of the design spaces were 
always forced to be at 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, etc for most parameters.  The magnet thickness 
had boundaries at 6.0, 8.0 and 10.0; and the stator aspect ratio had boundaries 
logarithmically spaced, at 0.5, 0.707, 1.0, etc. 
The GUI was also written so that new design spaces could be duplicates of previously 
used design spaces, with selected parameters of the previous design space modified.  This 
system worked effectively during validation.  
E. Structural FEA 
In order to design electric machines which are feasible, the rotors must be capable of 
withstanding the mechanical stresses at the maximum overspeed condition. The 
MATLAB structural FEA algorithms determined the stresses in approximately 2 second 
intervals, with the rotor geometry being modified in that time frame.  The initial web and 
bridge thicknesses were structurally adequate for smaller rotors, and did not require 
modification from the initial values, which were selected as thicknesses suitable for 
production.  
For larger rotors, or very high speeds, the algorithm increased the post size 1mm in 
width per iteration, and then optimized this width after the width increases had given the 
rotor sufficient strength.  This algorithm could be optimized further, but consumed a 
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small percentage of the machine analysis time. An example of this convergence is shown 
in Figure 28.  For this case, the bridge converged to about 175 N/sq mm of stress, while 
the post converged to 260 N/sq mm, which was the yield strength of the material.  For the 
case shown, there was a specific ratio of bridge thickness to post thickness (1:2). 
 
Figure 28, Convergence of bridge and post stresses with increase in bridge and post width 
Figure 29 was created by the MATLAB structural FEA algorithm. The high regions 
of stress are on the post and the bridge, as expected.  This rotor had a radius of 
approximately 58 mm, and was analyzed at 11,200 rpm.  The yield stress for the steel 
was 260 N/sq mm, so this rotor was acceptable with the minimum bridge and post 
thickness. 
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Figure 29, FEA of stresses on rotor 
F. The current required to achieve rated power 
In order to analyze the optimal performance of the designs, it is necessary to set the 
current and phase angle to the optimum value, for the given design and operating 
conditions.  A golden section search method was used, searching the phase angle region 
between 15 and 55° for motors.  The 15° limit was determined after running a number of 
electric machines, and finding that the optimum current was always above this value.  
The 55° limit was a specification given by the controls engineers, to maintain stability of 
the controller. 
For each of these phase angle points, the current to achieve the power at that 
performance point was determined. The following cases are shown: 
 The use of Newton‟s method to determine the current to achieve rated power 
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 The use of Newton‟s method, followed by the golden section method to determine the 
current to achieve maximum power, when rated power could not be achieved 
 The use of Newton‟s method, followed by the golden section method, followed by 
Newton‟s method to determine the correct current to achieve rated power 
Newton’s method, to determine current for rated power 
 
Figure 30, Determining current using modified Newton-Raphson method 
Figure 30 shows the convergence to rated power.  The left plot shows the first two 
current settings analyzed, the right plot shows the three current settings required for 
convergence for this machine.  The red horizontal line indicates the power specified.  The 
green dashed lines (the lower dashed line is on the x axis at 0.995 X 10
5 
W) indicate the 
convergence limits, which are 0.5% above and below the required power level.  The blue 
line indicates the current settings, and the power achieved.  The most recent current 
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setting is indicated with a plus sign at the end of the blue line (circled).  The red dashed 
line extends from the maximum current/power setting to the origin (0 Amps, 0 Watts). 
After the phase angle was set, the current was set to approximately 870 A for this 
specific machine.  Power achieved was slightly over 103 kW.  The second point (shown 
in the left figure, the black plus sign) was determined as explained in Methods 
(CHAPTER II.I.2 , p. 60), and was slightly higher than the convergence limit (0.5% 
error).
28
  The third point, shown in the right hand figure (the black plus sign) falls slightly 
below 100 kW, and is within the convergence band. 
The results in Figure 30 and Figure 31 are typical for the method, on either of the first 
two phase angle settings.  After this, achieving the desired power level typically occurs 
on the first or second current setting.
29
   
 
Figure 31, Undershooting desired power, using modified Newton-Raphson method, after two 
iterations (left) and after three iterations (right) 
                                               
28 A 0.5% error of the power requirement results in a much smaller error in efficiency.   
29 For motor design.   
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Figure 31 shows the convergence to rated power for a motor with the same 
specifications as for Figure 30.  The left hand plot shows the first two points, the first 
point at the upper right of the blue line, and the second at approximately 240 Amps, at the 
lower left of the blue line, indicated by the plus sign. The initial current setting (point at 
approximately 300 Amps, 122 kW) exceeded the power specification.  The second point 
produced too little power.   
The right hand plot shows convergence on the third current setting, at approximately 
255 amps.  The first two points are the end points of the blue line, the third point being 
indicated by the plus sign, and being collinear with the first and second points.  The 
current was determined using the same method as was used for Figure 30, but depending 
upon the specific machine design, the power achieved may be higher or lower than the 
rated power.   
Again, this method resulted in convergence to within 0.5% in three iterations.   
 
Figure 32, Convergence plot for Figure 31 
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Figure 32 is a plot corresponding to the data from Figure 31.  It shows the 
convergence in a different manner, were the number of iterations are shown on the x axis.  
The first setting achieved slightly over 120 kW, the second setting slightly under 90 kW, 
and the third setting was within the convergence limits.  For all cases above, response is 
fairly linear, indicating the Newton-Raphson method is a suitable choice for this part of 
the problem. 
Figure 33 shows the behavior of the method when the initial current setting was too 
low.  For this case, the initial power was 2% low, and converged with the second current 
setting.  Convergence on the first or second current setting typically happened after the 
first two points of the golden section search had been obtained. 
 
Figure 33, Convergence when initial current is low 
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Newton’s method followed by GS, when unable to achieve rated power 
 
Figure 34, Non-convergence for generator, using Newton-Raphson method 
For some machine designs, it is not possible to achieve the rated power with the 
geometry which is created. This situation is shown in Figure 34. The Newton-Raphson 
method was used, but convergence to the rated power was not achieved, because the 
geometry and voltage levels are not capable of achieving rated power. For this situation, 
the Newton-Raphson method is not appropriate. 
The left hand plot shows the order in which points are being evaluated, starting at 
approximately 100 Amps and 49 kW, and never improving beyond that point.  The right 
hand plot shows that the points are distributed in a unimodal shape. 
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When rated power cannot be achieved, the method was changed to a golden section 
search, which achieved the highest power possible for the given machine and 
specifications (DC link voltage).  
Newton’s method followed by golden section, followed by Newton’s 
method 
 
Figure 35, Convergence using golden section and Newton-Raphson methods, initial points circled in 
red 
For some machines, at given phase angles the rated power could not initially be 
achieved.  These points are shown in red ellipses.  This is shown in Figure 35.  For these 
cases, the method switched over to a golden section method.  The method continued 
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using the golden section method unless rated power was achieved.  If rated power was 
achieved, the method switched back to using the Newton-Raphson method. 
G. The optimum phase angle 
Having determined the performance for the first two phase angle settings, the golden 
section method was followed.  For the objective function defined, the peak efficiency at 
two performance points was needed.  Figure 36 shows a typical golden section search for 
the peak efficiency for a motor at 2000 rpm.  Another golden section search was 
performed on this machine at 8000 RPM (not shown). 
 
Figure 36, Golden section search for peak efficiency 
The vertices of the blue and red lines indicate the phase angles used.  The upper two 
line segments of the plot (circled) are red.  The endpoints of the two red line segments 
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indicate the three last vertices obtained.  The highest efficiency obtained is used by the 
algorithm. 
H. Accuracy of the surface response models 
For this validation, the surface response models consisted of two surfaces, the first at 
2000 rpm, and the second at 8000 rpm.  For each design hypercube, a plot of the 
predicted response vs. the actual response was created.  Figure 37 shows the correlation 
between the 64 designs of one hypercube, and the predicted response, using a least 
squares fit.  
The upper figure was for the response at 2000 rpm, the lower figure was for the 
response at 8000 rpm. 
 
Figure 37, Efficiency from analysis vs predicted efficiency from the response surface 
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This was a design space which produced efficiencies between 84 to 94% at 2000 rpm, 
and between 96.5 and 98.5% at 8000 rpm. 
Figure 38 is for the same machine specifications, but for a different local design 
space.  The scatter on these plots is more visible, especially at the higher speed.  The 
efficiencies for this plot vary from 96.5 %, to 98.5 %.  Because the range of the graph is 
small, small errors are more apparent.  While the standard deviation is higher for this plot 
than for the first, it is only 0.0416%.  
 
Figure 38, Fit of data for 100 kW machines, for 64 data points in hypercube 
In this region of the design space, the response was fairly flat, varying from 96.5 to 
98.5% at high speeds.  The curves to the right show the error of each design vs. the run 
number.  The peak error at low speed is about 0.2%, while the peak error at high speed is 
less than 0.1%.  The x-axis for the right hand plots is the order in which the machines 
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were analyzed, and carries no significance, other than allowing for the examination of 
specific data points after designs have been analyzed. 
I. Surface response maps 
Figure 39 (for a 100kW motor) shows a response where the global optimum is to the 
right of the plot. In this case, the design was limited by a specification constraint 
 0.707SDLR   (3.1) 
 The constraint was placed on the diameter of the stator, due to the space available in 
the application.  The available portion of the design space is on the left half of the plot, 
the shaded portion of the plot extends beyond the range of the specification.   
 
Figure 39, Response surface for a hypercube, in a region with a constraint at RSDL equal to 0.707 
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A greater efficiency could have been achieved if the stator diameter over length ratio 
(RSDL) was allowed to increase.  This plot shows the region to the right of this constraint, 
to explore the opportunity to increase the efficiency of the machine. The entire design 
space has a stator diameter/length ratio ranging from 0.5 to 1.0. 
Table 20 is text from the validation program, indicating values which fell within the 
boundaries of the design space, and values which fell beyond it. After the response 
surface was created, the MATLAB fmincon function determined the optimum parameter 
settings for efficiency, for each hypercube.  
Table 20, Optimal design estimate from algorithm 
 
J. Direction of the optimum design 
Figure 39 and Table 20 indicate that RSDL should be increased. Other values (RSDp, 
Rw3s) should also be changed.  The table did not indicate how much each value should 
change, as this is not predictable from the design spaces analyzed.  
This table was output whenever a design hypercube was evaluated.  This made it 
possible to determine if the design had been optimized, or to continue to refine the 
design.  This was also used to gain more insight into optimal designs. 
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The first row indicates the parameter number (x1 – x8).  The second row shows the 
acronym for that parameter.  The third row shows either the optimal value (in square 
brackets), or recommended changes, shown using + or - symbols.  For the example 
above, all recommended changes were positive.  The following two rows show the ranges 
for each parameter, for that hypercube.  
Another response surface was added to the right of Figure 39, which is shown in 
Figure 40. The optimum is still to the right of this composite response surface. 
 
Figure 40, Composite response surface three diameter/length ranges wide 
To create the rightmost hypercube (ranging from RSDL=1.0 to 1.414), the algorithm 
required only 38 additional points. The other 26 points of the hypercube were shared with 
a previously analyzed design set, the hypercube with RSDL ranging from 0.707 to 1.0. 
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As can be seen from the above diagram, the optimum is still to the right of the regions 
analyzed, indicating that RSDL had not been increased enough.  
 
Figure 41, Composite map of efficiencies of 100 kW IPM motors, split ratio vs. diameter/length ratio 
To create Figure 41, two additional hypercubes were added to the right of the 
previously analyzed design space.  While the design specification limited this machine to 
a stator diameter/length ratio of 0.7, the figure shows that while the optimum efficiency 
in Figure 41 is 97.0%, the optimum efficiency of the machine with a stator aspect ratio of 
0.7 is 95.5%.  Comparing the heat rejections of one machine with another, the heat 
rejection of the larger diameter machine would be 3.0%, while the heat rejection of the 
smaller diameter machine will be 4.5%, an increase of 50% in the heat rejection 
requirement. 
Figure 42 (b) shows the response surface visualized using 3D contour plots.  The 3D 
and 2D contour plots represent the same surface.  This specific contour plot, a split ratio 
vs. stator aspect ratio (stator diameter/length ratio) was often plotted, because the 
diameter or the length of the machine is often a constraint of the design.  By making the 
tradeoffs of diameter vs. efficiency visible, more information is available for design 
decisions. 




Figure 42 a (above) and b (below), Efficiencies of 100 kW IPM motors, split ratio vs. dia./length ratio, 
for one hypercube 
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K. Conclusions 
Two machines had been designed and built by an electric machine manufacturer.  The 
method developed by this research was used to create new designs using the same 
materials, specifications, and control constraints as the existing machines.  The first set of 
machines were designed using SPEED software, and traditional methods.  The second set 
of machines was designed using the method developed by this research, and analyzed 
with SPEED software, and had higher performance.  Using this method, each of these 
machines with improved performance was designed in one day. 
Structural finite element analysis achieved designs which met the overspeed 
requirements mechanically. 
The number of designs which must be analyzed with this method has been reduced 
(based on experience with this method) to 193 models or less, if 3 design spaces must be 
analyzed.  The function evaluations include determining the optimal current and phase 
angle settings for the controller. 
Response surface models were created which closely correlated with the 64 designs 
of the design hypercube. 
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CHAPTER IV. DISCUSSION 
This chapter discusses the method, and the results produced by the method.  The 
following topics are covered: 
 Comparison of two contracted designs to dimensionless optimization designs  
 Variances of the response surfaces 
 Use of dimensionless parameters  
 Selection and treatment of design variables 
 Creation of the design space 
 The method of analyzing the performance of the machine, including determining the 
optimum current and phase angle for peak efficiency 
 Creation of an objective function 
 Creating the response surface – specifics of how the response surface method was 
implemented 
 Initial specifications  
A. Comparison of the contracted designs to DO designs 
As shown in CHAPTER III.A (p. 75), the designs optimized by this method had 
significant efficiency improvements over the designs contracted to another company.  
Table 21 shows performance and dimensional differences between the two designs.  
Table 22 compares the dimensionless parameters of the 50 kW machine designs. 
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1. 50 kW machine comparison 
Table 21, Comparison of the optimized and contracted 50 kW designs 









Efficiency 94.96% 96.30% 1.34% 
Heat rejection 5.04% 3.70%  
Copper losses, % 2.90% 2.41% -0.49% 
Iron losses, % 1.89% 1.04% -0.85% 














Efficiency 94.55% 96.23% 1.68% 
Heat rejection 5.45% 3.77%  
Copper losses, % 1.49% 1.23% -0.26% 
Iron losses, % 3.63% 2.21% -1.42% 














Stator OD, mm 191  
Stack Length, mm 122 
Rotor OD, mm 124 113.76 -10.24 
Gap, mm 0.5 0.6235 0.1235 
Slot opening width, 
mm 
2.5 1.9119 0.5881 




97.9 156.9 60.2% 
Magnet Thickness, 
mm 





33 37.9875 4.99 
Slot opening, mm 2.50 1.912 -0.588 
Magnet mass, kg 1.1015 1.3816 0.28 
                                               
30 Stator thickness is defined as the distance from the stator OD to the stator ID 
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  Contracted design Optimized design Change 
Copper mass, kg 4.3296 5.6527 1.32 
Steel mass, kg 18.8808 16.2098 -2.67 
Rotor mass, kg 9.51 7.95 -1.56 
 
The most significant performance differences are the improvement in efficiency at 
lower and upper speeds, and the corresponding reduction in losses which affect the heat 
rejection requirements of the machine.  The reductions in losses may be used to reduce 
the cooling requirements; or to reduce the magnet temperatures, increasing the 
performance of the machine.  
The losses in the copper and steel decreased at both upper and lower speeds.  This is 
significant in that the optimization did not trade off one type of losses for the other.  The 
current density was reduced in the optimized machine by 16.5%.  This impacts how 
intensely the machine must be cooled. 
The contracted design has a smaller air gap than was recommended by our consultant.  
If this smaller air gap is realistic, the optimized design could have a smaller air gap also, 
resulting in a lower magnet mass, closer to the magnet mass of the contracted design. 
Table 22, Comparison of dimensionless parameters between contracted and optimized designs 
Parameter Contracted design Optimized design Change 
RSDL 1.5656 NA 
RSpl 0.649 0.596 -0.0594 
RSDp  0.697 0.773 0.0762 
RSW2  0.368 0.50 0.132 
RSW3 0.539 0.65 0.111 
RMTh 9.4 9.86 0.46 
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Parameter Contracted design Optimized design Change 
RMDp 0.23 0.26 0.03 
RWeb 0.202 0.15 -0.052 
 
Table 22 allows comparison of the dimensions of the contracted vs. the optimized 
designs.  As implemented in the validation algorithms, typical range sizes are 0.1.  If the 
dimensionless parameters from the contracted design had been used as the center point 
for the ranges of a design hypercube, only the magnet depth ratio (RMDp) and the magnet 
thickness ratio (RMTh) would have been in the correct range.  The slot widths would not 
have been in the initial ranges, and in fact are two range settings off. 
The stator aspect ratio (RSDL) was a specification of the design, and so was held 
constant.  The split ratio (RSpl) was smaller in the optimized design by 0.0594.  This is 
significant because research by others has shown that the performance of electric 
machines is sensitive to the split ratio.  As mentioned previously, if standard length units 
(mm or inches) are used, once an initial rotor diameter has been selected, and 
optimization work has begun, changing the split ratio requires changing most of the other 
stator and rotor dimensions.  This is difficult to do while trying to find the dimensions to 
achieve the optimum performance.   
Using traditional units, when the rotor diameter is changed, the back-iron thickness is 
also changed.  This affects the iron losses in the machine.  It may also affect the amount 
of current required to create the necessary flux, impacting the copper losses.  If the rotor 
diameter is decreased, the copper area is also decreased.  At the same time, the widths of 
the teeth decrease, increasing flux density, and iron losses.  When the rotor diameter is 
reduced, the slot depth should typically be increased (increasing the copper area, to 
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decrease copper losses), and the slot widths should be narrowed (increasing the tooth 
width, and decreasing iron losses).  These interactions highlight a benefit of using the 
dimensionless approach, which makes these changes automatically. 
The difference in the split ratios resulted in the stator thickness being about 5 mm 
larger for the optimized design, approximately 38 mm vs. 33 mm.  The smaller stator ID 
was used not to increase the back-iron thickness; but rather to increase the amount of 
copper area.  The slot depth ratio (RSDp) increased from 0.697 to 0. 773; increasing the 
depth available for the copper from 23 mm to 29.4 mm.  This (combined with changes in 
the slot widths) reduced the current density from 10.7 A/mm
2
 to 8.9 A/mm
2
. 
Both slot width ratios, RSW2 and RSW3 were larger in the optimized design, which 
partially explains the reduced copper losses.  The combined effect of increasing the slot 
widths, and decreasing the rotor diameter resulted in thinner teeth.  This would be 
expected to increase iron losses in the teeth.  However, the slot openings in the contracted 
design were larger than the optimized design, increasing the flux density in the teeth in 
the contracted design, probably equalizing the losses in the teeth of both designs.
31
 
Images of the FEA simulations are in the appendices.  Portions of the teeth for the 
contracted design are at approximately 2.0 T.  Saturation in the bridge region is 
approximately 2.4 T.  The results for the optimized design are similar.  In the optimized 
design, the flux density in the teeth is slightly higher, while the flux density in the back-
iron is significantly lower. 
                                               
31 The losses in specific regions, such as the tooth regions, are not available in the software 
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2. 20 kW machine comparison 
The 20 kW machines showed similar improvements when optimized using DO.  Data 
is given in Chapter III – Results (p. 75). The first 20 kW machine optimized using DO 
had good performance, but the slot opening was fairly narrow.  Changing the range of 
RSW2 to 0.4-0.5 increased the slot opening, and resulted in almost identical performance. 
The change in upper slot width ratio showed a major advantage of this method.  The 
response surface models had already been created.  To extend the range, new response 
surfaces were required, which required analyzing 41 additional machines.  The 41 
machines, plus 23 machines which had already been analyzed were used to create new 
response surfaces.  These surfaces were used to create an optimal machine with a wider 
slot opening, with minimal effort.  Analyzing the additional 41 machines was simple and 
fairly quick. 
B. Comparison of DO to the fmincon MATLAB function 
Table 9 (p. 72) shows the locations of 5 design spaces which were optimized using 
both dimensionless optimization and the MATLAB function fmincon.  Table 17 (p. 82) 
shows the results of that comparison.  The first comparison which may be made is the 
number of iterations required to perform the optimization.  When DO was used, the 
hypercube design resulted in always having a design space which was determined by 64 
machine designs.  When the fmincon function was used to optimize the design, 
modifying the parameters in SPEED, 65 to 274 evaluations were performed.  In total the 
fmincon function created 862 machine designs. 
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This is in contrast to dimensionless optimization, where five design spaces were 
evaluated using a total of 213 evaluations.  So a significantly greater number of machine 
designs were required using fmincon (approximately four times greater). It can also be 
noted that for all of the design spaces except for design space 2, DO produced a design 
with a higher efficiency.  From Table 17 it would appear that design space 2 was a fairly 
efficient design space, however the variance of that design space was 2.344, indicating 
that the RSM was not an accurate model.  The RSM did indicate the direction of the 
optimum design space.  For all other design spaces, DO created an optimal design which 
was more efficient than the design created using the fmincon function.   
C. Variances of the response surfaces 
In order to use response surface models to find the optimum, the models must 
accurately fit the data.  A number of hypercube designs were used to model machines 
from 25 kW to 200 kW.  Response surface models were created from these hypercubes, 
and the variances were determined. 
Table 18 (p. 84) shows the variances of some of these response surfaces.  The 
variance of the three 100 kW generator designs was between 0.002 and 0.0114, indicating 
that the RSMs were very good.  The variances for the first and second 25 kW generators 
at low speed are much larger, indicating that their RSMs were not as good. 
The first design hypercube for the 25 kW generator had a variance of 1.2423 at low 
speed, and 0.6346 at the upper speed.  The second design hypercube had a variance of 
0.5426 at the low speed, and 0.1667 at the high speed, while the third had variances of 
0.0871 and 0.0347 respectively. 
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The only parameter varied between these hypercubes was RSDL, the ratio of the 
diameter of the stator to its length.  For the first design space, the algorithm located the 
optimum design on the boundary at RSDL = 2.0, indicating that this parameter was too 
small.  For the designs in that hypercube, 13 of the 64 machines could not achieve rated 
power, some falling significantly short.  The response surface models are more accurate 
when the designs are capable of achieving rated power. 
The second hypercube design was more accurate, but again had some machines 
which did not achieve rated power. In contrast, the third hypercube produced a very low 
variance, and all machines in that design hypercube achieved rated power. These results 
demonstrate the importance of being able to achieve rated power, and the importance of 
verifying the curve fit.  
The 100 kW generator hypercube designs all produced models with low variance.  
The only difference between the 25 kW hypercube designs and the 100 kW hypercube 
designs was the power designation; the dimensionless parameters (and therefore the 
design hypercubes) were the same.  The 100 kW generator hypercubes were analyzed 
first, and the 25 kW hypercubes were modeled using the same hypercube designs.  The 
torque density for both of these machine analyses was the same.  Reducing the torque 
density of the 25 kW machines would have improved their performance. 
The 25 kW motor hypercube design (D) and the 100 kW motor hypercube design (D) 
had the same hypercube design.  The variance for the 25 kW machine is much larger than 
for the 100 kW machine.  To improve the variance, the ranges for this hypercube could 
be reduced, however the machines in this hypercube had higher losses than desired. In 
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general, larger variances indicate that there are larger losses in the hypercube, and that the 
optimum is in a different hypercube. 
For this part of the verification, the goal was not to find the optimum design, but to 
determine if the response surfaces accurately model the design space. Scaling of the 
machines by this magnitude (4:1) did not produce response surfaces with the same 
variance.  It can also be seen that by adjusting the design spaces, better variances were 
obtained. 
The RSM for the 200 kW motor had a higher variance at the low speed, 0.5057.  For 
this design hypercube, all of the machines met rated power.  At this power rating, the 
diameter is larger, and therefore the bridges and post must be thicker.  The bridge leakage 
makes the response more non-linear.  To reduce the effect of non-linearity, the ranges of 
some of the parameters can be reduced.  Reducing the range of RSDL or RSDp would have 
the greatest effect, as these two affect the rotor diameter the most. 
D. Dimensionless parameters 
The uses of dimensionless units in engineering include establishing similarity 
between experiments or designs which are dimensionally different, and in 
communicating ratios. Dimensionless parameters are used for both of these benefits in 
this research.  
Dimensionless units are not new to electric machine design.  Electrical engineers 
make extensive use of the per unit system in designing and analyzing the performance of 
electric machines, as well as in measuring efficiency and percentage of rated power.  
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However, dimensionless units are not used extensively in the design of the geometry of 
electric machines.  
1. The challenges of using traditional units in machine design 
During the process of optimizing an electric machine, the dimensions are constantly 
being changed.  In electric machine optimization performed by engineers, as contrasted to 
optimization performed by algorithms, two primary methods are scaling of similar 
machines, and the “trial and error” method.  When scaling is used, design begins with a 
similar machine, and is scaled as the initial step of creating the design. This may include 
lengthening the machine, as well as changing all of the lamination dimensions by a 
scaling factor.  This is typically followed by trial and error methods. 
Using the trial and error method, the outer diameter and length of the stator are often 
modified first, based on the experience of the machine designer and the specifications. 
The rotor diameter and air gap are also determined based on experience and design 
guidelines. After this, dimensions are tweaked, and the effects of the changes are used to 
determine subsequent dimensional changes. 
Machine dimensions other than the diameters and length are typically optimized by 
varying one dimension at a time.  The depth of the slot might be optimized, then the 
width of the slot, then the depth of the slot might be returned to.  For IPM machines, 
these adjustments are made based on a machine analysis program that includes FEA.  So 
the basic design steps are to analyze the machine, evaluate the results, adjust one or two 
dimensions, and analyze the machine again.  This process is repeated until the 
specifications are met, or the design is considered to be optimized. 
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As the machine is being designed, the focus shifts between the rotor geometry and the 
stator geometry.  Modifying the coil slot dimensions is fairly simple.  Deepening a slot 
can typically be done without modifying other stator geometry, as shown in Figure 43. 
                     
Figure 43, Deepening the slot geometry 
The designers make decisions based on intuition, one dimensional curve fits, 
spreadsheet calculations, etc.  As the slots are made deeper, the geometry appears 
reasonable.  However, there are no physical dimensions shown on this figure. 
If the distance between the stator inside diameter (ID) and outside diameter (OD) is 
50 mm, the designers recognize that they cannot make the stator depth 60 mm; the slot 
would cut through the stator. For the geometry shown in Figure 44 (a), if the slots are to 
be shortened similar decisions can be made to arrive at a design like that shown in Figure 
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Figure 44, Reducing the depth of the stator slot 
At some point, as the stator slots become shallower, the tooth geometry does not look 
reasonable.  FEA results would show that the flux in the back-iron is low compared to the 
flux in the teeth, and the copper losses would increase due to the increased current 
density in the slots.  For some stators this depth may be 20mm, for others, this may be 
100mm.  Therefore, the physical dimensions to be modified are constantly being 
evaluated.  The question is „what percentage should this dimension be changed?‟ 
At the same time, calculations are made to decide how much of an adjustment to 
make on a given dimension.  Typically, this may be a marching method or a region 
elimination method similar to the golden section (GS) search method, though not as 
disciplined. Use of the GS method requires typing in a number of digits, when 
approximations are accurate enough at early stages of the design. 
Computer aided design 
If an algorithm rather than a designer is used to optimize the design, and standard 
dimensional units (mm, inches, degrees, etc) are used, rules can be added to the algorithm 
to simulate the thinking process of the engineer. Those rules are often based on ratios, 
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such as „the slot depth must be less than 90% of the distance between the stator OD and 
ID‟, or „the minimum thickness of the back-iron for a machine of this size would be 20 
mm‟. 
Optimizations of electric machines are often done successfully on computers.  These 
optimizations often have limitations like the rules above, and these rules are basically 
ratiometric. However, the dimensions are not created using ratios, rather some designs 
are eliminated using these ratios.  Using GA or PSO algorithms, with standard units, 
failures like the one in Figure 45 can occur. 
 
      
Figure 45, 11% reduction of the stator outer diameter 
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Figure 45 shows two views of a rotor and stator lamination, before and after 
modification.  Figure 45 (a) is of the laminations before modification, Figure 45 (b) is of 
the laminations after modification.  The machine design of Figure 43 was to be modified 
by reducing the stator OD by 11%.  The stator slots maintain the same depth, and the 
stator slot nearly goes through the back-iron of the stator.  This stator is neither 
electromagnetically nor mechanically sound.  For this minor change of diameter, nearly 
every significant dimension (slot depth, upper and lower slot widths, rotor diameter, 
magnet lengths, magnet depth, web widths) needs to be modified.  
When human driven optimization is performed, with standard engineering units (mm, 
inches, etc.) there is a tendency to fix the stator and rotor diameters, rather than allowing 
them to vary in the optimization process.  Consequently, the benefits of changing the 
stator or rotor diameters are often unknown.  When computer driven optimization is 
performed, situations such as the above will occur.  The algorithm will analyze this 
machine, even though it is obvious to a human that it is not manufacturable. 
Minor changes to designs 
For the case above, if the stator OD was to be reduced by an engineer, the laminations 
would typically be scaled, and perhaps some of the optimization for the coil slots or rotor 
would be repeated.  However, if the change is not considered significant, the slots might 
simply be shortened until an optimum is found.  This would be a sub-optimal design.  
While scaling of the machine is a good initial step, designs benefit from optimization.   
Dimensionless parameters do not eliminate the need to optimize this machine again. 
However, they simplify the work of scaling the machine, and then of modifying its 
dimensions.  They eliminate the need to change the dimensions in a specific order. 
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2. Types of dimensionless parameters 
There are at least two types of dimensionless parameters. The first is a ratio of 
identical units. An example of this is the Mach number, which is the speed of an object 
moving through a fluid, divided by the speed of sound in that fluid.  
The second type of dimensionless parameter is a ratio of more than two variables, 







  (4.1) 
Where ρ is the density (kg/m3), V is the velocity (m/s), D is the diameter (m), and μ is 
the dynamic viscosity (kg/m-s). 
While it is not immediately obvious that the dimensions cancel, the Reynolds number 
allows similarities to be observed between objects of differing sizes, traveling at differing 
velocities, through differing fluids. 
Dimensionless parameters as ratios 
As applied for this research, the dimensionless parameters are similar to the Mach 
number. Dimensionless optimization (DO) is applied by taking many of the physical 
dimensions of the electric machine, and rendering them into dimensionless ratios.  Rather 
than specifying the stator inner diameter as 67.34 mm, the stator inner diameter ratio is 
specified as 0.564 (the ratio of the stator ID to the stator OD). 
Similitude and dimensionless parameters 
Dimensionless parameters can be used to establish similarity between experiments or 
designs relating machines of different power levels, different constant power speed 
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ranges, different torque densities, etc. Trends in dimensionless quantities, as power 
levels, etc. are varied can be used to predict the optimum operating point of a machine, 
before optimization is begun on a specific machine. Based on an accurately predicted 
starting point, the design space to be searched can be smaller, and optimization can occur 
more rapidly.  
Using dimensionless parameters is not new to electric machine design; however the 
use of physical dimensionless ratios has focused primarily on the split ratio, which has 
been studied by a number of researchers.  Dimensionless parameters have not been used 
as a tool to understand the relation of the physical dimensions of the machine to its 
performance, or to other machines. 
Design guidelines 
The use of dimensionless parameters in communicating ratios makes it possible to set 
limits on the dimensionless parameters. This is used to establish manufacturability, in the 
case of slot openings; or to make certain that the geometry is feasible. This last case is 
shown, for example, when the slot depth ratio is equal to, or larger than 1.0.  When RSDL 
is 1.0, the geometry is not feasible, as the bottom of the slot would cut through the 
outside of the stator. 
3. The benefits of dimensionless parameters to manual design 
Rendering the geometric parameters of an electric machine dimensionless has 
significant benefits, even if the optimization is done manually by the engineer.  An 
example of the benefits of using dimensionless parameters is the ability to vary the stator 
diameter independently of the other dimensions.  If the rotor diameter is proportional to 
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the stator diameter, then when the stator diameter is decreased, the rotor decreases 
proportionately.  At the same time, the slot depth adjusts to the difference between the 
rotor diameter and the stator diameter, and the magnet slots become smaller.  This 
alleviates a significant amount of tedious work on the part of the engineer, and reduces 
the likelihood of data entry errors.  Similarly, when the stator becomes larger, the slots 
become deeper, and the slot widths and openings also become larger, automatically. 
 
 
Figure 46, Scaling of machines by varying the stator diameter 
Exceptions to this typically depend on mechanical or manufacturing considerations, 
for instance the shaft torque and material determine a minimum shaft diameter. In Figure 
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46, the bottom machine is 67% the size of the top machine.  The rotor, stator and all slot 
geometries were scaled automatically by the dimensionless parameters. However, the 
shaft (inner diameter) remained the same size.  If the shaft can be made smaller, further 
reductions in size are possible.  If the shaft is at its minimum diameter, the design has 
reached its limit as far as scaling the stator diameter down. This is not a limitation of the 
method, but a limitation of the constraints of the machine. 
Another benefit to the use of dimensionless parameters is that rotor magnet 
dimensions and stator slot dimensions can be optimized independently. When standard 
units are used, the machine designer typically optimizes one or the other first, going back 
and forth between the two.  It would be rare for a designer to adjust the stator slot depth 
before the rotor diameter.  For these two dimensions, the rotor diameter must be set first.  
With dimensionless parameters, the engineer can make changes in any order, focusing on 
regions that appear critical, perhaps due to high flux densities, high current densities, etc.  
Therefore, the benefits of dimensionless design are: 
 The models are more robust, (do not crash as a result of conflicting dimensions) 
For most of the parameters, the parameters range between 0.0 and 1.0.  Any setting 
between 0.05 and 0.95 can generate geometry, though the design may not be efficient. 
 Dimensionless parameters eliminate the need to create additional rules in 
computerized optimization algorithms (DO, GA or PSO), which emulate the 
engineer‟s thought processes.  The need for these rules leads to what the author calls 
‟over-complexificational behavior‟, the choice of a complex method, when a simple 
method is available. 
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 Regions of the design space can be more easily eliminated.  Typically, only a small 
portion of the design space contains efficient designs.  For example, for an efficient 
design, the rotor diameter will probably be between 0.4 and 0.6 the diameter of the 
stator.  If the program is initially set up to restrict variations of this parameter between 
0.4 and 0.6, a large portion of the infeasible design space will not need to be searched.   
 Dimensionless variables make it simpler to see similarities between systems which 
are different in size, speed, power, etc.  If the parameter values are stated in terms of 
millimeters or other common engineering units, it is difficult to estimate the effect of 
a change to the machine‟s engineering specification.   
An example of this is that if the torque level of an electric machine is doubled, and 
the machine is simply scaled, all dimensions would increase by the cube root of 2. 
Understanding trends of machine dimensions using DO allows an estimate of how the 
optimal machine dimensions change with the new torque requirement.  
 The region of the optimum ratio can be estimated beforehand.  This is one reason for 
the number of papers written on the optimum split ratio. This method allows 
designers to create design guidelines. Since the speed of optimization often depends 
on an initial „good guess‟, the use of this data accelerates optimization.  These 
educated guesses, based on previous data, can be embedded into the optimization 
code, or drawn from a database.   
 An engineer with knowledge of the ratiometric values and trends as specifications 
change gains an increased understanding of these machines. 
 Dimensionless parameters enable a greater understanding of the interactions among 
various parameters.  There are significant interactions between the parameters of an 
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electric machine.  It is not obvious what the impact on slot width will be if the rotor 
diameter increases from 95 to 105 mm.  However, from the interactions figures 
developed during the research, the change on the slot width based on a rotor ratio 
change from 0.45 to 0.50 can be estimated.  
For the above reasons, dimensionless parameters are part of the design method.  
4. The benefits of dimensionless parameters to optimization 
Dimensionless parameters have benefits when applied to both engineer driven, and 
computer driven optimization. 
Computer driven optimization 
An alternative to the trial and error approach is to use optimization techniques which 
allow the computer to vary the dimensions of the machine.  For the example above, this 
allows the stator or rotor diameter to change independently of the other dimensions.  
Therefore, a larger portion of the design space can be more easily searched. 
The problem with this approach is that the computer algorithm may generate designs 
which cannot be manufactured.  This was seen in the literature, where the „optimal‟ 
design was not manufacturable. In that research, only seven of 20,000 designs randomly 
created could be manufactured. The authors modified their study by selecting a similar 
production design, and deviating only minimally from that design. This made more of the 
designs feasible, but there were still designs which were not manufacturable, one of 
which was the „optimal‟ solution.
 
 
A comparison between the two methods (the use of standard engineering units and 
the use of dimensionless parameters) is difficult to make.  An example can be created for 
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a machine which would have the dimensionless boundaries specified for an 8 pole, 48 
slot machine producing 90 Nm of torque, and 30 Nm/liter, using the searchable design 
space from CHAPTER II.D. Table 22 is a duplicate of the table from that chapter. 








RSpl 0.40-0. 70 0.10 RSDL 
0.5 – 4.0  
(logarithmic) 
         
RSDp 0.40-0.80 0.10 RWeb 00.05-0.35 0.10 
RSW2 0.25-0.65 0.10 RMDp 0.05-0.55 0.10 
RSW3 0.35-0.65 0.10 RMTh  6.0-10.0 2.0 
 
The volume for this machine will be 3 liters, or 3,000,000 cu mm.  If standard units 
are to be used, and the genetic algorithm must be able to search at least the design space 
listed above, some of the maximum and minimum dimensions shown in Table 24 result. 
Table 24, Stator geometric boundaries using dimensionless parameters 
 Minimum (mm) Maximum (mm) 
Length (from RSDL) 61.97 247.88 
OD Stator (from RSDL) 124.27 248.27 
OD Rotor (from RSpl) 49.65 173.79 
Slot depth (from RSDp)
32
 * 59.59 
Top slot width (from RSW2) 0.81 7.39 






                                               
32 Slot depth is calculated based on the thickness of the back-iron, and RSDp. For some combinations of 
dimensions, the back iron was negative. 
33  
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It can be seen from this table that the diameter of the largest rotor which is possible is 
50 mm larger than the outer diameter of the smallest stator.  A machine with these 
dimensions cannot possibly be built, as Figure 47 shows. 
If the dimensions are limited to the dimensions above, and are randomly distributed, 
this situation occurs approximately 8% of the time.  However, these are the probabilities 
for the rotor to be larger than the stator.  This is not the probability for the rotor to be 
larger than the hole in the stator, which is what is shown in Figure 47, and which is 
required. 
 
Figure 47, The largest rotor and smallest stator 
Another situation which can occur using randomly generated dimensions is that the 
bottom of the slot will pierce through the outside of the stator, as mentioned before, and 
as shown in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48, Bottom of slot piercing through outside of stator 
With the constraints given, an additional 71.6% of the designs have this problem. 
 
Figure 49, Region where edges of slots can touch 
The width of the slots at the bottom can also become large enough that the edges of 
the slots intersect.  An example of very thin teeth, which is where this problem would 
occur, is shown in Figure 49. The problem of the teeth actually having no width occurs an 
additional 9.3% of the time, given the constraints above.  One or more of the above three 
problems occurs 88.8% of the time.   
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The remaining 11.2% of the designs are not necessarily feasible, and many of them 
have interferences in the rotor lamination slots, which are not discussed here.  A 
significant number of the designs which do not have inferences will be extremely poor 
designs, and will not achieve rated power.  If all eight parameters which have been 
rendered dimensionless are  included, the proportion of acceptable designs is very small. 
The adoption of the dimensionless parameters used in this research, by itself, 
produces benefits for methods such as genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization 
and others. It greatly reduces or eliminates the creation of geometry which is not 
manufacturable. 
E. Selection and treatment of design variables 
As mentioned, the method of optimization developed used eight geometric variables.  
These were selected based on their impact on performance, and how well they define the 
geometry, while creating models which will not „crash‟. 
Dimensions were broken down into the following classes: 
 Variables used to create the response surface (8) 
 Parameters calculated from the above 8 variables 
 Parameters determined by the performance of the machine 
 Parameters which were not optimized by the method 
1. Parameters selected to form the response surface 
Figure 50 shows a view of the rotor in dark gray, surrounded by the stator in light 
gray.  The pink and blue portions are magnets, the pink magnets having their flux flowing 
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outward, and the blue magnets having their flux flowing inward.  Being pink and blue, 
they are naturally attracted to one another. 
Some parameters were rendered dimensionless, but were not used as parameters to be 
optimized.  These were not varied because the optimum value of that parameter was 
known.  Other parameters were not varied because the parameter had a minimal effect on 
the performance of the machine, and had a ratio which can be determined for other 
reasons, e.g. manufacturing. 
 
Figure 50, Portion of motor, showing rotor, stator and magnets 
In the machine analysis program used [38], with the shape of the stator and magnet 
slots chosen, there are approximately 40 dimensions that can be varied. The reasons for 
rendering specific parameters dimensionless follow. 
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Stator aspect ratio, RSDL 
Figure 51 is a photo of the 2010 Toyota Prius motor [39]. The diameter and length of 
the stator are visible. The stator aspect ratio (diameter divided by length) appears to be on 
the order of 4:1 or more. The stator appears to be shorter than the previous Prius motor, 
indicating they have changed the stator aspect ratio. 
 
Figure 51, 2010 Toyota Prius motor  
 The length and diameter of the stator are fundamental dimensions of an electric 
machine.  In earlier research by the author, using genetic algorithms, three 60 kW 
machines were optimized with stator aspect ratios of 2:1, 1:1 and 0.5:1.  The most 
efficient machine with a stator aspect ratio of 2:1 had losses of slightly less than 3000 
Watts, while the most efficient machine with a stator aspect ratio of 0.5:1 had a loss of 
over 5000 Watts (see Figure 53).  This indicates that the stator aspect ratio has a 
significant impact on performance, and is a parameter which should be optimized. 
If the diameter and length are both parameters of the algorithm, and the number of 
variables is limited to eight, only six additional parameters can be varied.  By requiring 
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the torque density to be a specification, the stator diameter and length become related.  
The torque density is primarily determined by the cooling methods used in various types 
of machines (aerospace, industrial, etc).  Higher torque densities can be achieved when 
cooling methods are aggressive (liquid cooling, spray cooling, etc).  Machines of the 
same class and cooling method tend to have similar torque densities.  Therefore, torque 
density is a reasonable specification to require.   
Given that the torque density and maximum torque are specified, the volume of the 
stator envelope is known.  The stator‟s length determines the diameter, or vice versa.  







  (4.2) 
where RSDL is the stator aspect ratio, Ds is the stator diameter (mm), Ls is the stator 
length (mm, see Figure 52). 
For some electric machines, the stator and rotors have differing lengths. For the 
validation examples, the stator and rotor lengths were the same. 
Split ratio, RSpl  
As mentioned earlier, given the diameter of the stator, the split ratio determines the 
diameter of the rotor.  Figure 52 shows the stator length (Lsta), the stator diameter (Dsta ) 






  (4.3) 
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Figure 52, Stator aspect ratio (RSDL) and split ratio (RSpl) 
In earlier research by the author, using genetic algorithms, the scatter plots in Figure 
53 were produced.  These plots are for the stator aspect ratios indicated, and are the result 
of analyzing approximately 2400 designs. 
The green line is a convex hull polygon.  The red line is a quadratic curve fit to the 
convex hull.  For these specific designs, the split ratio has an optimum of slightly over 
0.6.  These early plots showed the impact of many of these variables on efficiency.  The 
convex hulls for many of them approximate the shape of a quadratic curve.  This 
indicates that a response surface will consist of main effects and quadratic effects, at a 
minimum.  Other research indicated that interactions must be included, as expected. 
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Figure 53, Results of GA optimization of 60 kW IPM machine, the stator aspect ratio and split ratio 
The efficiency is very sensitive to the split ratio.  For this reason, the split ratio was 
chosen to be one of the parameters which would be optimized. 
Slot depth ratio, RSDp 
The stator slots contain the copper coils, which conduct electrical current.  As the slot 
depth increases, with a fixed number of turns in the coil, the resistance of the windings 
decreases.  At the same time, as the slot depth increases, the back-iron thickness is 
reduced, and the flux density in the back-iron increases.  This makes it more difficult to 
push flux through the steel, increasing the iron loss.   
Figure 54 shows the slot depth (H3) and the slot depth at which the slot would become 
tangent with the outer surface of the stator (H3max).  The slot depth in that figure is 
approximately 0.65. 
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Figure 54, Variables required to calculate the slot depth ratio (RSDp) 







  (4.4) 
 3max SOR SIRH r r   (4.5) 
where rSOR is the stator outside radius and rSIR is the stator inside radius 
 
Figure 55, Stator aspect ratio and slot depth ratio effect on losses for 60 kW IPM machine 
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The scatter plots of the GA work of slot depth ratio vs. losses done earlier are shown 
in Figure 55.  The figures show the significant effect of the slot depth ratio, therefore this 
ratio was chosen to be included in the optimization. 
Slot shapes 
The slot width ratios are two ratios which determine the upper and lower widths of 
the slot for this slot shape.  Other slot shapes were considered, including those shown in 
Figure 56.        
             
Figure 56, Alternate slot shapes considered for the validation algorithms [38] 
Slot shape (a) 
The method is not dependent on the slot shape, however to validate the method, one 
slot shape had to be chosen.  The first slot shape, Figure 56 (a) is similar to the slot shape 
chosen.  For slot (a) the tooth sides are parallel.  Slots with parallel teeth are common in 
electric machine design, however it is desirable to not constrain the teeth to be parallel.  
This is because the method is designed for a large range of machine requirements.  It was 
found early in the research that the optimum designs did not always have teeth which 
were parallel. 
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The effect of specifications, such as speed ranges, overspeed requirements, power 
level, etc. is not always known.  While slot shape (a) may be an efficient choice for many 
machine requirements, allowing the algorithm to determine whether the teeth should be 
parallel provides a higher degree of certainty that the design would be optimal. 
Slot shape (b) 
Slot shape (b) is similar to slot shape (a), except that the bottom of the slot is not 
round.  Radii are allowed in the lower corners, though they are not shown.  The teeth 
have parallel sides, rather than the slot walls.  This slot shape could be optimized by the 
method, using design rules to determine the radius in the corners, or allowing the tooth 
width ratio (an alternate ratio), and the lower slot radius ratio (a second alternate ratio), to 
replace RSW2 and RSW3.  If a lower number of slots is required, or if concentrated coils are 
specified, slot shape (b) would be preferred, as a slot shape with a round bottom is not 
physically realizable with a low number of slots. 
Slot shape (c) 
Slot shape (c) has the walls of the slots parallel to each other, rather than having the 
teeth have parallel walls.  Like slot shape (a), this reduces the number of optimization 
parameters by one.  It is known that this will not always be the optimal slot shape, as 
optimal designs typically have teeth which are more nearly parallel.  Therefore, this slot 
shape was not used. 
Slot shape (d) 
Slot shape (d) also has parallel walls for the slot.  This slot shape would be used for 
form-wound coils.  This is used on some IPM machines, specifically in some hybrid 
vehicles.  This slot shape could be an alternative to the one selected, if form-wound coils 
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are specified.  The validation algorithm written was targeted at meeting the needs of IPM 
machines which might be used in automotive vehicles.  Most of those are currently 
random wound, and have a round bottom to the slot.  Slot shape (d) was, however, used 
in the early development of the GA based algorithms mentioned above. 
Because of the widespread use of a slot shape similar to (a) in hybrid vehicles, a slot 
shape similar to (a) was chosen for the validation research, where the widths at the top 
and bottom of the slot could be adjusted. 
For the slot shape selected, the top and bottom widths of the slot can be varied 
independently.  Figure 57 shows the upper portion of the slot, and how the upper slot 
width ratio, RSW2 was determined.  The figure shows an RSW2 of 0.33. 
 
Figure 57, Variables required to calculate slot width ratio RSW2 









  (4.6) 
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where AW2 
is the angle from the center of the slot to the upper corner of the slot, and 
AWmax 
is the angle from the center of the slot to the center of the adjacent tooth.   
 
Figure 58, Stator aspect ratio and slot width ratio effect on losses for 60 kW IPM machine 
The plots in Figure 58 are from earlier GA research.  The slot width ratio has a very 
strong effect on efficiency.  It also appears in these plots, that the stator aspect ratio RSDL 
has an interaction with the slot width ratio.  This was true in many of the other plots. 
As the slots become wider, there is more area for the copper, and therefore the 
resistance of the coils decreases.  At the same time, as the slots become wider, the teeth 
become thinner, the flux density increases, and the steel begins to saturate.  Therefore a 
higher current is required to push the same flux through the teeth.  The power lost in the 
copper is determined by the equation 
 
2
cuW I R  (4.7) 
Where Wcu is losses in the copper windings, per coil (Watts), I is the current in the 
windings (Amps), and R is the resistance of the windings (Ohms).  Along with this, as the 
flux density in the steel increases, there are losses in the steel.  Therefore, there is a 
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compromise between increasing the area for the copper, and increasing the area for the 
steel. 
Slot width ratio RSW3 
 
Figure 59, Variables required to calculate lower slot width ratio (RSW3) 
Figure 59 shows the dimensions which define the lower slot width ratio (RSW3); a 









  (4.8) 
where AW3 is the angle from the center of the slot to the tangent point of the bottom of 
the slot.  The lower end of the slot has the same trade off as the upper and of the slot, 
trading off copper losses for steel losses.  However, as the lower end of the slot becomes 
larger, the area for copper increases much more significantly than when RSW2 is 
increased. 
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Web width ratio, RWeb 
 
Figure 60, Variables required to calculate web width ratio (RWeb) 
Figure 60 shows the rotor lamination, and details the dimensions required to define 







  (4.9) 
where AWeb 
is the angle formed between the magnets of opposite poles (degrees), and
polA is the angle formed between the centerlines of the poles.  Apol is defined as 
 360 /polA P  (4.10) 
Where Apol is the angle between pole centers (degrees), and P is the number of poles. 
Earlier GA research by the author had not used the web width, but instead used the 
„magnet width‟, measured in degrees.  This can be calculated from: 
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  180 1 WebMagWid R   (4.11) 
where MagWid is the magnet width in degrees.  The two parameters are related, 
however the use of RWeb is consistent with the other dimensionless parameters, as it keeps 
the ratio in the same order of magnitude as the other parameters.  A plot from this 
research is given in Figure 61. 
 
Figure 61, Results of GA optimization of 60 kW IPM machine, the stator aspect ratio and magnet 
width 
The shape of the convex hull polygon of the data points is approximately parabolic, 
indicating a quadratic effect. The change in magnitudes between the plots indicates an 
interaction between the magnet width and the stator aspect ratio. 
Because of the arc at the end of the magnet slots, at some value less than 1.0, the 
magnets will have zero length.  A large value of RWeb results in a larger q-axis 
inductance, and therefore a higher component of reluctance torque.  Therefore, it is 
expected that optimal values of RWeb will differ for machines with differing CPSR 
specifications. 
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RWeb has a second interaction with rotor size and speed.  At high speeds, the 
centrifugal forces in the rotor increase.  As RWeb decreases, the magnet width becomes 
longer.  This increases the mass of the slug which the bridge and post must support.  The 
increased mass raises the stresses in the bridges and post.  To reduce the stresses, the post 
and or the bridge must become thicker.  This increases flux leakage in the machine, 
which wastes magnet material. 
In high speed machines, it is expected that optimal machines will have higher values 
of RWeb than low speed machines.  Based on the plots of Figure 61, the efficiency of the 
machines is sensitive to RWeb. 
Magnet depth ratio, RMDp 
 
Figure 62, Variables required to calculate the magnet depth ratio (RMDp) 






  (4.12) 
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where Ammd  is the angle between lines P and Q (which is a line from the center of the 
rotor between two adjacent poles), and Amd 
is the angle between line P and the outer face 
of a magnet, as shown in Figure 62.  In that figure, a ratio of 0.2 is shown.  Line Q is a 
line from the center of the rotor which lies between the poles.  Line P is a line 
perpendicular to the pole. 
 
Figure 63, Magnet depth ratios of 0 (left), and 1.0 (right) 
The magnet depth ratio is therefore a measure of the angle of the magnet, which 
determines the magnet slot depth into the rotor.  Figure 63 shows magnet depth ratios of 
0.0 (on the left) and 1.0 (on the right).  The earlier GA research with the magnet depth 
ratio used a different measure of the magnet depth, based on the radius of the rotor, and 
how close the magnets came to the center of the rotor.  This ratio was more difficult to 
understand than a ratio based on the angle of the magnet. Plots of the earlier GA work are 
shown in Figure 64. 
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Figure 64, The stator aspect ratio and magnet width effects on a 60 kW IPM machine 
The effect of the change of depth is less than previously mentioned ratios, however 
there is an effect.  As the magnet depth increases, at least three things happen.  First, the 
magnet length increases, and therefore the expense increases.  Second, the surface area of 
the magnet to the direction of flux increases.  This increases the amount of flux from the 
rotor to the stator, which may allow for a smaller rotor, and therefore a reduced rotational 
inertia of the rotor, and more area in the stator for coils, or more area for back iron.  
Third, the mass of the magnets and the steel „outside‟ of the magnets increases. 
The increased mass creates larger centrifugal forces away from the center of the rotor.  
These forces are carried by the post between the two magnets which form a pole, and the 
bridges on the outside edges of the magnets.  The steel outside of the magnets is 
sometimes called a slug. As the mass of the magnets and slug increases, the thickness of 
the post and/or bridges must increase.  Typically, this material is magnetically saturated, 
and takes flux away from the magnets.  Therefore, there is a point of diminishing returns, 
related to the magnet depth.  As the magnet depth is increased, the added magnet length 
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generates more flux; but the magnet mass increases, the magnet cost increases, and flux 
leakage is increased.   
For the initial GA work, there was no post, and all stresses were carried by the 
bridges.  At that time, mechanical FEA had not been implemented, and the method did 
not include increasing the post and bridge thicknesses to compensate for these added 
forces.  When the decision was made to include mechanical FEA in the analysis, it was 
decided that the bridge and post thicknesses would be determined by stress analysis. 
These are the portions of the rotor which see the highest stresses.  
Figure 65 shows the bridge of an IPM machine, when the magnet depth ratio is 0.  
For rotors which do not experience extreme stresses in the bridge (stresses near the yield 
strength of the material), it is sometimes possible to eliminate the post.  This is true for 
lower speed machines, or smaller machines.  This special case is not taken into account 
by the method created by this research. 
 
Figure 65, Bridge of IPM machine 
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Figure 66 is a scatter plot from the earlier GA research on IPM machine design.  At 
this time, bridge thickness was varied, without regards to the strength requirements of the 
bridge.  This figure shows the effect of bridge thickness on efficiency.  The effects 
become greater as the bridge thickness increases, and as the stator aspect ratio increases.  
While the bridge thickness was studied in the GA based research, it is not used as a 
variable for the method of the current method.  The bridge thickness is determined by the 
mass of the magnets and the „slug‟ outside of the magnets, and the overspeed 
specification.  Therefore, the bridge thickness, magnet thickness, magnet depth and web 
width are now interrelated. 
 
Figure 66, Results of GA optimization of 60 kW IPM machine, the stator aspect ratio and bridge 
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Magnet thickness ratio, RMTh 
 
Figure 67, Variables required to calculate the magnet thickness ratio (RMTh) 








  (4.13) 
where Tmag is the magnet thickness, and Tgap
 
is the air gap thickness, (the distance 
between the rotor and the stator), as shown in Figure 67.  This ratio is different from the 
other ratios in two ways.  First, its magnitude for efficient machines will be larger than 
one.  Second, it is a ratio of something inside the rotor (the magnet thickness) to 
something outside the rotor (the air gap between the rotor and stator).  This ratio has a 
significant effect on the magnetic circuit, especially when the machine is not saturated. 
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Figure 68, The stator aspect ratio and thickness ratio effect on a 60 kW IPM machine 
There is a very strong effect of thickness ratio on efficiency seen in Figure 68.  Again, 
it appears to be quadratic in nature.  It can also be seen that it has a much greater effect at 
some stator aspect ratios than others. 
In simplified magnetic circuits, with infinitely permeable steel, the flux passing 
through the gap has a linear relationship with the thickness of the magnet and the 
thickness of the air gap. 
As can be seen in Figure 69, the slope of the load line is determined by the lengths of 
the magnet and air gap (Tmag and Tgap),  the areas of the magnet and air gap (Am and Ag), 
the leakage coefficient (k1), and a loss factor (k2).   
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Figure 69, Operating point for magnetic circuit [40] 
Figure 70 shows a portion of an IPM machine.  This figure focuses specifically on the 
magnet, the post, and the bridges.   
 
Figure 70, Rotor detail showing the leakage paths of the post and bridges 
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The leakage path for the magnetic flux goes through the bridge and post areas. The 
width of the leakage path is: 
 2Leakage Post BridgeW W W   (4.14) 
where WPost is the width of the post (mm), and WBridge is the width of the bridge 
(mm).  The thickness of the post is determined by the equation: 
 Post Post LeakageW R W  (4.15) 
where RPost is the post ratio, and WLeakage is the leakage width (mm). 
RPost can be specified as part of the algorithm, or can be part of an optimization of the 
FEA.  The leakage width is the total width of lamination which would be saturated 
magnetically when the stator is not energized. The leakage width (to an extent) 
determines how much of the magnet‟s flux does not cross the air gap and enter the stator.  
A number of machine configurations were run varying RPost, to minimize the leakage 
width.  As RPost was varied, structural FEA was run to determine the corresponding post 
and bridge thicknesses.  It was determined that a post ratio, RPost, of 0.5 typically gave the 
minimum leakage width. 
The ratio Ag/Am (from Figure 69) is one of the factors which determines the load line, 
and is accounted for by the magnet depth ratio and the web width ratio. The magnet 
thickness ratio is: 
 /MTh mag gapR T T  (4.16) 
where Tmag is the magnet thickness, and Tgap is the air gap thickness, the distance 
between the rotor and the stator.   
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In general, the efficiency of the machine increases as RMTh increases.  There is a limit 
to this increase, as the bridges become thicker, etc.  The magnets in automotive IPM 
machines are typically NdFeB magnets, which cost $40 to $75/kg (perhaps more) in 
2009.  The cost is influenced by purchasing volumes, etc. Magnets are a significant 
portion of the machine‟s cost, and some objective functions may include magnet and 
other material costs. 
2. Parameters calculated from the response surface variables 
The magnitudes of some variables are determined by manufacturing considerations as 
well as by the performance of the machine. 
Air gap 
In general, a smaller air gap results in higher electrical efficiency.  This is because 
less electrical current is required to force a given amount of flux across the air gap, so 
electrical  2I R losses are reduced by a smaller air gap.  An air gap which is too small 
increases eddy current and windage losses.  The smaller air gap however can increase 
surface losses in the rotor caused by harmonics in the stator [37].  The thickness of the air 
gap is typically determined based on manufacturing considerations.  The rotor is spinning 
inside the stator, and has manufacturing tolerances, as well as rotor dynamic 
considerations, therefore the air gap will not be uniform.  Larger rotors have larger air 
gaps.  For the validation algorithms, the equations used to determine the air gaps were 
 1.0; 355sGap D mm   (4.17) 
  0.6777*ln 2.9771; 203 355s sGap D D mm     (4.18) 
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  0.1832*log ; 203s sGap D D   (4.19) 
The above are based primarily on manufacturing considerations.  The air gap in the 
machine designed by an outside company had a slightly smaller air gap than the above 
equation would indicate (0.5 mm vs. 0.625 calculated per the above equations). 
3. Parameters which were not ‘optimized’ 
Some variables in the design of the machine have optimum values which are known, 
or which have minimal impact on the performance of the machine.  Parameters with 
minimal impact on performance may be varied to reduce cost, or for other reasons.  A 
description of the parameters, and the reasons they were not optimized is given below. 
Web angle 
Figure 71 is taken from [38]. SPEED was the analysis program used to validate this 
method. 
 
Figure 71, SPEED Type1 rotor, showing the Web Angle parameter 
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This program has the option of setting the „web angle‟, as shown in Figure 71.  The 
area between the magnets will typically saturate, as shown in Figure 72.  Saturated areas 
are shown in red.  The amount of flux flowing through these areas is determined 
primarily by the type of steel, and the width of the saturated area.  The rotor steel shown 
below saturated at 2.2 T.  When the web angle was maximized, so that the slot ends 
touched the sides of the magnets, the rotor saturated at a slightly higher level in this area, 
2.5 T.  This resulted in more flux going through the center web (the post), and therefore 
taking flux away from the face of the rotor. 
 
Figure 72, FEA of electric machine, showing saturation 
For this reason, the geometry was designed as shown in Figure 72, with the post 
having parallel walls. 
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Magnet length 
The magnet in Figure 71 (shown with green hash marks on its boundaries) cannot be 
longer than the slot; however the magnet is sometimes shorter than the slot, as shown in 
that figure.  In earlier research, magnet lengths were varied.  In that research, the highest 
efficiencies were gained by having the magnet length as long as the slot, when the 
objective function was based solely on efficiency.  If cost were to become part of the 
objective function, or if demagnetization is included in the algorithm, this might no 
longer be true.  
Stator skew 
Theoretically, the rotor or the stator can have skew.  Skew in the stator refers to the 
laminations in the stator being angularly offset from one another, as shown in Figure 73.  
This is typically done to reduce cogging torque, or to improve the shape of the back 
EMF. In the rotor, if the rotor is skewed, the magnet must either have skew, or if the 
machine has external magnets, the magnets are sometimes magnetized with skew. This 
has not been seen in IPM machines. 
 
Figure 73, Stator with skewed laminations 
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When GA research was being done, stator skew was one of the parameters which was 
varied.  As the method was developed, it was found that skew typically decreases the 
efficiency of an electric machine.  While skew is sometimes desirable for reasons that are 
not part of the objective function chosen, skew was not selected as one of the eight 
variables. 
 
Figure 74, The effect of skew on performance 
As shown in Figure 74, the greatest efficiency is achieved with no skew.  For this 
reason, skew was set to zero for the validation algorithms.  If cogging torque had been 
part of the objective function, skew could be added as a variable, or a fixed amount of 
skew could be part of the specifications. 
4. Parameters determined by the performance of the machine 
Some variables were determined based on the machine‟s performance.  This 
specifically includes the number of turns in the winding (which are determined from the 
back EMF of the machine), and the bridge and post thicknesses (determined based on the 
mechanical stresses the rotor sees at high speeds). 
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Turns per coil  
For a given electric machine, the speed, the number of parallel paths, and the number 
of turns per coil determine the back EMF.  As the speed increases, the back EMF also 
increases.  At the overspeed condition (which for the validation examples was set at 
140% of the maximum operating speed) the back EMF will be highest.  At this point it 
must not exceed the maximum voltage specification.  This voltage requirement is based 
on the requirements of the power electronics. 
The first time the machines are analyzed, the back EMF is determined at the 
overspeed condition.  The magnets in the validation example were NdFeB magnets. 
These magnets have a negative temperature coefficient for Br, meaning that they put out 
more flux at low temperatures than at high temperatures.  For this reason the temperature 
was set to the low value in the specification.   
The temperature should be determined as a realistic value.  The question is; at what 
temperature will the machine ever run at the maximum overspeed condition?  If, in order 
to get to the maximum overspeed condition, the machine must have been running for a 
significant amount of time, the temperature should not be set as cold as if the machine 
had not been running.  The magnets in an electric motor will probably heat up fairly 
rapidly from their lowest temperature, due to losses in the rotor, etc. 
For the validation example with an eight pole machine, the number of parallel paths 
was set to four.  This reduces the back EMF to one quarter of what it would be if there 
were no parallel paths.  As the number of parallel paths increases, the ability to adjust the 
number of turns so that the back EMF is close to the maximum voltage is better. 
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Each design was analyzed once with minimal current
34
 to determine the number of 
turns per coil.  If the voltage at the maximum overspeed condition was too high, the 
number of turns was reduced.  If the voltage at the maximum overspeed condition was 
less than the maximum voltage allowed, the algorithm increased the number of turns, if 
possible.  This reduced the current requirements for the power electronics. 
During the analysis of the machines, some machines could not achieve rated power 
because of a high back EMF, or possibly due to the inductance of the coils.  The number 
of turns was also reduced for this case. 
Bridge and post thicknesses 
Meeting the strength requirements of the rotor, while minimizing flux leakage in the 
rotor, is a significant challenge. This is an area of machine design where the mechanical 
and electrical engineering fields interface with one another.  
The bridges and the post hold the rotor together.  For some applications, either with a 
lower speed, or with a smaller rotor, the post between the magnets which form a pole is 
not required. This is primarily when the thickness of the bridge to sustain the centrifugal 
forces is not significant, and therefore a post is not required. In most cases the elimination 
of the post significantly increases stresses in the bridge area.  Through finite element 
analyses, it was determined that the leakage is usually minimized when posts are used. 
This is reasonable, as the post is in tension, while the outer bridges experience bending 
stresses. 
As mentioned previously, the bridges and post act as magnetic „short circuits‟ in the 
rotor, as seen in Figure 72.  If the electrical steel saturates at 2.4 T, and the magnets have 
                                               
34 The software used required that the current setting be above 0.0 amps. 
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a remanence of 1.6T, every 1.6 mm of bridge or post requires 2.4 mm of magnet.  This 
portion of the magnet does not contribute power to the machine, and is therefore only 
meeting a requirement of the magnetic circuit.  Minimizing the widths of the bridges and 
post therefore minimize the magnet mass. 
As described in Chapter II - Methods (p. 51), an algorithm was written in MATLAB 
to determine the stresses in the rotor. This algorithm returned the highest stresses in the 
bridge area, and in the post area. These stresses were required to be lower than the yield 
strength of the material, which for most validation research was 260 N/mm
2
.  The yield 
strengths of steels vary significantly, as the examples in Table 25 indicate.  
Table 25, Yield strengths of electrical steels 
Company Grade Yield Strength 
(MPa) 
AK Steel (formerly 
Armco) 
Non-oriented silicon steels 
DI-MAX M15 FP 
DI-MAX M36 FP 






Arcelor Steel, Groupe 
Arcelor) 
High permeability and thermal 
conductivity 
M 330P-35 A, M 350P-50 A 
M400P-50 A, M470P-50 A 










 Fully Processed 
M 235-35 A, M250-35 A 
M 270-35 A 
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Neither the bridge nor the post are allowed to experience stresses beyond the yield 
strength of the material. This can be achieved in a number of ways, by having the post 
carry the majority of the stress, having the bridges carry the majority of the stresses, or 
having the stresses more evenly shared between the two. The method does not specify 
how this is accomplished. For the validation, two methods were used.  
The first was to have the load primarily carried by the post, with the bridge having a 
minimal thickness as required by manufacturing. This usually minimizes the total width 
of the leakage path for the flux, when the machine is in a non-excited state, which is 
similar to what it will see when in high speed operation.  
 
Figure 75, FEA of magnetic flux, at 400A, 45 degrees, approx 2 T in red area, 173 kW 
The second method used was to maximize the magnet‟s „useful surface area‟. This is 
shown in Figure 75 and Figure 76. Figure 75 shows the flux when the machine is 
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delivering rated power. Portions of the rotor are saturated (indicated in red), which is 
typical for an IPM machine. The red region in the upper right of the figure is saturated, 
but the flux in that region crosses the air gap.  There is a second red region in the lower 
right of the figure, which is saturated.  Approximately half of the flux in this saturated 
region does not cross the air gap, but simply flows from one side of the magnet to the 
other.  This is typical of IPM machines, but should be minimized. This flux is generated 
by the magnet, and represents a wasted volume of the magnet. 
This wasted volume is indicated in Figure 76, where a portion of the magnet and 
lamination has been shaded white. If the flux lines are followed, one of two things 
happens. The flux may pass through the magnet, circle through the rotor and re-enter the 
magnet; or the flux may pass through one magnet, flow through the post, and then pass 
through the second magnet. This second flux path passes through the air gap eventually, 
but passing through the magnet a second time does not increase the amount of flux 
passing through the air gap. Therefore, both of these paths should be minimized.  
In Figure 76, it can be seen that the amount of magnet which was „wasted‟ near the 
post was about 1.5 times the width of the size of the post. This was because the 
remanence of the magnet was approximately 2/3 of the steel‟s saturation level. Every 
millimeter of addition leakage path required 1.5 mm of magnet.  
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Figure 76, Region of magnet which does not contribute flux to the air gap 
If these paths could be made so that they had a high reluctance, the efficiency of the 
magnets would be higher.  This would require either selective heat treatment, or other 
physical altering of the laminations in the bridge and post area. 
Figure 77 shows the two dimensions which were modified for the bridge and post 
calculation. For a given design (determined by the set of parameters) the corner of the 
magnet lies along the line dimensioned RWeb, based on that dimensionless parameter 
setting.  The equation for the width of the post is: 
 Post Post LeakageW R W  (4.20) 
where RPost is the post ratio, and WLeakage is the leakage width (mm). 
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Figure 77, Dimensions for bridge and post thickness calculation, at RPost = 0.5 
For the validation research, RPost was set to 0.5, so that the total flux leakage through 
the bridges was the same as the flux leakage through the post. This value was chosen 
because at a setting of 0.5 (typically), the maximum magnet width can be achieved, 
increasing the flux from the magnet. 
 
Figure 78, Rotors having post ratios of 0.25 (left) and 0.75 (right) 
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Figure 78 shows portions of two rotors, with post ratios of 0.25 and 0.75. As can be 
seen, a post ratio of 0.25 yields a narrow post (the region between the two magnets) but 
wide bridges; while a post ratio of 0.75 yields a wide post, but narrow bridges. Figure 79 
shows a very wide post, which might be required in a high-speed machine.  Note the 
significant amount of flux from the magnet which either does not pass through the air 
gap, or which passes through the magnet twice.  As before, the regions of the magnet 
shown in white produce flux which does not cross the air gap. 
 
Figure 79, 171.5 kW machine, region of magnet which does not contribute flux to the air gap 
5. Parameters determined by manufacturing considerations 
The slot opening width was not used as a variable for the method. The slot opening 
width and the slot overhang angle were determined by manufacturing considerations. The 
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slot opening width, tooth tip thickness, overhang angle and fillet radius are shown in 
Figure 80. The slot opening width was calculated as one half of the distance between the 
shoulders where the AW2 dimension applies, as can be seen in Figure 80. The slot tooth 
tip overhang angle (Atoh) was set to 25°.  This was based on manufacturing consider-
ations, as well as the ability for magnetic flux to enter the teeth without over-saturating 
this portion of the tooth.  This angle can vary between 20 and 30°, without having a 
significant effect on efficiency. 
Slot opening width, tooth tip thickness, overhang angle and fillet radius 
 
Figure 80, Tooth tip overhang angle and thickness 
The tooth tip thickness was determined by the overhang angle, and a requirement (for 
this method) that the bottom of the tooth tips intersect as shown in Figure 80. Extensions 
of the lines which form the bottom of the tooth tip intersect on the bore of the stator at 
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Point I.  This requirement resulted in acceptable flux densities in geometries analyzed to 
validate the method. 
Slot overhang angle and opening width were mentioned previously, and are based on 
manufacturing needs. A slot which is too narrow makes it difficult to put wire into the 
slots. The typical recommendation is that the slot be 2 to 3 wire diameters wide, so that if 
the wires happen to be crossed when they are pushed into the slot, they do not „pinch‟ in 
the slot, and become damaged. If the slot opening is extremely narrow, this either 
requires more assembly time and greater care during assembly, or smaller wires. Smaller 
wires reduce the amount of slot fill (the percentage of copper in the slot), which results in 
higher current densities in the remaining copper, and increased temperatures.  If thinner 
wires are required, there is also a higher percentage of wire insulation (varnish) in the 
slot, reducing heat transfer to the stator. This increases the copper temperature, raising its 
resistance and increasing the associated power losses. 
The tooth fillet radius (Rfil) should be set to the thickness of the laminations, at a 
minimum.  This is the minimum radius possible, based on punching considerations.  This 
number could be larger, but will have a small impact on efficiency, and may in a few 
cases result in the model „crashing‟, if the setting for the top slot width is extremely 
small.  This is not likely for machines with reasonable geometry, but in order to avoid 
this problem, for the validation research, the radius was made small or neglected.  
Another method would have been to make this radius as large as the wire radius plus the 
thickness of the slot cell insulation.  This is the smallest radius which a strand of wire can 
fit into.  
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6. Parameters not varied in the study 
Some parameters are known to have an effect on efficiency, but were not varied in the 
optimization of the machine.  The reasons for each are covered in the explanations below. 
Lamination thickness 
The thickness of the laminations was not varied by this method.  The thickness of the 
laminations has an impact on the performance of the machine and including the thickness 
would be a useful addition to this method.  However, the thickness of the laminations is 
based on the electrical frequency of the machine at a given condition (perhaps maximum 
operating speed), and an optimum thickness can typically be chosen before the design is 
optimized.  Laminations are available in a limited number of thicknesses, so that the 
thickness is not a continuous variable. If this method is rapid enough, additional 
optimizations with thinner (or thicker) steel can be evaluated quickly.  The validation 
algorithm evaluated the efficiencies both at the base speed, and at the upper speed.  If 
higher losses are seen at the upper speed than at the lower speed, a reduction in material 
thickness could be investigated.  If higher losses are seen at the lower speed than at the 
higher speed, an increase in thickness could be investigated. 
Stator envelope volume and torque density specification 
For this method, the stator envelope volume is determined by the maximum torque 
specified as an input, and by the specified torque density.  Therefore, all machines with 
the same torque requirement have the same stator envelope volume.  This means that the 
stator raw material (the material used to construct both the rotor and the stator) will have 
basically the same mass.  Since they have the same mass, the raw material cost for the 
laminations should be approximately equal.  Punching costs may be higher for the 
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smaller diameter stators, as a larger number of laminations is required for a longer 
machine. 
Number of poles 
The method is not restricted to a specific number of poles, but validation of the 
software was done on 8 pole machines.  If other pole counts are to be examined, this 
requires additional runs of the algorithm at those pole counts. As is well known, if iron 
losses at high speeds are seen, reduction in pole count will reduce the electrical frequency 
of the machine, and reduce those losses.  The performance of the speed-torque responses 
would be affected. 
Winding configuration 
Winding configurations were not optimized. The basic configuration can be changed, 
but the method does not optimize these.  Winding configurations have an impact on 
harmonics and losses.  For validation analyses, the machines were sine wound. 
The number of phases 
The number of phases can be changed, but the method does not optimize these.  
Three phase machines are by far the most typical, and were used for validation. 
The DC link voltage 
The DC link voltage is included as part of the specification, and is determined by the 
power electronics.  An appropriate DC link voltage must be chosen for different power 
ranges of electric machines. 
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Maximum overspeed rating 
The maximum overspeed is part of the specification, and was fixed at 11,200 rpm for 
most of the validation research (140% of the maximum operating speed, 8000 rpm). 
Increasing the overspeed requirement reduces the number of turns per coil. This requires 
more current to drive the machine.  Overspeed specifications which are higher than 
necessary increase the cost of the drive electronics. 
Shaft radius 
For the validation research, the shaft radius was kept small.  Initially, the shaft radius 
was calculated based on the maximum torque rating, which was a machine specification.  
For the machine designs considered in this research, the shaft radius had minimal impact 
on machine performance, and made mapping of the extreme dimensions of the design 
space difficult.
35
 While the extreme dimensions did not yield high efficiencies, the shaft 
was made small to make mapping a larger area of the design space feasible.  In validating 
the final machine design, the shaft radius was set to a reasonable value for the torque 
required. 
Stator laminate shape 
The stator laminate shape was circular. Circular stator laminations tend to be the most 
manufactured form. The method does not specify the lamination shape, but did not vary 
the shape during the optimization. 
                                               
35 Mapping a large portion of  the design space had been the goal of earlier research. 
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Temperature and thermal design 
The temperatures of the magnets and coils were included in the specifications, which 
are an input to the algorithms. The thermal design of the machine was not included in the 
optimization, as thermal design requires a significant amount of judgment and tradeoffs.  
F. Selection of the experimental design 
Response surface methods use designs derived from design of experiments 
methodology.  These designs have fixed levels for the machine‟s design parameters, 
typically three or five, and the spacing of these levels is systematic.  Other methods, such 
as genetic algorithms (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO), define the boundaries 
of the design space, but the specific machine dimensions evolve throughout the 
optimization process.  Following initial research on electric machine optimization using 
GA methods, and after reviewing the literature, the choice was made to investigate the 
use of response surface methods. 
The three primary criteria for the experimental design are that it should allow the 
method to converge rapidly, that it should require a minimum number of machines to be 
evaluated, and that the design will yield an accurate mathematical model of the design 
space selected.   
1. Response surface method 
The response surface method (RSM) is commonly used for systems which have a 
high (or infinite) number of possible designs. RSM takes a number of data points, and 
mathematically fits a surface to those points. The surface is the response to the input 
variables and is usually determined by the objective function. For the validation examples 
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used for this research, the response was the efficiency of the electric machine or of the 
electric drive system, at each performance point.  The algorithms written allowed for 
more than two performance points, however only two points were used for validation. 
As the design space modeled becomes larger, the models become less and less 
accurate. For most systems, the entire design space cannot be modeled with a single 
response surface; the design space must be broken up.  This is true for modeling electric 
machines also.  Each model from a portion of the design space either holds the optimum 
design, or indicates the direction of subsequent design spaces.  If the global design space 
is large, and the approximate location of the optimum value is not known, other search 
methods can be used prior to creating the response surface design space. 
Methods such as a conjugate direction technique, a simplex technique or simply a 
marching technique are feasible.  The method proposed by this research assumes that the 
locations of optimal regions of dimensionless parameters for electric machines are 
available.  Once the method has narrowed down the region where the optimum is located, 
RSM can be used to determine the optimum parameter values.  
Experimental designs 
Design of experiments typically use designs which have 2, 3 or 5 possible values in 
each dimension. 2 values are used when the response to a given dimension is expected to 
be linear, and for the initial portion of the search, when a search direction is being 
determined.  In forming a response surface, however, the main effects, quadratic effects, 
and interactions are all needed.  For this reason either three or five values are modeled. 
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For Box-Behnken designs (see Figure 81 page 178), the design variables in the 
hypercube have 3 values. For Central Composite Designs (CCD, see Figure 82, page 
180), the design variables have 3 or 5 values. 
When RSM is applied to experiments that consist of physical tests, or have a 
stochastic nature, the center point may be repeated to determine experimental error.  In 
those tests, even when the input variables have exactly the same values, the results may 
differ due to experimental variations.  For this research, the results are based on the finite 
element method (FEM), and give identical results when identical variables are input.  For 
this reason, duplications of the central point were not used. 
2. Factorial designs 
A factorial experiment is an experiment where factors are tried in various 
combinations.  The number of data points, and the parameter values used for these 
combinations are called factorial designs. A full factorial design includes the combination 
of all parameters at all levels.  This is neither necessary nor possible at times, and it is 
much more efficient to use a smaller number of points to determine the response surface. 
One method of selecting these data points is to use fractional factorial designs.  A full 
factorial design for eight factors, with three levels for each factor, would require
83 , or 
6561 data points.  If the main effects, quadratic terms, and two level interactions are 
included, it is possible to generate a mathematical model for the same design space with 
as few as 45 data points.  Added data points increase the accuracy of this model, and 
provide a method to measure the variance of the model.  
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3. Number of factors 
As the number of parameters is increased, the number of simulations required to 
model the response surface increases, increasing the complexity of the response surface 
model. In order to create a rapid method, it is desirable to limit the number of parameters 
varied.  At the same time, those parameters critical to machine performance must be 
identified and included.  A significant amount of optimization research has been done on 
electric machines using fewer than eight parameters; however these focus on optimizing 
either the stator or the rotor, or add constraints to the design.  If both the rotor and stator 
are to be designed simultaneously, seven to eight parameters are required.  The decision 
was made to render 8 parameters dimensionless, based on the dimensions required to 
create rotor and stator geometry which led to efficient machine designs. 
Having selected 8 specific parameters, it was found possible to successfully optimize 
electric machines, though some parameters (pole count, magnetic material, etc) were not 
included in the optimization.  These limitations have been outlined above. 
Table 26, Experimental designs for response surface modeling (RSM) 
Number of 
Factors 












4 25 BB or CCD 15-16 
5 41/27 BB or CCD 21-32 
6 49/45 BB or CCD 28-32 
7 57/61 BB or CCD 36-64 
8 113/81 BB or CCD 45-64 
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Table 26 shows the increase in the number of analyses required as the number of 
factors grows.  It also shows that fewer runs are required using an I-optimal (or D-
optimal) design as compared to a Box-Behnken or CCD.   
As mentioned, the CCD can have either three or five levels.  An additional reason for 
choosing I-optimal or D-Optimal designs rather than a five level CCD is that the three 
level designs share more data points with adjacent design spaces, if a design space needs 
to be expanded. 
Initially for this research, GA was used, and 10 parameters were varied.  It was 
determined that some of these parameters did not need to be optimized.  After 
investigation of RSM, it was decided to begin with 8 parameters and verify if this yielded 
optimal designs in a reasonable time. Depending on the computer analysis settings used, 
the present method results in machine designs in between three and nine hours of 
computer time.
36
 This is acceptable, compared to manual alternatives often used in 
industry, or other optimization methods found in the literature.  These time frames 
assume that the optimum design is within the hypercube selected.  Successive adjacent 
hypercubes require additional time, but if the hypercubes share data, they require less 
time than the original design space. 
Reducing the number of parameters to 7 could be done by forcing a ratio between the 
top width of the slot and the bottom width of the slot, as these tend to be related, or by 
selecting slot configurations which have parallel teeth.  As Table 26 shows, the reduction 
in runs from eight factors to seven factors is between 0% and 20%. 
                                               
36 Algorithms were run on an HP Pavilion Media Center m8200n, with an AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual core 
processor, 6000+, with 3GB RAM, available in 2008.  The operating system was 32 bit Windows Vista.  
The software ran on one core of the processor. 
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Table 26 shows that as few as 45 runs can be used to create an I-optimal experimental 
design.  At present 64 runs were used, in order to determine the variance of the model 
more accurately.  By understanding the variance of the model, it is possible to determine 
the accuracy of the model, and when the ranges of some parameters can be increased.  
This allows larger portions of the global design space to be modeled with a single 
experimental design, resulting in more rapid convergence. 
4. Selection of the experimental design 
The requirements for the experimental design are that it produce an RSM that is 
accurate, and that it produce this surface rapidly (minimizing the number of machine 
designs required, and therefore minimizing the objective function evaluations). Once the 
surface is created, the optimum point on the surface can be found rapidly. 
Hypercubes 
A simple description of a hypercube is that a hypercube is an extrapolation of what a 
cube might be, if it had more than 3 dimensions.  Each variable for this research had 3 
values for each dimension of the hypercube. These values are often coded as -1, 0 and 1.  
The coded values are then mapped onto the range of the specific design space being 
evaluated.  Using designs of experiments, an interval from 0-1 might indicate an interval 
such as 0.126 millimeters, or a ratio such as 0.05 of the range of a dimension.  The design 
of experiments (DOE) tables provided by JMP or other programs; which are coded as -1, 
0 and 1, are a starting point for determining the actual parameter values. 
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Factorial designs 
If a response varies in 3 dimensions, with two levels for each dimension, eight data 
points yield a response surface for a region of the design space.  If the models are non-
linear, and contain interactions and quadratic effects, there must be three levels for each 
factor, which increases the number of data points required.  Table 27 shows the number 
of data points required if the model will be based on all possible combinations of each 
variable, at three levels. 
Table 27, Data points required for full factorial designs 
Number of 
variables 
Number of data 
points required 
for 2 levels 
Number of data 
points  
required for 3 
levels 
1 2 3 
2 4 9 
3 8 27 
4 16 81 
5 32 243 
6 64 729 
7 128 2187 
8 256 6561 
 
As the number of variables increases, the number of data points required increases 
exponentially.  For this research, eight variables were modeled at three levels.  If all 
possible combinations of variables and levels were modeled, 6,561 data points are 
required for each response surface. 
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These 6,561 data points model only a portion of the design space small enough that it 
can be modeled accurately.  This model includes the main effects, the interactions, and 
the quadratic effects.  If the data points are spaced apart by 10% of the design space, and 
if the design ranges from 0-100%, there would be 11 levels for each variable. The 
number of data points required to completely model the design space would be 
approximately 11
8
, or 2.1 X 10
8
.  
Most of the design space consists of combinations of variables which yield electrical 
machines which cannot achieve the required power, or are highly inefficient.  These 
regions of the design space should be eliminated. 
Box-Behnken, Central Composite, D-optimal and I-optimal designs were evaluated 
for their usefulness for this research.  The I-optimal design was selected. 
Box-Behnken designs 
 
Figure 81, 3 dimensional Box Behnken design 
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Figure 81 shows a Box-Behnken
37
 (BB) experimental design having three parameters. 
The BB design has points which are regularly spaced, and this three-dimensional design 
has points which are 1.414 coded units from the center. Design points are midway along 
the edges of a „box‟. For 3 parameters, this requires 13 points, without replications.  The 
points shown represent the variations of RSDL, RSpl and RSDp which would be analyzed. 
As an example of the use of this design, the values of RSDL might vary from 0.8 on 
the left to 1.2 on the right, having a range of 0.4. The ranges do not have to be the same, 
and so the values for RSpl might vary from 0.50 in the front, to 0.58 in the back, having a 
range of 0.08.  The values for RSDp might vary from 0.68-0.80. 
Box-Behnken designs are used in RSM, and have been used to model up to 21 
variables. A Box-Behnken fractional factorial design used for modeling 8 variables is 
available which requires 113 points, including the center point, without replication. As 
with other 8-variable RSMs, this would have 45 coefficients in the quadratic model. 
Central Composite Designs 
The Box-Behnken design required 113 points, which means that 113 machine designs 
would have to be analyzed for each design space.  Central composite designs (CCD) have 
either three or five levels, and for eight factors, can have as few as 81 points.  To allow 
for reuse of the maximum number of designs, if the design space is to be extended, the 
axial points should be on the faces of the hypercube. 
                                               
37 Developed by George E. P. Box and Donald Behnken 
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Figure 82, 3D central composite circumscribed design 
Like many other programs, JMP codes the values for the levels of the corner points of 
the box as -1 and 1.  Figure 82 shows the circumscribed design, which has axial points 
which fall outside of the volume of the cube.  If an additional design space were to be 
created adjacent to this one, the four points on the shared face of the two designs would 
already have been analyzed.  All axial points would have to be analyzed, as none of these 
points are shared between the two design spaces. 
The values of the axial points (shown connected by red lines) are determined by 
starting at the center point of the CCD, which for an eight-dimensional design space 
would be coded (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0).  The axial points are then placed a fixed distance 
from the center.  
All of the values for the axial points except for one must be zero, i.e. they lie on an 
axis. An example is that one axial point could be located at (2.055, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
which is a distance of 2.055 from the center in the 1x direction. Circumscribed designs 
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are good at predicting responses over the entire design space (the space inside the cube), 
which is what the method proposed by this research requires. There are two problems 
with a CCD. The first is if an optimal point is near a boundary of the design space. For 
many of the ratios, the feasible values fall between 0.0 and 1.0. If an optimum point 
happens to fall near 0.0 or 1.0, the CCD requires that the axial point be greater than 1.0, 
or less than 0. An electric machine with these dimensions cannot be modeled. 
A second problem for the CCD is that if an additional portion of the design space 
needs to be evaluated, fewer of the data points already evaluated apply to the new region. 
For CCDs which have only three levels, more of the design points can be part of the new 
design space. For designs with 5 levels, none of the axial points are shared, and therefore 
all axial points of the new design need to be evaluated. 
 
Figure 83, 3D central composite  inscribed design
38
 
                                               
38 Mathworks.com 
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Figure 83 is for an inscribed design. It does not have the problem of having points 
which fall outside of the feasible design space. However, it is not accurate when 
predicting responses near the corners of the cube.  As both of the designs above have 
limitations, if a CCD had been used in this method, the axial points would have been 
placed on the faces of the hypercubes.  In other words, the axial points would have been 
at a distance of 1.0 from the center.   
 
 
Figure 84, 3D central composite faced design 
Figure 84 is an example of a central composite design which is faced.  It can be easily 
seen that if the design space were to shift in any axial direction by 2 units [moving from 
coded values of (-1 to 1), to coded values of (1 to 3)], the five points on any side could be 
re-used in determining the response of the next region of the design space.  This concept 
can be extended to the use of designs which have eight factors. 
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Any of these CCDs with eight factors can be coded with 81 points, an improvement 
over the Box-Behnken design. Like the Box-Behnken design, this design will produce a 
model which includes all main effects, 2 factor interactions and quadratic terms, and will 
have 45 coefficients.  There are no replications at the center point. 
I-optimal vs. D-optimal designs 
Both D-optimal and I-optimal designs have been used for the creation of response 
surfaces.  I-optimal designs were created to have less variance than D-optimal designs 
have, and are recommended where the prediction of the response needs to be accurate.  
D-optimal designs are recommended when screening is being done, rather than for 
prediction. Figure 85 from [16]  shows this difference in variance.  These figures are 
based on the predicted variance for a design with only two factors. 
On these plots, red and orange are desirable, while green is undesirable.  Figure 85 (a) 
shows the variance for a D-Optimal design.  There are only three regions which have a 
variance below 0.3, and these regions are fairly small.  Figure 85 (b) is a plot of the 
variance for an I-optimal design.  There is a large region where the variance is less than 
0.3.  The results for this two factor design are similar to what is seen for an eight factor 
design, though the contrast between the performances of the two designs is even more 
significant as factors are added. 
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Figure 85, Variance of D-optimal (a) and I-optimal (b) designs.  Red and orange are preferred areas 
A second comparison (Figure 86 and Figure 87) shows the differences in variance 
between D-optimal and I-optimal designs when eight factors are modeled.  In these two 
figures only the first four factors are shown.  In Figure 86 it can be seen that the variance 
profile for the D-Optimal design ranges from approximately 0.7-0.8.  For the I-optimal 
design the variance ranges from approximately 0.15-0.25.  Therefore I-optimal designs 
are significantly more accurate than D-optimal designs for prediction in eight factor 
designs.   
 
Figure 86, Prediction variance profile for eight factor D-optimal design [16] 
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Figure 87, Prediction variance profile for eight factor I-optimal design[16] 
The program JMP 7 [16] was used to create these designs. Using the design of 
experiments (DOE) functions, a custom design was created.  Eight continuous factors 
were used in the model.  The model was specified as a response surface model (RSM), 
which by default includes the main effects, two level interactions, and quadratic effects.  
The number of runs was selected to be 64, which is the default number of runs.  Since the 
order of the runs does not influence the responses, randomization was not required. 
Table 28, Coded eight factor I-optimal design 
Run No. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 1 -1 1 
2 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 0 0 1 
3 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
4 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
5 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
6 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
7 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
8 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 0 -1 
9 -1 0 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
10 -1 0 -1 1 0 -1 -1 -1 
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Run No. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
11 -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 
12 -1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
13 -1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
14 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
15 -1 1 -1 0 -1 -1 1 -1 
16 -1 1 -1 1 0 1 1 1 
17 -1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
18 -1 1 0 1 -1 1 0 -1 
19 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 
20 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 
21 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
22 -1 1 1 1 0 -1 -1 1 
23 0 -1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 
24 0 -1 0 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
25 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 
26 0 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
27 0 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 
28 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 1 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 0 0 1 -1 0 -1 0 1 
34 0 0 1 1 -1 0 1 0 
35 0 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 
36 0 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 0 
37 0 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 
38 0 1 0 0 1 1 -1 0 
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Run No. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
39 0 1 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 
40 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 
41 1 -1 -1 0 1 1 0 -1 
42 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
43 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 0 
44 1 -1 0 -1 1 1 1 1 
45 1 -1 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 
46 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 
47 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
48 1 -1 1 0 -1 0 1 1 
49 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
50 1 0 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 
51 1 0 0 0 1 -1 1 0 
52 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
53 1 0 1 0 1 1 -1 -1 
54 1 1 -1 -1 -1 0 1 0 
55 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
56 1 1 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 
57 1 1 -1 1 1 0 1 -1 
58 1 1 0 0 -1 1 -1 1 
59 1 1 0 1 -1 -1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 -1 0 1 1 -1 
61 1 1 1 -1 1 0 -1 1 
62 1 1 1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 
63 1 1 1 1 0 1 -1 0 
64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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An example of a design like this is shown in Table 28
39
.  The design in Table 28 is 
coded using -1, 0, and 1.  These coded values must be changed to the dimensionless 
values required for the design, and then converted to the actual dimensional values.  
5. Mapping the hypercube 
An example of how the coded values are mapped to physical dimensions follows.  In 
Table 28, the value of x1 (the stator aspect ratio, RSDL) is coded as -1, 0, and 1.  It was 
stated in Table 2 (p. 37) that the range of x1 for the design space is between 0.5 and 4.0.  
This range is too large to be mapped using a single response surface model.  For this 
reason a smaller hypercube would be used.  For our example we will assume that this 
hypercube maps x1 from 1.41-2.00.  The value of x1 in Table 28 coded as -1 would map 
to 1.41.  The value coded as 0 would map to 1.68.  The value coded as 1 would map to 
2.00.  The first column of Table 28 becomes: 
Table 29, First column (x1) of the I-optimal design for the example 
Run No. x1 
coded 
value 











1 0 1.68  23 0 1.68  44 1 2.00 
2 -1 1.41 24 0 1.68 45 1 2.00 
3 -1 1.41 25 0 1.68 46 1 2.00 
4 -1 1.41 26 0 1.68 47 1 2.00 
5 -1 1.41 27 0 1.68 48 1 2.00 
6 -1 1.41 28 0 1.68 49 1 2.00 
7 -1 1.41 29 0 1.68 50 1 2.00 
                                               
39 File “8 Factor 64 Runs A” 
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Run No. x1 
coded 
value 











8 -1 1.41 30 0 1.68 51 1 2.00 
9 -1 1.41 31 0 1.68 52 1 2.00 
10 -1 1.41 32 0 1.68 53 1 2.00 
11 -1 1.41 33 0 1.68 54 1 2.00 
12 -1 1.41 34 0 1.68 55 1 2.00 
13 -1 1.41 34b 0 1.68 56 1 2.00 
14 -1 1.41 35 0 1.68 57 1 2.00 
15 -1 1.41 36 0 1.68 58 1 2.00 
16 -1 1.41 37 0 1.68 59 1 2.00 
17 -1 1.41 38 0 1.68 60 1 2.00 
18 -1 1.41 39 0 1.68 61 1 2.00 
19 -1 1.41 40 0 1.68 62 1 2.00 
20 -1 1.41 41 0 1.68 63 1 2.00 
21 -1 1.41 42 1 2.00 64 1 2.00 
22 -1 1.41 43 1 2.00  
 
If the region of the design space with x1 larger than 2.00 was to be modeled, a new 
hypercube would be created.  This hypercube would model x1 from 2.00-2.83.  The 
machine designs which were not shared would be analyzed and a new response surface 
model would be created for that hypercube.  23 data points were analyzed in the previous 
hypercube which had an x1 value of 2.00, and are common to both design spaces.  
Therefore, the response of approximately one third of the data points would have already 
been determined. 
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6. Extending a fractional factorial model 
Extending the design space can be done for a number of reasons, including: 
 To create designs which are more optimal than those already found 
 To evaluate the effect limiting constraints (such as diameter) have on performance 
 To learn what performance can be obtained in other regions of the design space 
 To learn about interactions between various dimensions 
Figure 88 represents data points taken for a Box-Behnken design, where there are 
three variables in the design, and each variable has three levels in the design space.  In 
this figure, 13 designs (spheres) are shown.   
 
Figure 88, Extending a hypercube with 3 variables, at 3 levels 
The goal is to find the optimum design in the design space. However, when the 
mathematical model of the response to these points is created, the optimum may fall on 
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the right boundary of the design space.  For this case, the design space would be extended 
to the right, in the direction of the red arrows.   
 
Figure 89, Hypercube with design space extended to right 
To extend the design space to the right, a layer could be added to the right, with levels 
which are spaced the same distance apart as the previous layer.  This is shown in Figure 
89.  With the three factor Box-Behnken design, this works well, as the four points on the 
right hand face of the old designs are re-used in the new design.  As additional factors are 
added to the Box-Behnken design, the faces will not always be identical on opposing 
sides.  This is shown in Figure 90, which uses color and shape to model a four factor 
design.  
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Figure 90, Hypercube with additional parameter shown by colors 
The three initial parameters are represented by their location in space.  The fourth 
parameter is represented by using red circles, green squares and blue triangles.  If the new 
design space is achieved by translating the first hypercube design, the new design is 
shown in Figure 91. On the earlier hypercube, the left hand and right hand points were 
simply offset from each other, by changing one parameter. For this figure, the points on 
the right side of the left hand hypercube are not simply offset from the values on the left 
side of the hypercube.   
Therefore, if the new design space is created by offsetting the points from the 
previous model, all 15 data points in the adjacent hypercube are new designs, and must 
be analyzed.  These points are shown in Figure 91 (the new points on the shared plane are 
slightly offset from the lines, for visibility).  
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Figure 91, Hypercube with unnecessary points duplicated  
Extending the design space in this manner is valid, but requires analyzing more 
designs than are desired.  Instead, the left most points of the initial cube could have been 
reflected, using the central (gray) plane as the mirror surface. 
This is shown in Figure 92. 
 
Figure 92, Design hypercube extended by reflecting the design 
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For a case with only four variables, ten points would be added, rather than fifteen.  
When the same concept is used with an I-optimal design, each hypercube consists of 64 
designs.  When the design space is extended, as shown here, typically one third of the 
points can be re-used.  The next portion of the design space can be analyzed much more 
rapidly using this reflective technique. 
7. Extending the designs, when exploring the design space 
As the optimum is moved away from, the machine‟s performance degrades.  It is not 
necessary to always extend the design space using the previous parameter ranges.  In the 
optimum region of the design space, the range for a variable might be 0.1.  To improve 
the variance of the model, as the design spaces are further from the optimum, it will be 
advantageous to reduce the size of the ranges.  For the next interval, the range might be 
reduced to 0.06 or 0.08.  If all other variables maintain their same values, one third of the 
data from the previous hypercube design are still available for the new RSM.   
G. Analysis of the machine designs 
When efficiency is part of the objective function, the optimum efficiency for each of 
the designs must be determined.  This requires that the optimum settings for current and 
phase angle be found for each speed which is a part of the objective function. 
1. Determining the optimum phase angle for peak efficiency  
The literature related to machine optimization rarely mentions the phase angle; the 
optimization of current and phase angle were not considered part of the machine 
optimization problem.  This was true for literature related to analytical methods, and to 
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methods which employed FEA.  It is assumed that determining the efficiency at rated 
power was done at a single phase angle for all machines.  Since the optimum phase angle 
for a machine varies depending on its geometry, materials, and operating speeds, this 
simplification may lead to sub-optimal designs.  Inclusion of the search for the optimal 
current and phase angle incurs significant time penalties.
40
 
As explained in CHAPTER II.I.1 (p. 57), the golden section search was used to 
determine the optimum phase angle.  This was done because the efficiencies of the 
machines tend to be unimodal.  Minimizing the current rather than the efficiencies can be 
done in the same way.  The results for minimizing current or maximizing efficiency are 
similar, but for many evaluations, the results not identical. 
Modifying the golden section search method 
Two modifications were made to the golden section search.  The first of these was to 
eliminate the march to find the initial range.  This is a typical modification made to the 
golden section search method when the initial range can be assumed.  The second 
modification was to eliminate determining the performance at the first and last point of 
the initial four points. 
This was a significant improvement, as typically the first or fourth golden section 
point are points where the software has difficulty converging.  This is often due to the 
fact that rated power cannot be achieved at one of those two phase angles.  After 
evaluating the second and third (middle) points of the golden section, the first or fourth 
point of the golden section is immediately eliminated.  Therefore, there is no benefit in 
evaluating this point, and no information is lost. 
                                               
40 Penalties on the order of 5 to 10 times more function evaluations, for this method. 
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In most cases, the other unevaluated end point is also thrown away, and no significant 
information is lost.  For the case where an endpoint would not be thrown away, the point 
closest to it is used.  The spacing of the initial endpoints can be located so that the last 
possible used endpoints are on the boundaries of the phase angle range.  This was 
implemented in the validation algorithms. 
Other options to modify the method 
It is possible that more rapid optimization would occur if a specific phase angle 
setting were initially assumed (probably a setting that is speed dependent) and perform 
optimizations on design spaces using that assumption, until the optimal local design 
space has been found.  This would be followed by including the effects of current and 
phase on the local design space. This technique was not used, but is a possible rapid 
search technique.  This method will have more variance for the initial search. 
The use of the Fibonacci search method was considered in place of the golden section 
method, as it converges slightly faster than the golden section method.  This search 
method is based on the Fibonacci sequence – 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21 … where each 
number in the sequence is the sum of the previous two numbers.  Like the golden section 
search, it is also a region elimination method.   
2. Determining the required current 
From the literature and experience, it was seen that efficiency is a convex function of 
current.  This is shown in Figure 93. This figure shows not only the fact that the function 
is unimodal, but also that a fairly good curve fit can sometimes be obtained.  This is not 
always the case, but this observation led to improvements in the convergence algorithm. 
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Figure 93, Current requirement vs. phase angle, showing curve fit 
For a given phase angle, a method was used to set the current, and later improved.  
Initially, the algorithm predicted the current setting to obtain the specified power.  The 
machine was evaluated at this current and phase angle.  If the power achieved was within 
the desired error level (0.5%) the current search loop was terminated.  Otherwise, 
Newton's method was used to determine subsequent current settings, until convergence 
was achieved.  Convergence for one point is shown in Table 30.  Setting the convergence 
limits to 0.5% was satisfactory for the method.  Tightening the convergence yielded 
slight improvements to the variance of the model. 
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Table 30, Convergence for a single point using Newton's method 
Iteration Current, A Power, kW 
1 470.5 45.422 
2 518.0 47.615  
3 546.2 48.801 
 
A second method was prompted by the following power equation for IPM machines: 
   q d q d qP m EI I I X X    (4.21) 
where the number of phases is m, the back EMF is E, and the d- and q-axes 













The first component of equation (4.21) [mEIq] is the magnetic torque, and the second 
term [m Id  Iq  (Xd -Xq)] is the reluctance torque.  The theory was that if the back EMF and 
d- and q-axis reactances from the initial current setting are known, a better approximation 
for the subsequent data point could be made, compared to using Newton's method.  This 
would speed convergence.  However, Xd  and Xq  are not constants, nor are they 
calculable functions of current.  As an example, for a machine that was fairly efficient, 
the following data points were given by the algorithm (the same machine and initial data 
point as in Table 30): 
Table 31, Convergence using reactances 
Iteration Current, A Xd, ohms Xq, ohms Back EMF, V Power, kW 
1 470.5 0.1492 0.2491 36.0297 45.422 
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Iteration Current, A Xd, ohms Xq, ohms Back EMF, V Power, kW 
2 506.5 0.1451 0.2357 35.0407 47.615  
3 526.5 0.1427 0.2288 34.5127 48.801 
4 536.5 0.1414 0.2256 34.2544 49.390 
5 541.5 0.1408 0.2240 34.1269 49.676 
6 544.5 0.1405 0.2230 34.0508 49.863 
 
The reactances and back EMF vary with current.  While the current for this data point 
increased by 15.7%, Xd decreased by 5.8%, and Xq decreased by 10.5%.  This is due to 
the non-linearity in the steel.  Figure 94 is a plot of the normalized reactances of one 
specific machine vs. current.  Because of this variation of reactances, a simple calculation 
using Xd  and Xq to calculate the required current was not effective.  Research into this 
approach may be pursued in the future. 
 
Figure 94, Normalized reactances vs. normalized current 
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In Figure 95, the phase angle was changed, while the current was held constant.  This 
figure shows the reactances and normalized reactances, which are the reactances divided 
by their peak values.  Again, Xd  and Xq were not constant values.  For this method to be 
effective it must converge more rapidly than Newton‟s method converged, which 
typically happened within three points. 
 
Figure 95, Xd and Xq  reactances varying with current and phase angle 
For one set of 64 machine designs, the use of Newton's method required 2320 
evaluations of current and phase angle to find the optimum current and phase angle 
settings for two speeds.  This was an average of 36.25 iterations per point. For the same 
set of machine designs, using the reactances to estimate successive points yielded 2363 
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evaluations, or an average of 36.9 evaluations per design. Therefore, a simple use of the 
reactances in determining the succeeding current value was not pursued. 
While the direct use of the back EMF and reactances did not lead to faster 
convergence, it led to another option.  (4.21) can be simplified to: 
 1 2q d qP k I k I I   (4.23) 
where k1 and  k2 are derived from (4.21).  As mentioned earlier, the variables Iq and Id 
are the q and d-axis current.  (4.23) can be rewritten as: 
      21 3cos cos sinP k I k I     (4.24) 
where I is the rms current per phase, and k3 is a constant derived from the above 
equations.  For a given phase angle γ, (4.24) can be rewritten: 
 
2
4 5P k I k I   (4.25) 
where k4 and k5 are constants derived from the above equations.  This equation infers 
that power is proportional to one constant multiplied by the current (I), and a second 
constant multiplied by the current squared (I²).  This equation indicates that if the current 
is increased linearly, with the use of Newton‟s method, too much power will be achieved 
with the second current setting.  Similarly, if the power is initially too high, and current is 
reduced linearly, the power achieved will be too low. 
A trial was set up were the second current setting was based on whether the current 
needed to increase or decrease.  If the current needed to increase, the increase in current 
was multiplied by a specific factor.  This factor was initially set at 0.7.  A set of 64 
machines were analyzed using this setting.  The factor was then adjusted until the 
minimum number of function evaluations was achieved.  It was determined that using a 
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factor of 0.75 resulted in the most rapid convergence.  This number may not be optimal 
for all machines, but did increase the speed of convergence for the design space that was 
evaluated. 
A similar method was used when the initial current setting was too high.  For this 
case, the optimal factor was 1.30.  In other words, when Newton‟s method would reduce 
the current setting by 10 amps, the current was instead be reduced by 13 amps.  If 
Newton‟s method would increase the current setting by 10 amps, it was instead increased 
by 7.5 amps. 
3. Changing the number of turns per coil 
When the desired current could not be achieved, the current waveform was typically 
distorted, as seen in Figure 96.  For this specific control method, the current is controlled 
to stay within the two smooth sinusoidal bands. 
 
Figure 96, Current waveform with the original number of turns per coil 
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When the current could not stay within these bands, the algorithm reduced the 
number of turns per coil.  When this was done, as can be seen in Figure 97, the waveform 
improved.  The need to reduce this current was determined by comparing the commanded 
rms current with the achieved rms current, as explained in „Qualifying the mesh, and 
determining the number of turns per coil‟ on page 56. 
When the number of turns was reduced, the current was increased so that the desired 
power could be achieved.  There were cases when the turns had to be reduced more than 
once, or where the machine was not able to achieve rated power, regardless of the 
number of turns.   
 
Figure 97, Current waveform with turns reduced 
When this change was made to the algorithm, the number of objective function 
evaluations for the 64 designs reduced from 2320 to 2100. 
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Each of the 64 designs requires the correct current and phase angle at seven phase 
angles and two speeds, so that 14 points are being determined per design.  For the first 
two or three phase angles, convergence typically happened within two or three 
evaluations. As the phase angles became closer and closer to each other (using the golden 
section method), convergence typically happened in either one or two function 
evaluations, in efficient regions of the design space. 
4. Using a curve fit to predict the current to achieve rated power 
The following method was also adopted: after the current for the first three phase 
angles was determined, a quadratic curve was fit through those points.  The resulting 
equation was used to predict the current at the next phase angle. This method was based 
on constant power curves seen in the literature, showing that current vs. phase angle tends 
to be a smooth function. Therefore, a quadratic curve through the closest three known 
points should yield an accurate estimate.  This modification increased the rate of 
convergence. 
5. Summary of the convergence effects of modifications to the algorithm 
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Table 32 lists some of the modifications made to the algorithm to increase the speed 
of convergence, in the order they were attempted.  The methods are cumulative, assuming 
the previous methods were successful. 
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Table 32, Method changes to increase the speed of convergence 
Method Object Function 
Evaluations 
For all phase angles after the origin phase angle, begin with the 




If the current waveform was distorted, reduce the number of turns, 
and increase the current to the equivalent number of amp turns 
2100 
To predict current at a new phase angle, use the reactances and back 
EMF of previous points to estimate the next current value 
2425 
If the phase angle evaluations for three points exist, curve fit the 3 
previous points to estimate the current at the next phase angle. 
2047 
If at least one previous design exists, use the current from the 
previous phase angle evaluated to estimate the first two phase angle 
points of the new design 
2029 
If power was too low on the first trial (for a given phase angle), 
increase the current by by 0.75 of recommended increase for the 
second trial (calculated from Newton‟s method).42 
1737 
If the power is too high on the first current setting (for a given phase 
angle) increase the recommended current adjustment by 1.3. 
1702 
6. Options that could speed up convergence 
While the method developed requires fewer function evaluations than other methods 
described in the literature, and is quicker than can be done using trial and error methods, 
further improvements can be made.  At the lowest machine speed, a curve similar to 
Figure 98 was often achieved.  When trends such as this are observed, the algorithm 
could modify its search parameters, so that it begins more near the assumed optimal 
phase angle (e.g. at a higher phase angle for this case).  This should decrease the 
convergence time. 
                                               
41 In other words, the same current setting was used for all phase angles initially. 
42 Had tried other numbers, such as 0.8, but 0.75 was optimal. This number might be varied, depending on 
how much reluctance and magnetic torque are in the machine. 
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Figure 98, Example of results using golden section method at 2000 rpm 
The use of other search methods prior to creating a response surface was mentioned 
earlier.  One of these was to begin with a conjugate direction method, and then create the 
response surface when the region of the optimal design was determined.  A method found 
in the literature would be to begin with fractional factorial models with only 2 levels, and 
require fewer evaluations, until the optimal design space has been identified. 
H. The use of multiple response surfaces  
For RSM, a single response surface is typically created from the data. However, 
multiple response surfaces have been used.  For the validation examples, the objective 
function was the minimum efficiency obtained at two operating conditions.  Initially, a 
single response surface was created based on this objective function.  This response 
surface had a very poor fit. 
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A second approach was to create separate response surfaces at each specified test 
point (the speed and power requirement).  These models had a much lower variance, 
indicating that this method more accurately predicted the efficiency of the machines.  
After the response surfaces had been modeled, the optimization algorithm used the 
models to determine the value of the objective function, and then optimize it.  This 
method could be extended to a larger number of performance points.  It also can be 
extended to include other factors, such as current requirements, cogging torque, etc. 
Response surfaces can be created to determine the masses or volumes.  For the most 
part, the masses and volumes can be determined from the dimensionless parameters and 
the stator volume, but stresses which affect the bridge and posts will change the magnet 
volume.  If magnet cost is part of the objective function, response surfaces for magnet 
mass may be needed.   
To add response surfaces at additional operating conditions requires analyzing the 
machine at those speeds and power levels, the additional data points will slow down the 
algorithm approximately linearly.   
An attempt was made to include a penalty function (when not achieving rated power), 
when creating the response surface.  This distorted the response surface.   
I. Creating families of machines 
In machine design, it is common that a single lamination design may be used for 
machines which have multiple power settings.  This is typically done by lengthening the 
stator, and sometimes by increasing the speed of the machine.  For these cases, multiple 
response surfaces could be created for the family of machines, or for specific machines in 
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the family.  The objective function would include calculations which yield a combination 
of designs which are optimized for each power level, with the same lamination.  These 
machines might have differing torque densities, in order to achieve their required 
specifications. 
J. Rapidity of the algorithms 
In order to find the solution rapidly, a number of techniques were used. 
 By using dimensionless parameters, and setting up realistic boundaries, only 
physically realizable geometries were created 
 The golden section method (or Fibonacci), allowed for the number of phase angle 
points (7), and the rate of phase angle convergence, to be known ahead of time. 
 The application of Newton‟s method for determining the correct current to achieve 
rated power resulted in convergence typically in 3 or fewer function evaluations. 
 Having some dimensions (such as slot opening) dependent on other dimensions made 
modification of designs quicker, as those dimensions were modified automatically. 
 Modifying Newton‟s method, by multiplying the adjustment current of the second 
point by a constant (based on whether the first point was higher or lower than desired) 
decreased the number of objective function evaluations by approximately 15%. 
 Using a curve fit of the first three points of the phase angle vs. current allowed for 
convergence typically on the first or second attempt of successive points. 
 Having the algorithm create the 64 machine designs, based only on the center point of 
the I-optimal design and the parameter ranges, made creating the design spaces 
instantaneous. 
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 Using I-optimal designs, a design method was created which required only 64 data 
points for the initial response surface, rather than 81 points for a CCD, or 113 for a 
BB design. 
 Mirroring the hypercube design reduced the analysis of additional data points, when 
the design space needed to be extended 
 The algorithm indicates which direction subsequent hypercubes should analyze, if the 
optimum is not achieved.  This reduces the time required to make these decisions.  
This could have been automated, so that the process would add and analyze design 
spaces without operator intervention. 
 Because the hypercube designs have all dimensions defined simultaneously, it is 
possible to verify that all of the designs can be meshed in a short period of time
43
 
 Because the algorithm verifies that all designs can mesh, before detailed analysis, the 
program does not halt due to meshing errors.  Once designs were verified, the 
algorithm could run unattended. 
Increasing the rapidity based on special objective functions 
For the objective function used in the validation examples, an additional reduction in 
the number of objective functions is possible (though it was not implemented).  This 
consists of evaluating the first few designs at both performance points.  Because the 
objective function for validation was based on the lowest efficiency of the machine at two 
speeds, the other designs in the hypercube could be evaluated only for the performance 
point (speed) which had yielded the lowest efficiency.   
                                               
43 The location of successive design point in PSO and other stochastic methods, is based on the analysis of 
present points, and therefore, subsequent designs cannot be meshed early on in the evaluation process.  
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A response surface for this performance point could then be created.  The optimum 
value (design) for this response surface would be found.  This „optimal‟ design would 
then be analyzed at the other performance point.  Since this objective function is based on 
the lowest efficiency, if the efficiency at the second performance point was higher than at 
the first performance point, the optimum design had been found.  If efficiency at the 
second performance point was lower, then all designs in the design set would have to be 
evaluated.  For this case, the number of analyses of the machine would be the same as if 
this method had not been implemented.  For the case where this method succeeded, 
analyses would have been cut approximately in half.  It is helpful to recognize objective 
functions of this type. 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter describes the conclusions and contributions of this research, and future 
work which this research leads to. 
A. Conclusions 
Accurate response surface models of IPM machines can be created using eight 
dimensionless parameters.  These models can be created from the analysis of 64 
machines, for each portion of the design space which is analyzed.  Additional design 
spaces typically require 42-64 machines to be analyzed. 
These models can be used to determine the optimum machine design for IPM 
machines.  This method was validated for machines ranging in power from 25 kW to 200 
kW, and it is likely that the method works for machines of larger and smaller power 
levels. 
A method for rapid optimization was accomplished by: 
 Defining dimensionless parameters for IPM machines  
 Creating methods to quickly set up the problem 
 Creating methods to speed up the performance analysis of the machine 
 Using experimental (I-optimal) designs which require a minimum number of 
data points 
 Using multiple response surfaces for the same design set. 
Problem set up was simplified by having the global design space predefined, with 
smaller design regions easily selected, using eight parameters.  As the parameters were 
dimensionless, initial estimates could be made about where the optimum was located.  
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Designs were created automatically using I-optimal designs, which excel at creating 
predictive response surfaces.  Structural FEA was incorporated in the program so that the 
geometry defined was structurally sound, while efficiently using the magnet mass. 
Performance analysis was sped up by developing methods to rapidly determine the 
optimum settings of current and phase angle for each performance point.  This consisted 
of modifying Newton‟s method to determine the correct current at each phase angle, and 
modifying the golden section search method to determine the correct phase angle.  Other 
features described in the text were also included to speed up analysis. 
Only 64 data points for eight factors were required, based on using I-optimal designs, 
from design of experiments methodology.  These were used to create response surfaces.  
An addition to this technique was mirror imaging of the I-optimal design when extending 
the design space, so that data could be reused, rather than recreated. 
During the development of this method, it was found that it was useful to set up 
separate response surfaces for each operating condition specified.  Each of these response 
surfaces predicts the performance of the machine at a specific speed and power level. The 
objective functions were based on these multiple response surfaces, rather than having a 
single response surface, based on a complex objective function.  This allowed multiple 
objective functions to be used on the acquired data, and allowed for objective functions to 
be redefined after analysis was complete. 
B. Contributions of this research 
The primary contributions of this research lie in the following areas: 
 Development of a practical method for rapid IPM machine design 
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 Extensive use of dimensionless optimization, including defining eight parameters 
which are effective for achieving optimization in IPM machines 
 The use of dimensionless optimization in a way that minimizes physically non-
realizable geometry 
 The use of multiple response surfaces to define the objective function 
 The inclusion of structural FEA as part of the design process 
 The use of the structural FEA and performance data to modify the geometry 
during the optimization 
C. Future research 
The following are areas for future research: 
 The use of dimensionless parameters for other machine types, including induction 
machines, surface permanent magnet machines, switched reluctance machines, 
synchronous machines, and axial flux machines 
 A study of the impact of various specifications on the parameters for optimal 
designs 
 A study of the most effective range sizes for the parameters which were defined 
 A study of the interactions between the dimensionless parameters 
 Characterizing the design space, so that the opportunities to achieve high 
efficiency with variations in the stator aspect ratio can be understood 
 Development of a means to incorporate demagnetization into the method defined 





APPENDIX 1.    I-OPTIMAL DESIGN 
The I-optimal design in Table 33 was created using JMP® 7.0.2, © 2007 SAS 
Institute, Inc.  This I-optimal design was used in the creation of the design hyperspaces 
used for validating the method developed by this research.  The designs were not 
randomized, as the results of the simulations are not affected by the order in which they 
are run. Run number 1 is the center point of the design. 
Table 33, Coded I-optimal design 
Run no. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
4 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 
5 -1 -1 0 -1 1 1 1 1 
6 -1 -1 0 1 -1 1 0 0 
7 -1 -1 1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 
8 -1 -1 1 1 0 0 1 -1 
9 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 
10 -1 0 -1 0 0 1 1 1 
11 -1 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 -1 
12 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
13 -1 0 1 1 -1 -1 0 1 
14 -1 0 1 1 1 1 -1 1 
15 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 
16 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 
17 -1 1 -1 1 1 0 1 1 
18 -1 1 1 -1 -1 0 1 1 
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Run no. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
19 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 
20 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
21 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 0 -1 
22 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
23 0 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
24 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 -1 1 
25 0 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
26 0 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1 1 
27 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 -1 
28 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
29 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 -1 1 
30 0 -1 1 0 1 -1 1 1 
31 0 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 1 
32 0 0 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 
33 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
34 0 0 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1 
35 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
36 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
37 0 1 -1 0 -1 -1 1 0 
38 0 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 0 
39 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 -1 0 
40 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
41 0 1 1 1 0 -1 1 0 
42 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 0 
43 1 -1 -1 0 -1 1 1 -1 
44 1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 
45 1 -1 0 1 0 1 -1 -1 
46 1 -1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
47 1 -1 1 -1 1 0 1 0 
48 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
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Run no. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
49 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 0 
50 1 0 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
51 1 0 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
52 1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 1 
53 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 -1 
54 1 0 1 1 -1 0 -1 0 
55 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
56 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
57 1 1 -1 0 1 1 1 0 
58 1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 -1 
59 1 1 0 -1 0 1 1 -1 
60 1 1 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 
61 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
62 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
63 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 






APPENDIX 2.    STRUCTURAL FEA USING MATLAB 
Some details of setting up the MATLAB PDE toolbox are explained in this appendix. 
The creation of the geometry is explained in CHAPTER II.H (page 48).  The body forces 
were set to:  
 
2
rF r  (5.1) 
In MATLAB, this requires setting the x and y body forces separately, which are: 
 
2
xF x  (5.2) 
 
2
yF y  (5.3) 
where xF is the body force in the x direction (N/m³), yF is the body force in the y 
direction (N/m³), ρ is the density of electrical steel  37650 /kg m ,   is  the overspeed 
condition in the specifications (rad/sec), and x and y are the locations of each point in the 
rotor (m).  
MATLAB specifies the Dirichlet boundary condition as: 
11 12 1 1
21 22 2 2
h h u r
h h u r
    
    
    
  (5.4) 
To obtain the boundary condition on the lower (horizontal) line, if h21 = 0, h22 = 1, 
and r2 = 0, then u2 (the y motion) must be 0. 
The equation for the upper line boundary condition depends on the number of poles.  
If the number of poles is four, then the upper line will be at 45°. For this equation, u1 is 
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the horizontal (x) direction, u2 is the vertical (y) direction. To obtain the boundary 
condition on the upper line (45° line): 
If h11 = 0.707, h12 = -0.707 and r2 = 0; then u1 = u2, which describes a 45° line.  
If the number of poles is greater than four, the angle of the upper line will be:  
 180 / P   (5.5) 
where α is the angle of the upper line and P is the number of poles. 
For this case, h11 = sin(α), h12 = - cos(α), and r2 = 0.  This will force u2 to be tan(α), 
which is the equation for that line.  These equations were entered in the MATLAB code.  














where kr11200  is the force at 11200 rpm (N), rmm is the radius (mm), and rm is the 
radius (m). MATLAB requires setting body forces in terms of the x and y directions. 
Therefore, the body forces at 11,200 were set as: 













Therefore, Kx was set to 1.052e-2*x (N/cu m), Ky was set to 1.052e-2*y, and rho was 
set equal to 7650 (kg/cu m).
44
 Forces for other speeds can be scaled from the above.
                                               




APPENDIX 3.   CONTRACTED AND OPTIMIZED DESIGNS 
Contracted and optimized designs for the following laminations were done to the 
same specifications, 50 kW, 30 Nm/liter @ 4913 RPM. Max operating speed was 6937 
RPM.  Contracted and DO designs also used the same materials and material files. 
Lamination comparison 
 
Figure 99, Overlay of contracted generator design (in gray, red and blue), and design optimized 
using this method  
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The gray laminations in Figure 99 are the contracted designs. The black lines which 
have gray on one side, and white on the other are the optimized design.  FEA results for 
these laminations are shown in Figure 100 though Figure 103. 
FEA Comparison 
 
Figure 100, FEA of contracted design at rated power, 4913 RPM, approx. ¾ scale
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Figure 101, Magnified view of FEA of contracted design 
The contracted design had a larger rotor, thinner magnets, and a smaller air gap. 
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Figure 102, FEA of optimized design at rated power, 4913 RPM 
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Figure 103, Magnified view of optimized design at rated power, 4913 RPM 
Figure 103 uses the same color scale for flux density as Figure 100
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APPENDIX 4.   REVIEW OF METHODS USED FOR ELECTRIC 
MACHINE OPTIMIZATION 
Table 34 lists the methods used in the literature for machine optimization.  It lists the 
methods, number of parameters varied, and the goals of the optimization, if described in 
the respective literature. 
Table 34, Summary of the methods used for machine optimization 
Reference Methods used Number of parameters 
varied, units 
Goal 
[1] RSM, FFD and CCD 3 Minimize torque ripple 
[2] Stochastic and 
deterministic 
 Study global 
optimization of PM 
machines 
[3] GA and FEA  Optimize pole shape of 
a magnet 
[4] Global evolution 
strategy (GA, simulated 
annealing, and Monte 
Carlo) 
  
[5] 2D and 3D FEA, 
evolutionary algorithms 
9 Design of DC torque 
motor 
[6] GA with 2D FEA, 
constant permeability 
4, mm Design of motor pole 
face with sinusoidal flux 
density 
[7] GA initially, followed 
by gradient method 
6, mm Design of motor pole 
face with sinusoidal flux 
density 
[8] GA followed by direct 
search, with FEA 
3, mm Minimizing the ripple 
torque of a DC motor 
[9] 3 different GA, 2 
particle based, one ant 
stigmergy, all with 
FEA. Saturation 
10, mm, step size was 
0.1mm  
Both rotor and stator 
Universal motor 
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[10] SPSA and CGA 5 Induction machine 
[14] Gradient search and 
golden section 
 Find optimum current 
vector for real time 
control system 
[17]  7, dimensionless Switched reluctance 
motors 
[18] Stator OD was fixed 4, dimensionless Switched reluctance 
motors 
[19] FEA and analytical 
calculations 
1 dimensionless, the 
split ratio. Step size 
was 0.5 mm from 5.3 
to 8.8 mm 
DC brushless motor 
[20]   Split ratio  
[21]  Split ratio Derive formula for 
optimum split ratio 
[22]  Split ratio Optimized split ratio for 
a fractional slot IPM 
machine 
[23] Analytical equations, 
iron losses neglected 
Split ratio Find optimal split ratio 
of brushless DC motor 
[24]  3 dimensionless, 
mention saliency ratio 
(Ld/Lq ), CPSR 
Design of axially 
laminated IPM 
[25]  Split ratio (called 
diameter ratio), copper 
fill factor 
High speed PM motor, 
includes study of torque 
vs. split ratio, split ratio 
c. frequency 
[26]  3 dimensionless; aspect 
ratio (L/D of stator), 
split ratio, tooth length 
ratio 
Optimized design of 
surface PM machine 
[27]  2 dimensionless, the 
split ratios 
Analyze torque of 
double stator PM 
machine 
[28]  1 dimensionless, slot Induction AC traction 
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Reference Methods used Number of parameters 
varied, units 
Goal 
width/slot pitch motors 
[29]  3 dimensionless PM stepping motors 




[31]   Determine 
dimensionless 
parameters for IPM 
machines 
[33]  3 dimensionless Optimal design of 50 
kW IPM machine 
[34]  2 dimensionless Study of optimal tooth 
geometry for hybrid 
stator motors 
[35]  1 dimensionless PM synchronous 
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